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ABSTRACT 
The present study is an attempt to investigate the concept of "'Word-Fonnation in 
Urdu". 'Word-Formation' is an integral part of morphology and it is a process of 
creating new words and expressions in the language with the help of existing 
elements. The present study focuses on the representations of words used as tlie 
names ofUnani medicines composed of more than one morpheme. The study attempts 
to raise some of the pertinent questions like; 
••• How morphological information is realized in the mental lexicon? 
<• What happens to a new or complex word once it has been formed, cr coined 
and is used by a larger number «f-spGgJ^ ers? 
<• Which word-formaMpri:^processes are cornWter^ involved to coin these words 
\ • < < ^ (Unani medicine nanae^)-?-•->•-,...-..• ,u ,' , i 
•> What is the productivity of^ HeStf'W'ofd ?gp^J t^fon processes? 
Every study at the level of the word, demands to include the study of the object it 
denotes and "Onomasiological" model of word formation as a starting point for the 
theory of word formation is concerned with "the question of how concepts (i.e. ideas, 
objects, activities, etc.) are expressed. Onomasiological theory identifies word-
formation as an independent component of linguistics and the scheme represents a 
crucial triad of relations between extra-linguistic reality (object to be named), a 
speech community (represented by a 'coiner'), and the word-formation component. 
New words are constantly introduced into a language (Algeo, 1980; Lehrer 2003), 
often for naming new concepts. These new names convey concentrated meanings 
People try to outdo each other with more attractive and unique expressions 1o name 
their products, which results that these trademarks names are adopted by the common 
person and become "everyday words of language" (Yule 2006, 53). Unani medicine 
names are also coined with the help of word-formation processes and the present 
study deals with two main morphological processes, involved in the coinage o '^^  Unani 
medicine names: Blending and Compounding. 
The present research work is divided into four chapters: 
First chapter entitled, "Introduction" where we have discussed that the present 
research is an attempt to investigate the concept of "Word-Formation in Ui du". Tlie 
present study focuses on the representations of words used as the names of Unani 
medicines composed of more than one morpheme. The word-formations considered in 
this study attempt, for the most part—satisfy both of these word-formations: 
• New words that are unique strings of characters, for example, 'webisode" i a 
blend of web and episode), and 
• Word-formations that correspond to new meanings for an existing word 
form, for example, Wikipedia used as a verb—meaning to conduct a search 
on the website Wikipedia—instead of as a proper noun. 
After introducing the word-formation, theoretical framework of the present study is 
discussed in this chapter. About theoretical framework of the present study, it is said 
that present study uses an "Onomasiological" model of word formation as a starting 
point for the theory of word formation. Onomasiology is a branch of lexicology that is 
concerned with the question of how concepts (i.e. ideas, objects, activities, etc.) are 
expressed. 
The research framework of the present study incorporates three fundamental factors: 
(i) Extra-linguistic relation of an object, 
(ii) Conceptual information about an object, and 
(iii) Linguistic factors 
The aim of onomasiological theory is to use a single common mechanism to describe 
all productive word-formation processes. This theory views the cognitive capacity ot 
the coiner (i.e. the producer of a new word) as playing an active role in the process, 
and in general, the theory emphasizes the role of the object to be named (extra-
linguistic reality), the speech community, and cognitive factors, which include a 
lexical component and a word-formation component. A key idea underlying this 
theory is that the object to be named is viewed in relation to existing objects a ad that 
these relationships must be taken into consideration during the naming process. 
Consequently, the theory stresses the interaction between hnguistic and extra-
linguistic factors. This theory of word formation includes seven levels: 
(i) Extra-linguistic reality 
(ii) Speech community 
(iii) Conceptual level 
(iv) Semantic level 
(v) Onomasiological level 
(vi) Onomatological level and 
(vii) Phonological level 
Each of these levels is described in the present study with the most emphasis placed 
on the Onomasiological level, the central level of the model. 
This chapter also deals with the previous research in the field, word-finding piocesses, 
Scope of the study. The introduction of word-formation processes and some other 
basic concepts of morphology are briefly discussed and the method of data collection 
and extraction used in this research is described. 
Second Chapter, entitled 'Coining Names of Unani Medicine: The Pntcess of 
Blending'. In this chapter, attempts have been made to analyze the produc'ivity of 
BLENDING in coining names for Unani medicine. The chapter provides a formal 
description of the "Process of Blending". Process of blending deals with the action of 
combining various lexemes to form a new word. However, the process of defining 
which words are true blends and which are not is more complicated. The difficult) 
comes in determining which parts of a new word are "recoverable" (have roots that 
can be distinguished). Algeo (1977) proposed dividing blends into three groups: 
1. Phonemic Overlap: A syllable or part of a syllable is shared between two 
words. 
2. Clipping: The shortening of two words and then compounding them. 
3. Phonemic Overlap and Clipping: Shortening of two words to a shared 
syllable and then compounding. 
After a formal introduction about blending, historical background and research in the 
field of blending mentioned in detail. Writers have been consciously coining blends to 
create an effect for many centuries. Blending was used by both Spencer (who 
composed foolosophy and niniversity) and Shakespeare (rebuse from rebuke + abuse) 
However, one of the earliest writers to theorise on blends was Lewis Carroll, who did 
this famously through the character of Humpty Dumpty: 'Well, "slithy" means "lithe"' 
and "slimy"... You see it's like a portmanteau there are two meanings packed ;nto one 
word.'(Lewis Carroll, 1872: 102). 
Blends are classified into three types for analysing the data, collected from Unani 
medicine names. Those three types are: 
• A blend containing a splinter and a complete word. 
• A blend containing no splinter at all, only complete words, which overlap at 
the point of fusion. 
• A blend containing two splinters. 
After the classification of blends in different types, we have differenfiated between 
blending and other processes of word formation because blending must be 
unambiguously separated from other related processes of word formation. 
• Blending and Clipping- When splinters do fiise with another element 
(assuming the fusion is at the point where the splintering has taken place), the 
resulting form is necessarily a blend, which is not true of clips. Many linguists 
have noted that there is an overlap between blends and clips (for instance. 
Bauer, 1983, Cannon, 1986). Conversely, It can be proposed that the observed 
grey area has always actually been between clips and the splinters within 
blends, rather than with the blends themselves. 
• Blending and Compounding- Observations on compounding serves to 
highlight one of the differences between blends and compounds: Such tenns 
[compounds], however, have the advantage of explaining themselves in a 
much greater detail than others, have little need of definition, lilends, 
conversely, are not always self-defining. In fact, Cannon (1986) argues that 
the most typical blend is the one that cannot be unpicked when taken out of 
context. 
Thus, the aim of this research is to propose definitions and criteria that can help to 
distinguish between blends and other types of word formation. 
Third Chapter, entitled 'Coining Names of Unani Medicine: The Process of 
Compounding'. 
This chapter investigates the question of compounding as a producti\e word-
formation process in the naming process of UNANI MEDICINE by explormg the 
concepts of collocation and lexicalization. The claim is that compounds can exhibit 
different internal structures, including syntactically ambiguous forms, as is the case 
with the noun + prepositional phrase. Frequency of co-occurrence and the unique 
meaning of all elements, together with the phenomenon of technicalization, argue in 
favor of such an assumption. 
A compound word is a union of two or more words to convey a unit-idea oi" special 
meaning that is not conveyed as easily or quickly by separated words. An open 
compound is a combination of words so closely associated that they convey the idea 
of a single concept but are spelt as unconnected words. A solid (closed) compound 
combines two or more words into one solid word. Whether a compound becomes 
lexicalized or not, depends on its fi^equency in everyday use and its significance for 
the hearer. Lexicalization is the process of adding words, set phrases, or word 
patterns to a language - that is, of adding items to a language's lexicon and 
compounding is also apart of lexicalization. 
In the next section of this chapter, the structure of compounds is explained with 
reference to Urdu. A compound word in English and URDU is generally formed with 
two words. These two words can be noun+noun, noun+adjective, verb+verb, or 
preposition+noun etc. In this section, the structure of compound s is discussed in 
detail with Urdu examples. 
From the point of view of structure of compounds, a common semantic classification 
of compounds yields four types: 
> Endocentric 
> Exocentric 
> Copulative 
> Appositional 
Based on the above semantic classification of compounds we analyzed the data, 
collected as Unani medicines names. In addition to the four types of compounds based 
on semantic classification, we have also taken hybridized compounds into account. 
After analyzing the data, we found the productivity of each type of compound 
formation used to coin names of Unani medicines. Following graph represents the 
productivity of each type. 
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100 
Endocentric Exocentric Copulative Appositional Hybrid 
Graph: Productivity of Each Type of Compounds in Unani Medicine Names 
Fourth chapter entitled "Summary and Conclusion" which is the final criapter of 
the thesis and presented the summary and conclusions drawn fi-om the study. In the 
present research work, through extensive investigation and with the help of examples 
collected as the names of Unani medicines and feedback fi-om the areas concerned has 
conceived results. The present chapter is designed for casing the conclusion of the 
research work. In this chapter, we aim at summarizing the discussions carried out in 
earlier chapters and have drawn conclusions firom the discussions presented in the 
different sections of the thesis. The chapter spreads over two sections. The first 
section comes up with a chapter-wise summary of the research work, while tlie second 
section presents the conclusions drawn from the current study and ends with some 
implications for further research. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
Word-formation is a morphological process of creating new words and expressions. 
The newly coined words are constantly introduced into a language (Algeo, 1980; 
Lehrer, 1996), often for naming a new concept. Domains that are culturally prominent 
contain new words. Concepts, which are rapidly advancing, (for example electronic 
communication and the Internet) also take help of Word-formation strategies. New 
expressions and novel words do arise throughout a language (Aj^o, 1990, Knowles 
and Elliott, 1997). 
Fischer (1998) gives the following definition of Word -formation: 
"A Word-formation is a word, which has lost its status of a nonce-formation 
but is still the one, which is considered as new by the majority of members of 
a speech community ". 
A nonce-formation is a word, which is created and used by a speaker who believes it 
to be new (Bauer, 1983); once a speaker is aware of having used or heard a word 
before, it ceases to be a nonce-formation. Other definitions of Word-formation take a 
more practical stance. For example, Algeo (1991) considers a Word -formation to be a 
word, which meets the requirements for inclusion in general, dictionaries, but has not 
yet been recorded in such dictionaries. The word-formations considered in this thesis 
will—for the most part—satisfy both of these Word-formations: 
> Newly-coined words 
> New senses of an existing word 
The two categories of newly coined expressions suggest that we further distinguish 
between two types of word -formation: 
> New words that are unique strings of characters, for example, 'webisode" (a 
blend of web and episode), and 
> Word-formations that correspond to new meanings for an existing word 
form, for example, Wikipedia used as a verb—^meaning to conduct a search 
on the website Wikipedia—instead of as a proper noun. 
Before going any further, we must clarify the meaning of word. It is difficult to give a 
definition of word, which is satisfactory for all languages and all items that seem to be 
words. Therefore, in the same spirit, we will characterize the notion 'word' in terms 
of properties of prototypical words, accepting that our definition is inadequate for 
some cases. Words are typically morphological objects, that is to say that words are 
formed by combining morphemes according to the rules of morphology. Morphology, 
the study of the internal structure of words, deals with the forms of lexemes 
(inflection), and with the ways in which lexemes are formed (word-formation). 
In modem linguistics, the term 'morphology' refers to the study of the internal 
structure of words, and of the systematic form-meaning correspondences between 
words. We may consider the following sets of URDU words where the suffix -na: is 
used to derive gerundive noxins from verb stems. The suffixes l-a:r, -dn -i,l are also 
used to derive abstract nouns fi^om verb stems. 
(1) A B 
xdri:d Xdri:da:r 
kha: kha:na: 
dhsRdk dhaRksn 
khel khila:Ri: 
In the above mentioned sets of words, we observe a systematic form-meaning 
correspondence. The words in (lb) differ fi"om the words in (la) in that they have an 
additional part l-a:r, a.na:, dn, a:Ri:l and a corresponding meaning difference in the 
sense that each word in (lb) is a noun. Ixdri:da:rl has the meaning "one who Vs", 
where V stands for the meaning of the corresponding verb in (la). This is the basis for 
assigning a word such as lxdri:da:rl an internal morphological constituency: lxdri:dl. 
The form differences between these two sets of words concern two properties: the 
words in (lb) have the additional sound sequence [a:r] compared to the words in (la), 
and they are nouns, whereas the words in (la) are verbs. The form differences thus 
have a phonological and a syntactic dimension. The meaning difference is quite clear: 
the nouns in (lb) subsume the meaning of the corresponding verbs, and have some 
extra meaning due to the presence of -a:r. Since the nouns are formally and 
semantically more complex than the corresponding verbs, we will say that tlie nouns 
have been derived from the verbs. That is, there is a direction in the relationship 
between these two sets of words. The word lxdri:da:r/is a complex word since it can 
be decomposed into the constituents /xdn:d/ and la:r/. The word /x3ri:d/, on the other 
hand, is a simplex word, because it cannot be decomposed any further into smaller 
meaningful units. 
The notion 'systematic' in the definition of morphology given above is important. For 
instance, we might observe a form difference and a corresponding meaning difference 
between the Enghsh noun 'ear' and the verb 'hear'. However, this pattem is not 
systematic: there are no similar word pairs, and we cannot form new English verbs by 
adding h- to a noun. 
The two sets of words given in (1) form paradigms. The term 'paradigm' is used here 
in a general sense to denote a set of linguistic elements with a common property. All 
words in (la) are verbs, and thus form a paradigm. 
The same applies to the words in (lb) which are all nouns ending in /-a:r/, J-dn/ or '-
a.Ri:/. In this definition of morphology as given above, we see two different 
perspectives. When we speak about morphology as the study of the systematic form-
meaning correspondences between the words of a language, we take a paradigmatic 
perspecfive, since we take properties of classes of words as the starting point of 
morphological analysis. When morphology is defined as the study of the internal 
constituent structure of words, we take a syntagmatic perspective. 
We distinguish these two different perspectives on language because language units 
exhibit syntagmatic and paradigmatic relationships. They have a syntagmatic 
relationship when they are combined into a larger linguistic unit. For instance, the 
words /kita:b/ and /xdri:do/ have a syntagmatic relationship in the sentence / kita:h 
xdri:dol. In contrast, the verb /x3ri:d/ and /dekh/ are paradigmatically related: they 
belong to the set of verbs of URDU, and can both occur at the end of a sentence, but 
never together: *kita:b xari.do dekho. Hence, they belong to the paradigm of verb of 
URDU. 
A clear instantiation of a primarily syntagmatic approach to morphology is 
morpheme-based morphology. In this approach, focus is on the analysis of words into 
their constituent morphemes. That is, morphology is conceived as the set of principles 
for combining morphemes into words. Morphemes, the morphological building 
blocks of words, are defined as the minimal linguistic units with a lexical or a 
grammatical meaning. For instance, the noun Ix3ri:da:r/ consists of two morphemes, 
lxdri:d/ and la:r/. The verbal morpheme Ix3ri:dl is called a free or lexical morpheme, 
because it can occur as a word by itself, whereas l-a:r/ is an affix (hence a bound 
morpheme that cannot function as a word on its own). This is indicated by the hyphen 
preceding this morpheme: it requires another morpheme to appear before it in a word. 
Each of these morphemes is listed in the morpheme list of URDU: llena/ as a 
morpheme of the category Verb (V), and l-da:r/ as an affixal morpheme of the 
category Noun (N) that is specified as occurring after verbs: [V—]. This specification 
of the affix l-da:r/ assigns it to the subcategory of affixes that combine with verbs, 
and hence we call it a subcategorization property of this affix. The morphological 
structure of/ di:nda:rl might be represented as follows: 
(2) 
Verb + Noun Affix = Noun 
[[di:n]V + [-Ja.T]N-aff] = {di:nda:r]^ 
This complex word can be created by the general mechanism of concatenation, the 
combination of elements into a linear sequence. This word is well formed because the 
requirement that l-da:rl occur after a verb is met. The fact that this combination of 
morphemes is a noun, and not a verb, follows firom the generalization that Urdu 
suffixes determine the category of the complex words that they create: since /-a:r or -
da:r/ is an affixal noun, the whole word is a noun. 
Thus, the language user is able to coin new polymorphemic words (words consisting 
of more than one morpheme) through the concatenation of morphemes, and of 
morphemes with words that are themselves polymorphemic. 
An example of the latter is the formafion of the verb hdthiya:na:, itself derived from 
ha:th through the addition of-ya:na:. The formation of h3thiya:na: is not a matter of 
concatenating three morphemes. Instead, it is a two-steps operation. First, the bound 
morpheme -ya:na: has been added to the simplex noun ha:th, resulting in the verb 
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hdthiya:na:. In short, morphology might be seen as the set of principles that tell us 
how to combine free and bound morphemes into well-formed words. The established 
(simplex and complex) words of a language that are listed in the lexicon, an abstract 
linguistic notion, to be distinguished from the notions 'dictionary' and "mental 
lexicon'. 
Morphological rules have two functions: 
> They specify the predictable properties of the complex words listed in the 
lexicon, and 
> Indicate how new words and word forms can be made. 
Morphology as a sub-discipline of Hnguistics aims at adequate language description. 
The paradigmatically oriented definition of morphology given above expresses 
directly that morphology is lexeme-based. Lexemes form the point of departure of 
morphological processes. In lexeme-formation (or word-formation), we create new 
lexemes on the basis of other lexemes, whereas in inflection, specific forms of 
lexemes are computed (instead of lexeme formation we will speak of word-fonnation 
when there is no risk of misunderstanding). The processes of word-formation and 
inflection together form the morphological part of a grammar. Morphology studies 
words at the level of words. It deals with the structure and form of words; here form 
refers to the smallest grammatical units and their formation into words. 
According to Nida (1948): 
"Morphology is the study of morphemes and their arrangement informing 
words ". 
It suggests that morphology attempts to focus on how words are formed. For the 
parsing of complex words, Nida (1949) proposed six principles for identifying the 
component parts of such words and for formulating the nature of those pans. Nida 
(1948) believed that: 
"Forms which have a common semantic distinctiveness and an identical 
phonemic form in all their occurrences constitute a single morpheme ". 
To elaborate this point further we can cite the example of the following words: 
Example: 
A (Complex) 
IdRkiyd: 
dino 
mujkila.t 
befuma.r 
pa:gdlp3n 
dnkdhi: 
B (Compound) 
xu:bsu:rdt 
a:ddmxor 
xufbu: 
a:b-o-hdva: 
Sdr-e-a:m 
ka:la: ba:za:n 
C (Simple) 
gul 
guna:h 
ndmdk 
xu:n 
tdra:na: 
mehfil 
In columns (A) and (B), a set of words are listed. These words are composed by 
joining smaller elements to form larger words with more complex meanings. As 
stated earlier these words are morphologically termed as complex words. For 
example hRkiya: can be analyzed as being composed of noun laRki: (girl) and the 
ending ya: (feminine plural marker), the noun pa:gdlpdn (madness) can be analyzed 
as being derived from adjective/>a.-ga/ (mad) by the attachment of ending element/>a« 
(ness) and dnkahi: (unsaid) as the composition of -dn (negative marker) attached with 
the verb k3hi: (said). After analysing these few words, we can say that complex words 
are decomposable into their smallest meaningful units. These smallest meaningful 
units of a language are called morpheme. 
It suggests that Morphology deals with both the form and the meaning of linguistic 
expressions. Hence, one might qualify morphology as word grammar, that part of the 
grammar that accounts for the systematic form-meaning relations between words. In 
other words, it is a set of correspondence rules between forms and meanings of words. 
The notion 'word grammar' stands in opposition to 'sentence grammar', the grammar 
which describes the systematic relations between form and meaning at the sentence 
level. The two basic functions of morphological operations are: 
(i) The creation of new words (i.e. new lexemes), and 
(ii) Spelling out the appropriate form of a lexeme in a particular syntactic 
context. 
Morphology thus provides means for extending the set of words of a language in a 
systematic way. The coinage of xu:bsu:rdt is a case of compounding, in which two 
lexemes xu:b and su:rdt are combined into a new one. 
In the other type of word-formation, derivational process is used. It is exempjitled by 
the word xdri:da:r. 
Why do we need new words? One obvious reason is that language users need new 
expressions for new objects, or for new concepts. Once there is an entity or concept, it 
is quite easy to be able to refer to such a concept with one word, instead of using a 
circumscription. Thus, word-formation has a labeling function. 
Creating a word label for a new kind of entity, event, or property may have the 
additional pragmatic advantage that it draws attention to the new concept involved. 
For instance, the word dehfstgdrd has been created to denote terrorist in which the 
notion 'terror' plays a central role. By coining this label, a new expression has been 
established, and thus its terrorist ideas will draw attention more easily. New verbs 
have been created to express new types of events or actions, such as the URDU verb 
hdthiya:na: 'to capture'. 
However, this is not the only function of word-formation. Another important function 
is that of syntactic recategorization: by using morphologically related words of 
different syntactic categories, we achieve stylistic variation and text cohesion. 
The function of morphology is to identify individual morphemes, which may be 
words or may be parts of words, and analyze their meaning and lexical function. To 
illustrate, the function of morphology is to identify the constituent parts of words like, 
for example, xu:b su:rdt this is from the Persian word su:rdt, for "face", to which 
the Urdu prefix xu:b has been affixed, with the second. We now know the 
morphemes in (complex) "xu:bsurdf are two in number. 
It is difficult to know the frequency of new word formation. Bamhart (1978) notes 
that approximately 500 new words are recorded each year in various English 
dictionaries. This figure can be taken as a lower bound of the yearly number of nev\ 
English words, but the true number of such words is likely much higher. Dictionaries 
only record words that meet their criteria for inclusion, which may be based on 
frequency, range of use, time span of use, and judgements about a word's cruciality. 
that is, the need for it to be in the language (Sheidlower, 1995). These criteria will not 
necessarily capture all new words, even those that have become established in a 
language. Furthermore, at the time of Bamhart's (1978) estimate, lexicography was 
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largely a manual undertaking. Lexicographers' identified word-formations by reading 
vast quantities of material and recording what they found. It is entirely possible that 
dictionaries fail to document some of the new words from a given time period which 
satisfy their criteria for inclusion. Bamhart (1978) observes that in a large sample of 
magazines spanning one month, 1,000 new words were found; from this, he 
extrapolates that the annual rate of new word formation may be roughly 12,000 words 
per year. However, it is likely that many of these terms would not be recorded in 
dictionaries, due to their policies for inclusion. This figure may also be an 
overestimate of the yearly number of new words; sampling any particular month will 
also find words, which were new in a previous month, and sampling subsequent 
months may reveal fewer word-formations. On the other hand, this estimate may be 
quite conservative as it only considers magazines; sampling more materials may 
reveal many words that are more new. 
Metcalf (2002) claims that at least 10,000 new words are coined each day in English; 
however, he also notes that most of these words never become established forms. The 
rate at which new words are coined can also be estimated from corpus data. The 
number of hapax legomena (or hapaxes-words which only occur once) and total 
number of tokens in a corpus can be used to estimate the rate of vocabulary growth 
(Baayen and Renouf, 1996). As corpus size increases, the proportion of new words 
amongst the hapaxes increases, and so the rate of vocabulary growth gives an estimate 
of the rate of new word coinage. However, new words that are also hapaxes may be 
nonce-formations. Nevertheless, despite the difficulty of estimating the frequency of 
new word coinage, and the differing estimates thereof, it is clear that many new words 
enter URDU language each year. 
Native speaker of a language have a lot of information to keep track of, new words, 
which are regularly added to the existing bank of words. Speakers also know when 
two words are related to one another or constructed from similar parts. For examples, 
speakers know that dogs and dog are related because they are very similar in what 
they mean and how they sound. The knowledge of when words have common parts or 
when words sound and mean similar things is used by the speaker to organize his/her 
knowledge of words. 
The knowledge that words are composed of smaller parts and the knowledge of how 
these parts combine is called morphological knowledge. As stated earlier the 
component parts of words are called morphemes. Morphemes are the smallest 
meaning-bearing unit in a language. Thus, the word lxu:bsu:rti:l consists of three 
morphemes because it can be reduced to three identifiable units of meaning - [xu:b-}. 
{su:rat}, and {-/.•}. Each of these units also occurs in other words, the shared string is 
identified as a morpheme. 
{\) xu:bsu:rdt, xu:bru: 
(2) su:rdt 
(3) bi:ma:ri:, beka.ri: 
The goal of theories of morphology is to characterize the knowledge that speakers 
possess about the morphological structure and relatedness of words as well as to 
define the types of word formations, which occur cross-linguistically. Knowledge of 
the morphology of a language allows a speaker to understand and create new words 
composed of familiar parts. For example, even if one has never heard the word, 
xu:bsu:rti: its meaning can be inferred from the meaning and functions of its 
component morphemes. In addition to aiding in the production and comprehension of 
novel words, morphological information may also be used in the storage, production 
and recognition of words in the mental lexicon. Word representations in memoiy may 
be organized by shared morphemes. In addition, the presentation of one word with a 
particular morpheme may affect the processing of subsequently presented words if 
they contain the same morpheme. 
1.2 Theoretical Frame Work 
The overriding framework behind this work is that the process of word formation 
cannot be viewed in isolation. The present study uses an "Onomasiological" model of 
word formation as a starting point for the theory of word formation. Onomasiology is 
a branch of lexicology that is concerned with the question of how concepts (i e. ideas, 
objects, activities, etc.) are expressed. For example, it asks: what are the naming units 
for X? This contrasts with semasiology, which starts with the naming unit and tries to 
determine its meaning (e.g. what is the meaning of X?). The research framework of 
the present study incorporates three fundamental factors: 
(i) An object's extra-linguistic relation, 
(ii) Conceptual information about an object, and 
(iii) Linguistic factors. 
The aim of onomasiological theory is to use a single common mechanism to describe 
all productive word-formation processes. This theory views the cognitive capacity of 
the coiner (i.e. the producer of a new word) as playing an active role in the process, 
and in general, the theory emphasizes the role of the object to be named (extra-
linguistic reality), the speech community, and cognitive factors, which include a 
lexical component and a word-formation component. A key idea underlying this 
theory is that the object to be named is viewed in relation to existing objects and that 
these relationships must be taken into consideration during the naming process. 
Consequently, the theory stresses the interaction between linguistic and extra-
linguistic factors. The onomasiological theory of word formation includes seven 
levels: 
(1) Extra-linguistic reality 
(2) Speech community 
(3) Conceptual level 
(4) Semantic level 
(5) Onomasiological level 
(6) Onomatological level and 
(7) Phonological level 
Each of these levels is described in the present study with the most emphasis placed 
on the onomasiological level, the central level of the model. Onomasiological 
categories are conceptual structures that are used to associate what is traditionally 
called the 'word level' with the semantic level. Items to be named are typically 
identified with a conceptual class and this class is represented at the onomasiological 
level. Elements within the onomasiological level are either base or mark constituents, 
with the base being the head of the onomasiological structure for an object. This 
structure reflects relations between semantic case roles and predicates (e.g. agent). 
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Any act of naming an object is based on its reflection and processing in human 
consciousness. Onomasiological categories are thus defined by Dokulil (1962 ) as 
different types of structuring the concept in view of its expression in the given 
language, i.e., the essenfial conceptual structures establishing the basis for the act of 
naming. In principle, they consist of two elements. The phenomenon to be named is 
first classed with a certain conceptual group and fiinctions as onomasiological base. 
Then, within the limits of this group, it is determined by an onomasiological mark. 
For example, the onomasiological base of 'blackberry' is 'berry' (because the concept 
of BERRY is common to the whole conceptual group of various berries). Its 
onomasiological mark is black. While one can trace an analogy with Marchand's 
(1960) word-formation syntagma, analysed as determinant-determinatum, Dokulil's 
terms put emphasis on the level of conceptual processing. While base is always 
simple (any differences concern the level of abstraction), mark may be either simple 
or compound. A simple mark within the limits of the conceptual category of 
SUBSTANCE is Quality (blackberry) or Action conceived without regard to its 
Object (worker). Examples of a compound mark include woodcutter, wliere the 
Object of Action is specified, and policeman illustrating a non-actional relation. The 
previous examples also indicate that the two elements of mark, i.e., the determining 
and the determined elements, may but need not be explicitly expressed. In Dokulil's 
view, the basic types of onomasiological structure can be determined according to the 
categorial nature (SUBTANCES, ACTION, QUALITY, CIRCUMSTANCli) of its 
polar members, i.e., according to the base and the determining element of mark, called 
mofive. For example, a concept of the category of SUBSTANCE is determined by its 
relation to a concept of the category of (a) SUBSTANCE (policeman), (b) QUALITY 
(blackberry), (c) ACTION (teacher), (d) CONCOMITANT CIRCUMSTANCE 
(evening paper). Other onomasiological structure types are determined analogically. 
These types can stand for the multiplicity of semantic relations, including the Bearer 
of Quality (blackboard). Agent (teacher). Instrument of Action (excavator), Patient 
(prisoner). Result of Action (print-out), etc. A certain structure may be realised by 
several naming units (NUs), emphasising its different aspects (compare hot-house, 
glass-house, green-house). DokuHl distinguishes three onomasiological categories. 
The basic type discussed above is called Mutational (or Relational). In this case, an 
'object' of one conceptual category is characterized (and named) according to its 
direct or mediated relation to an 'object' of the same or some other conceptual 
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category. In the transpositional type, the phenomenon, usually conceived as a mark, 
dependent on a SUBSTANCE, is abstracted from all the phenomena upon which it 
objectively depends, and is viewed as an independently existing phenomenon, for 
example, the objectification of Quality (rapid-rapidity) and the objectification of 
Action (fall ' V - fall 'N'). 
The modificational type is based on adding a modifying feature, for example, 
diminutives (dog - doggy), augmentatives (a big dog), change of gender (waiter -
waitress), names of the young (fox-cub), collectiveness (mankind), measure/degree 
(the tallest). 
1.2.1 Word-formation as an Independent Component 
The basic scope and principles of word-formation can be defined as follows: 
Word-formation deals with productive and rule-governed patterns (word-formation 
types and rules, and morphological types) used to generate motivated naming units in 
response to the specific naming needs of a particular speech community by making 
use of word-formation bases of bilateral naming units and affixes stored in the lexical 
component. 
The individual aspects of this definition are discussed below. The cognitive 
onomasiological theory identifies word-formation as an independent component of 
linguistics. 
The scheme represents a crucial triad of relations between extra-linguistic reality 
(object to be named), a speech community (represented by a 'coiner'), and the word-
formation component. Thus, emphasizing the fact, ignored by the vast majority of the 
mainstream word-formation theories that each act of naming responds to a very real 
and specific naming demand on the part of a member (members) of speech 
community. The notion of speech community should not be taken absolutely, i.e., 
there is hardly any word-formation process, which responds to a naming demand of 
all the speakers of a particular language. Rather, such a demand is closely connected 
with a limited number of 'first-contact' users; a coinage may or may not subsequently 
find a wider use. The above-mentioned triad reflects the following principles: 
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(a) It lays emphasis on the active role of language users in the process o"' giving 
names to objects instead of presenting word-formation as an impersonal 
system of rules detached from the objects named and from language users. 
(b) The naming act is not a purely linguistic act. Naming units do not come into 
existence in isolation from factors, such as human knowledge, human 
cognitive abilities, experiences, discoveries of new things, processes, and 
qualities, human imagination, etc. This position is in accordance with Koch's 
idea that the onomasiological viewpoint is closer to that of the speaker as a 
linguistic innovator than the semasiological viewpoint (2002: 17). Ai object 
to be named is not named in isolation but is envisaged in relation to the 
existing objects. By implication, any naming act is necessarily preceded (or 
dominated) by a network of 'objectively' existing relationships. By 
implication, the naming act is a cognitive phenomenon relying on the 
intellectual capacities of a coiner. 
(c) It stresses a close interconnection between linguistic and extra-lmguistic 
phenomena. 
> Lexical Component 
> Actual naming units 
> Affixes 
> Word-formation Component 
> Semantic level 
> Onomasiological level 
> Onomatological level 
> Phonological level 
> Syntactic component 
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Extra-Linguistic Reality 
Speech Community 
Lexical Component 
Actual naming units 
Affixes 
(including all 
relevant 
specifications) 
Word-formation 
Component 
Semantic level 
Onomasiological 
level I—I 
Onomatological level 
-a 
Phonological level 
Figurel.l Word-Formation Component and Its Relation to Other Components 
The model represented in Figure 1.1 also indicates a direct connection between the 
WF and the lexical components, and a mediated connection between the WF and the 
Syntactic components. This makes this model different fi-om those theories that 
consider WF as a part of the lexicon or a part of syntax. The relation between the WF 
and the lexical components is based on their close 'co-operation'. 
On the one hand, the lexicon stores all naming units (monemes and complex words, 
borrowed words, clippings and acronyms) as well as affixes, and feeds the WF 
component with WF bases and affixes in accordance with its needs. On the other 
hand, all new naming units formed in the WF component are stored in the lexicon. It 
should be noted that WF focuses on the process of forming isolated naming units 
rather than on using them (this being the scope of syntax). A naming unit, which falls 
within the scope of WF must be a structurally analyzable linguistic sign, and the sign 
nature must also be an inherent feature of its constituents. This condition is identical 
to that proposed by Marchand (1960: 2). It is assumed that each act of naming is 
preceded by scanning the lexical component by a coiner. The scanning operation 
determines the next procedure. Either a completely new naming unit is coined by 
taking the path of the WF component; or, if a naming unit is found in the lexical 
component that can serve as a basis for semantic formation, it is the path of the lexical 
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component which is preferred (hence, two downward arrows from the 'Conceptual 
level' in Figure 1.1). By implication, no new naming units, formed according to 
productive and regular rules of WF are generated in the lexicon (however, all later 
semantic shifts and/or formal modifications (clipping, acronymization) of naming 
units, productively formed in the WF component, take place in the lexicon). 
II. (A) Act of Naming 
The theoretical account of the act of naming interprets the model graphically 
represented in Figure 1. For the ease of understanding, the theory is illustrated with an 
example of giving a name to the class of 'persons whose job is to drive a \ehicle 
designed for the transportation of goods' 
II. (B) Extra-linguistic Reality vs. Speech Community 
As mentioned above, a speech community, through its diverse cognitive activities, 
selects what there is in extra-linguistic reality that deserves a name. This inteiTelation 
between extra-linguistic reality and a speech community predetermines all the 
subsequent steps within the act of naming. One of thousands of 'objects' of extra-
linguistic reality that were considered as worth naming sometimes in the past was 'a 
person whose job is to drive a vehicle designed for the transportation of goods'. 
III. Conceptual Level 
The primary task to be mastered at the conceptual level is to analyze the object (in the 
broadest sense of the word) to be named; or better, a class of objects - a name is not 
given to a single object but to a whole class of similar objects. This is the task of the 
conceptual level, which is based on the processes of generalization and abstraction, 
captures the prototypical features of the class of objects by means ot logical 
predicates (simple declarative sentences, also called noemes). A set ot logical 
predicates constitutes a logical spectrum. The logical spectrum is an 'onomasio logical 
answer' to the generation of complex words from a single 'ill-defined" kernel 
sentence by transformationalists, and to the account of the internal structure of 
complex words by a single paraphrase by lexicalists. The logical spectrum provides a 
more comprehensive view of the class of objects to be named, and is therefore less 
voluntaristic. In example, the logical spectrum can be represented as follows: 
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> The Motivating Object 1 is SUBSTANCEl. 
> A SUBSTANCEl is Human. 
> The Human performs an ACTION. 
> The ACTION is the Human's Profession (=Agent). 
> The Human is an Agent. 
> The ACTION concerns SUBSTANCE2 (=Object of Action). 
> The ACTION is based on an Operation of SUBSTANCE2. 
> SUBSTANCE2 is a class of Vehicles. 
> SUBSTANCE2 is an Object of the ACTION performed by SUBSTANCEl. 
> The Vehicles are designed for the Transportation of goods. 
IV. Semantic Level 
The logical spectrum is not a part of a linguistic sign, and is language independent. 
Therefore, the individual logical predicates of this supra linguistic level must be 
represented by semes constituting the semantic structure (meaning) of the linguistic 
sign proper. Thus, the semantic level as the meaning facet of linguistic sign maps the 
defining spectrum, represented in, onto the semantic level of a new linguistic sign: 
[+Material] [+Animate] [+Human] [+Adult] [+Profession] [+Agent] 
[+Material] [-Animate] [+Vehicle] [+Transportation] 
[+Object of Operation] etc. 
V. Onomasiological level 
At the onomasiological level, one of the semes is selected to function as an 
onomasiological base denoting a class, to which the object belongs, and one of them 
is selected to function as a mark that specifies the base. The mark can be, in principle, 
divided into the determining constituent and the determined constituent. The latter 
always stands for the category of Action in one of its three modifications (Action 
proper. Process and State). The semantic relations between the base and the two mark 
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constituents constitute an onomasiological structure. Since this structure consists of 
semes, which reflect, at the semantic level of a linguistic sign, the respective logical 
predicates of the conceptual level, it may be concluded that the onomasiological structure 
is a conceptual-semantic basis for the act of naming. 
To retum to our example, it follows from the conceptual level analysis that a good 
candidate for the act of naming seems to be an onomasiological structure in which the 
base stands for an agent (a class of Humans performing the Action as their profession) of 
action (determined constituent of mark) aimed at its Object, i.e., the class of Vehicles 
(determining constituent of mark): 
(Logical) Object <— Action - Agent 
VI. Onomatological level 
At this level, the onomasiological structure is linguistically expressed in accordance witli 
the Morpheme-to-Seme-Assignment Principle (MSAP). In particular, the individual 
constituents of onomasiological structure (its semes) are assigned morphemes, in 
particular, WF bases of naming units and affixes stored in the lexicon. The operation is 
based on matching the meaning facet of a potential morpheme with the respective seme 
of the onomasiological structure. The MSAP operates both horizontally and vertically. 
Vertically, it scans the lexicon with regard to the lexical and affixal morphemes that can 
be retrieved to represent the semes of the onomasiological structure. 
Horizontally, it reflects the semantic compatibility and formal combinability/ restrictions 
of the individual lexical and affixal morphemes. In our example, there are several options 
at this level. Thus, Agent can be expressed, inter alia, by -er, -ist, -ant, -ian, -man. because 
the meaning facet of each of these morphemes can be represented as 'Agent'. The Action 
of operating the SUBSTANCE 2 can be expressed, for example, by WF bases of naming 
units drive, steer, operate, because the meaning facet of each of them matches with the 
seme 'Operation'. Fmally, the (logical) Object can be represented by truck, lorry, and 
possibly some other WF bases, the meaning of which is Vehicle. The selected options in 
our particular case are as follows: 
Object *— Action - Agent 
truck drive -er (English) 
bcel hd.kne va.ia: (Urdu) 
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There are at least two other basic representation types of the selected onomasiological 
structure. First, SUBSTANCE 2 may be backgrounded, in which case the resulting 
naming unit may be, for example, driver; and second. Action may be backgrounded, 
which may yield something hke 'truckist' or 'truckman'. 
The fact that all naming units are based on assigning linguistic units to semes, 
constituting an onomasiological structure, makes it possible to dispense with the 
traditional notions of WF processes, including compounding, prefixation, suffixation, 
back-formation, and blending. The traditional classification of WF processes is based 
on purely formal criteria, i.e., on the external form of naming units. Consequently, it 
does not reflect the 'interactions' above and within the WF component. Therefore, it 
appears to be more appropriate to classify the processes leading to new naming units 
by reflecting the mutual interaction between the concept-grounded onomasiological 
level and the morpheme-grounded onomatological level, i.e. by interrelating the 
supra- and the intralinguistic levels. This makes it possible to view all new naming 
units as resulting from the identically grounded acts of coining. Put differenfly, the 
generation of all naming units is put on a uniform basis. This approach makes it 
possible to show what is, for example, common to 'compounding' and 'suffixation'. 
For illustration, they may express the same onomasiological structure of 'Action -
Agent' (the common feature) of, for example, 'a person who frequently smiles', with 
the difference being in assigning different morpheme types: 
WF base + -er (smiler) vs. WF base + WF base (smile person). 
Similarly, blending is, in principle, viewed as the same process of WF as 
compounding. It is accounted for as a regular act of naming taking place in the WF 
component. During this process, a particular onomasiological structure is assigned 
two WF bases (e.g., slang + language). Such a naming unit is then formally reduced in 
an unpredictable (and hence, irregular) way which cannot be captured by any 
productive WF Type/Rule. Such a change necessarily takes place in the lexical 
component. 
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VII. Phonological Level 
The final step in the act of naming consists in phonological shaping the new NU 
(naming unit) in accordance with relevant phonological rules. In our example, it is 
the assignment of the corresponding stress pattern. 
'truck,driver 
In the light of the discussion above, we may come to the conclusion that 
onomasiology is a branch of linguistics, which is mainly concerned with the question 
"how do you express X?" It is in fact most commonly understood as a bianch of 
lexicology, the study of words, onomasiology, as a part of lexicology, starts from a 
concept, which is taken to be prior (i.e. an idea, an object, a quality, an acti\'ity etc.) 
and asks for its names. The opposite approach is known as semasiology: here one 
starts with a word and asks what it means, or what concepts the word refers to. Thus, 
an onomasiological question is, 
> "What are the names for long, narrow pieces of potato that have been deep-
fiied?" 
The answer to this question is "potato chips". On the other hand a semasiological 
question is, e.g., 
> "What is the meaning of the term chips!" 
(Answer to this question is 'long, narrow pieces of potato that have been deep-fried'). 
Onomasiology can be carried out synchronically or diachronically, i.e. historically. 
The majority of linguists seem to link onomasiology automatically to diachronic 
questions, i.e. questions on how and why things change their names. Therelbre, the 
following sections refer predominantly to onomasiology in its diachronic perspective. 
The most important instruments for the historical onomasiologist are: 
> The linguistic atlas 
> The etymological dictionary 
> The dialect dictionary 
> Thesauri 
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> Diachronic text corpora 
Onomasiology was initiated already in the late 19th century, but it didn't receive its 
name until 1902, when the Austrian linguist Adolf Zauner (1902) published his study 
on the body-part terminology in Romance languages and it was in Romance 
linguistics that the most important onomasiological works were written. Early 
linguists were interested in the etymology (i.e. the word-history) of the various 
expressions for a concept, which was mostly a clearly defined, unchangeable concrete 
object or action. Later the Austrian linguists Hugo Schuchardt and Rudolf Meringer 
(1928 ) started the "Worter und Sachen" movement, which emphasized that every 
study of a word needed to include the study of the object it denotes. It was also 
Schuchardt who underlined that the etymologist /onomasiologist, when tracing back 
the history of a word, needs to respect both the "dame phonetique" (prove the 
regularity of sound changes or explain irregularities) and the "dame semantique" 
(justify semantic changes). Another branch that developed fi^om onomasiology and, at 
the same time, enriched it in turn was linguistic geography (areal linguistics), since it 
provided onomasiologists with valuable linguistic atlases. The first ones are 
> Sprachatlas des Deutschen Reiches of Georg Wenker and Ferdinand Wrede, 
published beginning in 1888, 
> The ALF {Atlas Linguistique de la France) by Jules Gillieron (1902-20), 
> The AIS (Sprach- und Sachatlas Italiens und der Siidschweiz) by Karl Jaberg 
and Jakob Jud (1928-1940), 
> The DSA {Deutscher Sprachatlas) by Ferdinand Wrede et al. (1927-1956). 
These atlases include maps that show the corresponding names for a concept in 
different regions as they were gathered in interviews with dialect speakers (mostly old 
rural males) by means of a questionnaire. 
The German linguist Jost Trier (1934) introduced a new method in his book Der 
deutsche Wortschatz im Sinnbezirk des Verstandes which is known as the lexical field 
theory. According to Trier, lexical changes must always be seen, apart fi^om the 
traditional aspects, in connection with the changes within a given word-field. After 
World War II only few studies on onomasiological theory have been carried out. 
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However, Onomasiology has recently seen new light with the works of Dirk 
Geeraerts, Andreas Blank, Peter Koch and the periodical Onomasiology Online, 
which is published at the Katholische Universitat Eichstatt-Ingolstadt by Joachim 
Grzega, Alfred Bammesberger and Marion Schoner. A recent representative of 
synchronic Onomasiology (with a focus on word-formation processes) is Pavol 
Stekauer. 
When a speaker has to name something, s/he first tries to categorize it. If the speaker 
can classify the referent as member of a familiar concept, s/he will carry out some sort 
of cognitive-linguistic cost-benefit-analysis: what should I say to get what I want. 
Based on this analysis, the speaker can then either fall back on an already existing 
word or decide to coin a new designation. These processes are sometimes more 
conscious, sometimes less conscious. 
The coinage of a new designation can be incited by various forces (cf Grzega 2004): 
> Difficulties in classifying the thing to be named or attributing the right word to 
the thing to be named, thus confijsing designations 
> Fuzzy difference between super-ordinate and sub-ordinate term due to the 
monopoly of the prototypical member of a category in the real world 
> Everyday contact situations 
> Institutionalized and non-institutionalized linguistic pre- and proscriptivism 
> Flattery 
> Insult 
> Disguising things 
> Euphemistic language, 
> Doublespeak 
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> Taboo 
> Avoidance of words that are phonetically similar or identical to negatively 
associated words 
> Abolition of forms that can be ambiguous in many contexts 
> Word play/punning 
> Excessive length of words 
> Morphological misinterpretation (creation of transparency by changes within a 
word 
> Folk-etymology 
> Deletion of irregularity 
> Desire for plastic/illustrative/telling names for a thing 
> Natural prominence of a concept 
> Cultural-induced prominence of a concept 
> Changes in the world 
> Changes in the categorization of the world 
> Prestige/fashion (based on the prestige of another language or variety, of 
certain word-formation patterns, or of certain semasiological centers of 
expansion) 
The following alleged motives found in many works have been claimed (with 
corresponding argumentation) to be invalid by Grzega (2004): decrease in salience, 
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reading errors, laziness, excessive phonetic shortness, difficult sound combinations, 
unclear stress patterns, cacophony. 
1.3 Word-finding Processes 
In the case of intentional, conscious innovation, speakers have to pass several levels 
of a word-finding or name-giving process: 
1. Analysis of the specific features of the concept, 
2. Onomasiological level (where the semantic components for the naming units 
are selected ["naming in a more abstract sense"]), 
3. The onomatological level (where the concrete morphemes are selected 
["naming in a more concrete sense"]). 
The level of feature analysis (and possibly the onomasiological level) can be spared if 
the speaker simply borrows a word fi-om a foreign language or variety; ii is also 
spared if the speaker simply takes the word s/he originally fell back to and just 
shortens it. 
If the speaker does not shorten an already existing word for the concept, but coins a 
new one, s/he can select from several types of processes. These coinages may be 
based on a model from the speaker's own idiom, on a model from a foreign idiom, or, 
in the case of root creations, on no model at all. In sum, we get the following catalog 
of formal processes of word-coining (cf Koch 2002): 
> Adoption of either 
1. an already existing word of speaker's own language (semantic change) or 
2. a word from a foreign language (loanword) 
> Conversion (e.g. to e-mail from the noun e-mail) 
> Composition (in a broad sense, i.e. compounds and derivations, which are. 
very consciously, not further subcalssified) 
> Ellipsis (i.e. morpheme deletion, e.g. the noun daily from daily newspaper) 
> Clipping (i.e. morpheme shortening, e.g. fan fromfanatic) 
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> Acronyms (e.g. VAT from value added tax) 
> Blendings (e.g brunch) 
> Folk-etymologies, although these come up non-intentionally, e.g. sparrow-
grass for asparagus) 
> Back-derivation (e.g. to baby-sit from babysitter) 
> Reduplication (e.g. goody-goody) 
> Morphological alteration (e.g. number change as m people zs a plural word 
instead of a singular word) 
> Tautological compounds {Q.g. peacock fox original/>ea, which already meant 
'peacock') 
> Word playing 
> Puns 
> Stress alteration (e.g. stress shift in E. import vs. import) 
> Graphic alteration (e.g. E. discrete vs. discreet) 
> Phraseologism 
> Root creation (including onomatopoetic and expressive words) 
In order to create a new word, the speaker first selects one or two physically and 
psychologically salient aspects. The search for the motivations (iconemes) is based on 
one or several cognitive-associative relations. These relations are: 
> contiguity relations (= "neighbor-of relations) 
> similarity relations (= "similar-to" relations) 
> partiality relations (= "part-of relations) 
> contrast relations (= "opposite-to" relations) 
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These relations can be seen between forms, between concepts and between fonn and 
concept. A complete catalog reads the following associative relations (cf also Koch 
2002): 
> Identity (e.g. with loans) 
> "Figurative", i.e. individually felt, similarity of the concepts (e.g. mouse for a 
computer device that looks like a mouse) 
> Contiguity of concepts (e.g. a Picasso for a painting by Picasso or glass for a 
container made out of glass) 
> Partiality of concepts (e.g. 6ar'place of an inn where drinks are mixed' for 
the entire inn) 
> Contrast of concepts (e.g. bad in the sense of "good") 
> "literal" or "figurative" similarity between the forms of a sign and the concept 
(e.g. with onomatopoetic words likepwrr) 
> Strong relation between contents of signs and "literal" similarity of t oncepts 
(e.g. with generalization of meaning, e.g. Christmas tree for any kird of fir 
tree or even any kind of conifer) 
> Strong relation between contents of signs and contrast of concepts (e.g 
with learn in the sense of "teach" in some English dialects) 
> Strong relation between contents of signs and "literal" similarity of concepts 
(e.g. corn in the English sense of "wheat" or Scottish sense of "oats" instead of 
"cereal") 
> ("literal") similarity of the forms of signs (e.g. sparrow-grass for asparagus) 
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> Contiguity of the forms of signs (e.g. brunch from breakfast + 
lunch, VAT from value added tax) 
> "literal", i.e. objectively visible, similarity and contiguity of concepts (e.g. 
with the transfer of names among spruce and fir in many dialects) 
> "literal" similarity of referents and strong relation between contents of signs 
> Multiple associations (e.g. with certain forms of word-play) 
The concrete associations can or cannot be incited by a model, which may be of 
speaker's own idiom or a foreign idiom. 
1.4 Previous Research in the Field 
Pavol Stekauer (1998) presents an original approach to the intricate problems of 
English word-formation in his book 'An Onomasiological Theory of English 
Word-Formation'. The emphasis is on the process of coining new naming units 
(words). This is described by an onomasiological model, which takes as its point of 
departure the naming needs of a speech community, and proceeds through conceptual 
reflection of extra-linguistic reality and semantic analysis to the form of a new 
naming unit. As a result, it is the form, which implements options given by semantics 
by means of the so-called Form-to-Meaning Assignment Principle. Word-formation is 
conceived of as an independent component, interrelated with the lexical component 
by supplying it with new naming units, and by making use of the word-formation 
bases of naming units stored in the Lexicon. The relation to the Syntactic component 
is only mediated through the lexical component. In addition, the book presents a new 
approach to productivity. It is maintained that word-formation processes are as 
productive as syntactic processes. This radically new approach provides simple 
answers to a number of traditional problems of word-formation. Stekauer presents a 
model where the word-finding process is divided into the following levels: 
(1) The conceptual level, where the concept to be named is analyzed and 
conceptually categorized in the most general way (i.e. "SUBSTANCE, 
ACTION (with internal subdivision into ACTION PROPER, PROCESS, 
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and STATE), QUALITY, and CONCOMITANT CIRCUMSTANCE (for 
example, that of Place, Time, Manner, etc.)" (Stekauer 2001: 11) 
(2) The semantic level, where the semantic markers or semantic components 
are structured The onomasiological level, where one of the semantic 
components is selected as the onomasiological basis (representing a class 
like agent, object, instrument etc.). And another as the so-called 
onomasiological mark of this basis (the mark can further be divided into a 
determining constituent—sometimes distinguishing between a specifying 
and a specified element—and a determined constituent) (= naming in a 
more abstract sense) 
(3) The 'onomatological' level (with the Morpheme-to-Seme-Assignment 
Principle [MSAP]), where the concrete morphemes are selected (= naming 
in a more concrete sense) 
(4) The phonological level, where the forms are actually combined, is 
respecting morphological and suprasegmental rules. 
1.5 Language of Unani Medicine 
The Canon of medicine is an encyclopedia of medicine in five books compiled by 
Persian philosopher Ibn-Sina (Avicenna) and completed in 1025. It presents a clear 
and organized summary of all the medical knowledge of the time. It is tlie most 
influential Galen document of the Middle Ages. It served as a more concise reference 
in contrast to Galen's twenty volumes of medical corpus. In addition to its Galenic 
references. Canon is full of Aristotelian undertones and direct adaptations. Originall> 
written in the Arabic language, the book was later translated into a number of other 
languages, including Persian, Latin, Chinese, Hebrew, German, French, and English 
with lots of commentaries. The Canon is considered one of the most famous books in 
the history of medicine. Persian version of The Canon of Medicine located at lomb of 
Aviceima in Hamedan Canon from Latin canon, from Ancient Greek (kanon, 
"measuring rod, standard"), akin to (kanna, "reed"), perhaps from Semitic (compare 
Arabic uj^^ (Qanun, "law") Hebrew (qaneh, "reed")), also Qanun, means "law" in 
Arabic, Persian, Urdu and Turkish (spelled as Qanun), the Canon of Medicme 
remained a medical authority for centuries. It sets the standard for medicine in 
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Medieval Europe and the Islamic world, and is Avicenna's most renowned written 
work. Qanun was used at many medical schools—at University of Montpellier, 
France, as late as 1650. The Hui people in Yuan China also translated much of the 
book into Chinese as the Huihui Yaofang (Prescriptions of the Hui Nationality). The 
Canon was used as a medical textbook through the eighteenth century in Europe. It is 
used in Unani (Ionian) medicine, a form of traditional medicine practiced in India. 
George Sarton (1927-48), the father of the history of science, wrote in the 
Introduction to the History of Science: 
"One of the most famous exponents of Muslim universalism and an eminent 
figure in Islamic learning was Ibn Sina, known in the West as Avicenna (981-
1037). For a thousand years he has retained his original renown as one of the 
greatest thinkers and medical scholars in history. His most important medical 
works are the Qanun (Canon) and a treatise on Cardiac drugs. The 'Qanun' is 
an immense encyclopedia of medicine. It contains some of the most 
illuminating thoughts pertaining to distinction of mediastinitis from pleurisy; 
contagious nature of phthisis; distribution of diseases by water and soil; 
careful description of skin troubles; of sexual diseases and perversions; of 
nervous ailments." 
A Latin copy of the Canon of Medicine, dated 1484, located at the P.I. Nixon Medical 
Historical Library of the University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio. 
Gerard of Cremona translated the Qanun into Latin as Canon medicinae in the 12th 
century. Henceforth the Canon served as the chief guide to medical science in the 
West. Its encyclopedic content, its systematic arrangement and philosophical plan 
soon worked its way into a position of pre-eminence in the medical literature of 
Europe, displacing the works of Galen and becoming the textbook for medical 
education in the schools of Europe. The text was read in the medical schools at 
Montpellier and Leuven as late as 1650, and it was considered as 'one of the most 
significant intellectual phenomena of all times. 
The first three books of the Latin Canon were printed in 1472, and a complete edition 
appeared in 1473. In the last 30 years of the 15th century it passed through 15 Latin 
editions. In recent years, a partial translation into English was made. 
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The influential Canadian physician, Sir William Osier (2004), described the ('anon as 
"the most famous medical textbook ever written" noting that it remained "a medical 
bible for a longer time than any other work. Urquhart, J. (2006), noted the relevance 
of the Canon to modem medicine, comparing it to an influential medical woik of the 
19th century, The Principles and Practice of Medicine (1892) by Osier himself, and 
concluded: 
"If the year were 1900 and you were marooned and in need of a guide for 
practical medicine, which book would you want by your side?" My choice was 
Ibn-e-Sina. A leading reason is that Ibn-e-Sina gives an integrated view of 
surgery and medicine, whereas Osier largely shuns intervention. Ibr'-e-Sina, 
for example, tells how to judge the margin of healthy tissue to take with an 
amputation, a basic topic uncovered by Osier. The gap between medicine and 
surgery is now closing, with the advent of interventional cardiology, 
gastroenterology, radiology, etc. Ibn-e-Sina correctly saw medic'ne and 
surgery as one." 
Mona Nasser Aida Tibi and Emilie Savage-Smith (2009) note: "The enduring respect 
in the 21st century for a book written a millennium earlier is testimony to Ibn-e-Sina's 
achievement." This book explains the causes of health and disease. Ibn-e-Sina 
believed that the human body could not be restored to health unless the causes of both 
health and disease are determined. He defined medicine (tibb) as follows: 
"Medicine is the science by which we learn the various states of the body; in 
health, when not in health; the means by which health is likely to be lost; and. 
when lost, is likely to be restored. In other words, it is the art whereby health is 
concerned and the art by which it is restored after being lost." 
Avicenna regarded the causes of good health and diseases to be: 
> The Material Causes 
> The Elements 
^ The Humors 
> The Variability of the Tumors 
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> The Temperaments 
> The Psychic Faculties 
> The Vital Force 
> The Organs 
> The Efficient Causes 
> The Formal Causes 
> The Vital Faculties 
> The Final Causes 
The Qanun distinguishes mediastinitis from pleurisy and recognises the contagious 
nature of phthisis (tuberculosis of the lung) and the spread of disease by water and 
soil. It gives a scientific diagnosis of ankylostomiasis and attributes the condition to 
an intestinal worm. The Qanun points out the importance of dietetics, the influence of 
climate and environment on health, and the surgical use of oral anesthetics. Ibn-e-Sina 
advised surgeons to treat cancer in its earliest stages, ensuring the removal of all the 
diseased tissue. The Qanun 's materia medica considers some 800 tested drugs, with 
comments on their application and effectiveness. He recommended the testing of a 
new drug on animals and humans prior to general use. 
The earliest known copy of volume 5 of the Canon of Medicine dated 1052 is held in 
the collection of the Aga Khan and is to be housed in the Aga Khan Museum planned 
for Toronto, Ontario, Canada. 
Book 1 is made up of 6 Thesis' which give a general description of medicine in 
general, the cosmic elements that make up the cosmos and the human body, the 
mutual interaction of elements (temperaments), fluids of the body (humours), human 
anatomy, and physiology. 
Thesis I Definition and Scope of Medicine 
Avicenna begins part one by dividing theoretical medicine and medical practice. He 
describes what he says are the "four causes" of illness, based on Aristotelian 
philosophy: The material cause, the efficient cause, the formal cause: 
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Material Cause Avicenna says that this cause is the human subject itself, the 
"members or the breath" or "the humors" indirectly. 
Efficient Cause The efficient cause is broken up into two categories: The first is 
"Extrinsic", or the sources external to the human body such as air or the region we 
live in. The second efficient cause is the "Intrinsic", or the internal sources suih as our 
sleep and "its opposite-the waking state", the "different periods of life", habits, and 
race. 
Formal Cause The formal cause is what Avicenna called "the constitutions ; the 
compositions". According to Oskar Cameron Gruner (1999), who provides a treatise 
within Avicenna's Canon of Medicine, this was in agreement with Gaien who 
believed that the formal cause of illness is based upon the individual's temperament. 
Final Cause The final cause is given as "the actions or functions". 
Thesis II The Elements or Cosmology 
Gruner as "the foundation of the whole Canon" describes Avicenna's thesis on the 
elements of the cosmos. Avicenna insists here that a physician must assume the four 
elements that are described by natural philosophy. This philosophy was directly 
adopted fi^om Aristotelianism, which is verified when he says, "two are light, and two 
are heavy." These "light" elements are fire and air, while the "heavy" are earth and 
water. Ibn-e-Sina (Avicenna) goes on to describe each of the four elements in detail. 
The Earth Avicenna upholds Aristotelian philosophy by describing Earth as an 
element that is geocentric. He suggests that the reason for Earth's geocentricity is 
because of the weight it bears, but makes no fiirther inspection. The Water is 
described as being situated between Earth and Air and "cold and moist." He contrasts 
the wetness of water with the dryness of earth. 
The Air The position of air between water and fire is reinforced along with air's 
general purpose, to "rarefy" and make things "softer". 
The (sphere of the) Fire Along with its lofty position, fire is described as 'hot and 
dry" and its purpose is given by Ibn Sina as an agent of growth and maturity. Te says, 
"All things return to it." 
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Thesis III The Temperaments 
The Canon of Medicine divides the thesis on temperaments into three subsections; a 
general overview, one based on members of the body, and temperaments based on 
age. 
Section I. The Temperaments (General description) 
The temperaments are reported to be the interaction between the four different 
element's qualities, such as the conflict between dryness, wetness, cold, and hot. 
Avicenna suggests that these qualities battle between each other until an equilibrium 
state is reached and this state is known as the temperaments. 
The Canon also adopted the ancient theory of Four Temperaments and extended it to 
encompass "emotional aspects, mental capacity, moral attitudes, self-awareness, 
movements and dreams." It summarized Avicerma's own theory of four temperaments 
presented as follows: 
Evidence 
Morbid 
states 
Functional 
power 
Subjective 
sensations 
Physical 
signs 
Foods & 
medicines 
Relation to 
weather 
Hot 
inflammations 
become febrile 
deficient 
energy 
bitter taste, 
excessive 
thirst, burning 
at cardia 
high pulse 
rate, lassitude 
calefacients 
harmful, 
infrigidants 
beneficial 
worse in 
summer 
Cold 
fevers related 
to serious 
humour, 
rheumatism 
deficient 
digestive power 
Lack of 'desire 
for fluids 
flaccid joints 
infrigidants 
harmful, 
calefacients 
beneficial 
worse in winter 
Moist 
lassitude 
difficult 
digestion 
mucoid 
salivation, 
sleepiness 
diarrhea, 
swollen 
eyelids, rough 
skin, acquired 
habit 
moist articles 
harmful 
Dry 
loss of vigour 
insomnia, 
wakefulness 
rough skin, 
acquired habit 
dry regimen 
harmful, 
humectants 
beneficial 
bad in autumn 
Table 1.1 Avicenna's Four Primary Temperaments 
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The Eight Varieties of Equipoise 
Canon describes humans as having eight different "varieties of equipo se", or 
differing temperaments. The temperaments fall under two categories; In relation to 
beings other than men and in relation to the individual himself 
A. In relation to beings other than men 
i. The equability of the temperament seen in man as compared with other creatures 
ii. The temperament of other human beings 
Avicenna describes a hot versus cold / moist versus dry equilibrium between the 
members of the human body. The heart, for example, is hot and must be in 
equilibrium of other cold parts of the body such as the brain. When this equilibrium 
between these members are achieved, the person is considered to be in "ideal 
equability." 
iii. External factors "such as race, climate and atmosphere" 
This third gauge for temperament assumes that each race has their equilibrium. As an 
example he says, "The Hindus, in health, have a different equability to the Slaves, and 
so on." Avicenna explains that the differing climates contribute to differing 
temperaments among the races. 
iv. In relation to extreme climates 
B. In relation to the individual himself 
V. "As compared to another person" 
Although Avicenna had listed the fifth mode "as compared to another person", he 
seems to contradict that statement by explaining that every individual has a 
temperament that is unique to themselves and unlike anyone else. 
vi. Comparison of the individual himself 
vii. Comparing one member of the body with another member of the body 
The Canon here makes the distinction of the members into categories of their 
individual "moistness", "dryness", "hotness", and "coldness". 
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viii. Comparison of a member to itself 
The Canon continues to explain the sun's position in relation to ideal temperament and 
the role that climate and human skin play. Organs are nowhere near ideal in 
temperament, but skin comes the closest. Avicenna says that the hand, especially the 
palm and the tip of the index finger, is the most sensitive of all and is attuned to tactile 
contact. Medicine is described as "hot" or "cold", not based upon its actual 
temperature but with regard to how it relates to the temperament of the human body. 
The Canon then describes when temperaments are unequal, in other words, illness. 
Avicenna separates these into two categories, which are self-explainable within the 
context of what Ibn-e-Sina has already defined as the temperaments. 
A. Simple "Intemperaments" 
i. Hot temperament (hotter than normal) 
ii. Cold temperament (colder than normal) 
iii. Dry temperament (drier than usual) 
iv. Moist temperament (more moist than usual) 
B. Compound "intemperaments" 
Avicenna gives a general overview of the compound intemperaments by saying that 
they are subdivided into 16 total intemperaments and mentions that examples are 
provided in the "third and fourth volumes." 
Section II. The Temperament of the Several Members 
Each member of the body is described to be given each its individual temperament, 
each with its own degree of heat and moisture. Avicenna lists members of the body in 
"order of degree of Heat", firom hottest to coldest. 
> The breath and "the heart in which it arises" 
> The blood; which is said to be generated firom the liver 
> The liver; "which may be looked upon as concentrated blood." 
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> The flesh 
> The muscles 
> The spleen 
> The kidneys 
> The arteries 
> The veins 
> The skin ofthe palms and soles 
> Then a list is given of coldest members to hottest. 
> Serious humor 
> The hairs 
> The bones 
> The cartilage 
> The ligaments 
> The tendon 
> The membranes 
> The nerves 
> The spinal cord 
> The brain 
> The fat 
> The oil ofthe body 
> The skin 
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Then a list is given in order of moisture. Avicenna credits Galen with this particular 
list: 
> Serious humour 
> The serious humour 
> The blood 
> The oil 
> The fat 
> The brain 
> The spinal cord 
> The breasts and the testicles 
> The lung 
> The liver 
> The spleen 
> The kidneys 
> The muscles 
> The skin 
Finally, a list is given in order of dryness 
> The hair 
> The bone 
> Cartilage 
> Ligaments 
> Tendons 
> Serious membranes 
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> Arteries 
> Veins 
> Motor nerves 
> Heart 
> Sensory nerves 
> Skin 
Section III. The Temperaments Belonging to Age 
The Canon divides life into four "periods". The following table is provided for the 
four periods of life: 
Period 
The Period of Growth 
The Prime of Life 
Elderly life Period of 
decline 
Decrepit Age 
Title Name 
Adolescence 
Period of beauty 
Senescence 
Senility 
Year of Age 
Up to 30 
Up to 35 or 40 
Up to about 60 
To the end of life 
Table 1.2 Four Periods of Life Categorized by Avicenna 
Avicenna says that the third period shows signs of decline in vigor and some decline 
in intellectual power, hi the fourth period, both vigor and intelligence decline. 
Avicenna generalizes youth as having a "hot" temperament, but comments that there 
is controversy over which periods of youth are hotter. The general notion that youth 
are "hot" in temperament is due to youth's supposed relationship to members of the 
body that are hot. For example, blood was considered "hot" as was mentioned earlier, 
therefore youth is assumed to be hot partially due to blood being more "plentiful" and 
"thicker", according to Avicenna. Evidence for youth having an excess of blood is 
suggested by Avicenna's observation that nose bleeds are more frequent within youth. 
Other contributing factors are the youth's association with sperm and the consistency 
of their bile. Further description of youth in regards to heat and moisture is given with 
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respect to sex, geographical location, and occupation. The Canon says, for example, 
that females are colder and more moist. 
The Humours 
The Canon of Medicine is based upon the Four Humours of Hippocratic medicine, but 
refines in various ways. In disease pathogenesis, for example, Avicenna "added his 
own view of different types of spirits (or vital life essences) and souls, whose 
disturbances might lead to bodily diseases because of a close association between 
them and such master organs as the brain and heart. An element of such belief is 
apparent in the chapter of al-Lawa", which relates "the manifestations to an 
interruption of vital life essence to the brain." He combined his own view with that of 
the Four Humors to establish a new doctrine to explain the mechanisms of various 
diseases in another work he wrote. Treatise on Pulse 
"From mixture of the four [humors] in different weights, [God the most high] created 
different organs; one with more blood like muscle, one with more black bile like 
bone, one with more phlegm like brain, and one with more yellow bile like lung. 
God (the most high) created the souls from the softness of humors; each soul has it 
own weight and amalgamation. The generation and nourishment of proper soul takes 
place in the heart; it resides in the heart and arteries, and is transmitted from the heart 
to the organs through the arteries. At first, it [proper soul] enters the master organs 
such as the brain, liver or reproductive organs; from there it goes to other organs 
while the nature of the soul is being modified in each [of them]. As long as [the soul] 
is in the heart, it is quite warm, with the nature of fire, and the softness of bile is 
dominant. Then, that part which goes to the brain to keep it vital and fianctioning, 
becomes colder and wetter, and in its composition the serous softness and phlegm 
vapor dominate. That part, which enters the liver to keep its vitality and functions, 
becomes softer, warmer and sensibly wet, and in its composition, the softness of air 
and vapor of blood dominate. 
In general, there are four types of proper spirit: One is brutal spirit residing in the 
heart and it is the origin of all spirits. Another - as physicians refer to it - is sensual 
spirit residing in the brain. The third - as physicians refer to it - is natural spirit 
residing in the liver. The fourth is generative - i.e. procreative - spirits residing in the 
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gonads. These four spirits go-between the soul of absolute purity and the body of 
absolute impurity." 
The Canon defines a humor as "that fluid, moist "body' into which our al ment is 
transformed." and lists the four primary types of fluids as sanguineous, serous, bilous, 
and atribiUous. The secondary fluids are separated into "non-excrementitious" and 
" excrementitious". 
1. The Four Body Fluids or Humors Proper 
2. The Sanguineous Humor 
Avicenna calls this humor "the most excellent of all" the humors. This section 
describes blood and compares its healthy states with its unhealthy states. Avicenna 
describes healthy blood as "red in colour, has no unpleasant odour, and has a very 
sweet taste." Abnormality of the blood stems from a change in temperament or an 
unhealthy humour has polluted it. 
3. The Serous Humour 
The serous humour is described as a sweet fluid that is cold and moist in relation to 
blood and bilous humours. Serous humour resembles blood and is necessary tor body 
tissues for two reasons: to provide the tissue with nutrients as an auxiliary and to keep 
the bones and tissues moist. 
4. The Bilous Humour 
5. The Atribilious Humour 
6. Anatomy or "The Members" 
In his thesis on "The Members", Avicenna explains that the humours help to make up 
the members of the body, gives a general description and how to repair them. 
Some are "simple members" or "elementary tissue" such as bone, cartilage and 
tendons. Some are "compound members" such as the heart, the liver, and the brain. 
He also categorizes these into vital organs and auxiliary organs. 
Avicenna continues to classify the organs by different systems. "According to 
actions" organizes members by what they do. "According to their origin" classifies 
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members by assuming that each member originates from the blood or from male or 
"female sperm". 
General Physiology and Psychology 
In the thesis on General Physiology or "The Faculties of the Body", Avicenna 
separates life into three different categories: Vegetable, Animal, and Human. He 
contrasts Aristotle by saying that the brain is the "chief seat of sentient life", rather 
than the heart. 
Book 1 part 2 general Anatomy and physiology 
Writings on anatomy in the Canon are scattered throughout the text in sections 
regarding to illnesses related to certain body parts. The Canon included numerous 
discussions on anatomy and diagrams on certain body parts, including diagrams of the 
cranial sutures. 
Blood pressure 
Ayicenna dedicated a chapter of the Canon to blood pressure. He was able to discover 
the causes of bleeding and haemorrhage, and discoyered that haemorrhage could be 
induced by high blood pressure because of higher levels of cholesterol in the blood. 
This led him to investigate methods of controlling blood pressure. 
Dissection 
The Canon distinguished anatomy "from other aspects of medicine by its need for a 
different methodology." It thus stated: "As for the parts of the body and their 
fimctions, it is necessary that they be approached through observation (hiss) and 
dissection (tashrih), while those things that must be conjectured and demonstrated by 
reason are diseases and their particular causes and their symptoms and how disease 
can be abated and health maintained." 
Neuroanatomy and neurophysiology 
Avicenna discovered the cerebellar vermis—which he named "vermis"—and the 
caudate nucleus, which he named "tailed nucleus" or "nucleus caudatus". These terms 
are still used in modem neuroanatomy and neurophysiology. 
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The Canon was also the earUest text to note that intellectual dysftinctions were largely 
due to deficits in the brain's middle ventricle, and that the frontal lobe of the brain 
mediated common sense and reasoning. 
Ophthalmology 
The contributions of the Canon to ophthalmology in medieval Islam inciude its 
descriptions and explanations on the physiology of eye movements, which still forms 
a basis of information for modem ophthalmology. He also provided useful 
information on the optic nerves, iris, and central and peripheral facial paralyses. 
Another contribution the Canon made to ophthalmology was the suggestion that "the 
optic nerves did cross." 
Book 2 (materia medica) 
The Canon described no less than 700 preparations of medications, their pr(>perties, 
mode of action and their indications. He devoted a whole volume to simple and 
compound drugs in The Canon of Medicine. It credits many of them to a variety of 
Arabic, Greek and Indian authors, and also includes drugs imported fi'om China, 
along with many of Ibn Sina's own contributions. Using his expertise, he was often 
critical of the descriptions given by previous authors and revised many of their 
descriptions. In inhalational drug therapy, the Canon described the inhalation of 
essential oils fi-om pine and eucalyptus to alleviate respiratory symptoms. Both of 
these compounds are still present in modem-day proprietary inhalational medicines. 
The Canon of Medicine deals with evidence-based medicine, experimental medicine, 
clinical trials, randomized controlled trials, efficacy tests, risk factor analysis, and the 
idea of a syndrome in the diagnosis of specific diseases. 
According to Crombie (1971), the Canon contained "a set of seven mles that laid 
down the conditions for the experimental use and testing of drugs" which were "a 
precise guide for practical experimentation" in the process of "discovering and 
proving the effectiveness of medical substances based in part on Galen." The 
emphasis of the Canon on tested medicines laid the foundations for an experimental 
approach to pharmacology. The Canon laid out the following mles and principles for 
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testing the effectiveness of new drugs and medications, which still form the basis of 
clinical pharmacology and modem clinical trials: 
*> "The drug must be free from any extraneous accidental quality." 
<• "It must be used on a simple, not a composite, disease." 
• "The drug must be tested with two contrary types of diseases, because 
sometimes a drug cures one disease by Its essential qualities and another 
by its accidental ones." 
•> "The quality of the drug must correspond to the strength of the disease. 
For example, there are some drugs whose heat is less than the coldness 
of certain diseases, so that they would have no effect on them." 
• "The time of action must be observed, so that essence and accident are 
not confused." 
<• "The effect of the drug must be seen to occur constantly or in many 
cases, for if this did not happen, it was an accidental effect." 
*l* "The experimentation must be done with the human body, for testing a 
drug on a lion or a horse might not prove anything about its effect on 
man." 
The Canon lists 800 tested drugs, including plant and mineral substances, with 
comments on their application and effectiveness. For each one, he described their 
pharmaceutical actions from a range of 22 possibilities (including resolution, 
astringency and softening), and their specific properties according to a grid of 11 
types of diseases. 
While Ibn-Sina often relied on deductive reasoning in 'The Book of Healing' and 
other writings on logic in Islamic philosophy, he used a different approach in The 
Canon of Medicine. This text contributed to the development of inductive logic, 
which it used to develop the idea of a syndrome in the diagnosis of specific diseases. 
The Canon of Medicine was the first to describe the methods of agreement, difference 
and concomitant variation, which are critical to inductive logic and the scientific 
method. 
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The books listed below on Unani Medicine (Tibb) suggest that Tibb has influence of 
Islamic Philospphy and the language used in the science of Tibb is Arabic , Persian 
or Urdu. 
> Hakim Syed Zillur Rahman (1986). "Qanoon Ibn Sina Aur Uskey 
Shareheen wa Mutarjemeen". Publication Division, Aligarh Muslim 
University, Aligarh. 
> Hakim Syed Zillur Rahman (2004). "Qanun Ibn Sina and its Translation 
and Commentators (Persian Translation; 203pp)". Society for the 
Appreciation of Cultural Works and Dignitaries, Tehran, Iran. 
> "The Canon of Medicine" (work by Avicenna)". Encyclopasdia 
Britannica. 2008. Retrieved 2008-06-11. 
> The Canon of Medicine (work by Avicenna), Encyclopeedia Britannica 
> Jan Van Alphen, Anthony Aris, Femand Meyer, Mark De Fraeye (1995), 
Oriental Medicine, Serindia Publications, p. 201, ISBN 0-906026-36-9 
> McGinnis, Jon (2010). Avicenna. Oxford: Oxford University Press, p. 
227. ISBN 978-0-19-533147-9. 
> Osier, William (2004), The Evolution Of Modem Medicine, Kessinger 
Publishing, p. 71, ISBN 1-4191-6153-9 
> Professor John Urquhart (14 January 2006), "How Islam changed 
medicine: Ibn Sina (Avicenna) saw medicine and surgery as ont;", BMJ 
332 (7533): 120, doi:10.1136/bmj.332.7533.120-b, PMC 1326980, 
PMID 16410600 
> Mona Nasser Aida Tibi, Emilie Savage-Smith; Tibi, A; Savage-Smith, E 
(2009), "Ibn Sina's Canon of Medicine: 11th century rules for assessing 
the effects of drugs". Journal of the Royal Society of Medicine 102 (2): 
78-80, doi:10.1258/jrsm.2008.08k040, PMID 19208873 
> Ibn Sina; Laleh Bakhtiar (1025). Canon of Medicine (2nd ed ). New 
York, NY: AMS Press, Inc. pp. 25-579. ISBN 0-404-11231-5. 
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1.6 Data Collection for the Study 
The data for the present study was collected from the available corpus and the native 
speakers of URDU who have competence in the language. The collected data was 
analysed using onomasiology theory of word Formation (WF) because the data used 
in the research is mainly from the name of the medicines used in the Unani medicine. 
It is long established that corpus based studies force the linguist-analyst to come face-
to-face with a number of phenomena that might easily be overlooked in an armchair 
type study. (Bauer and Renouf, 2001: 101) 
However, in these days of corpus linguistics such problems can be rectified. As 
Baayen (1994: 450) highlights, investigating 'word use in a very large text corpora, 
such as the newspaper corpora that are becoming available' is a more 'reliable way to 
gauge the productivity of word formation rules' than 'dictionary based counts'. 
Baayen goes on to comment that 'these collections of daily issues, often comprising 
tens of millions of tokens, can be scanned for the use of Word -formations or very 
low frequency items', which was the method used for gathering all of the newly 
coined words. 
The corpus utilized contains over 400,000 words from the Unani Medicine and 
URDU Newspapers, This is one of the major corpora used in the Research and 
Development Unit for URDU Studies at the Aligarh Muslim University. A significant 
number of words from the corpus, here have been taken for the purpose of 
analyzation. Some of the Unani medicines with pictures can be given below as 
example of data. 
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Example of Blending Example of Blending 
Example of Hybridization Example of Compounding 
Figure 1.2 Some Examples of Unani Medicine Names with Pictures 
The tools for analysis utilised to extract the relevant data from the corpus are the saine 
ones used by Renouf (2006), who explain: Analytical tools developed in the 
AVIATOR project (Renouf 1993) and the ACRON\'M project (Renouf 1996; Collier 
and Pacey 1997) were used to extract the new words occurring in each quarter of the 
ten year penod. (Bauer and Renouf, 2006: 10) This corpus yielded not only a sizable 
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proportion of newly coined words referred to but also generated all of the comparative 
data for analysis used throughout this thesis to show the productivity of word 
formation process in Unani Medicines names. Coined words used for naming found 
throughout the course of research in places other than the corpus have also been noted 
and are included in appendix. 
1.7 Scope of the Present Study 
Therefore, the present research study deviates from the mainstream generative 
approaches. The approach adopted in the study can be summarized as follows: 
1. It reflects the triad of relations existing between the indispensable components 
of each act of naming: the class of objects of the extra-linguistic reality to be 
named - (a member of) the speech community who performs the act of 
naming - the word-formation component of the language system (langue) 
acting in close cooperation with the lexical component. 
2. By implication, the model interrelates the cognitive abilities of a speech 
community with both extra-linguistic and linguistic phenomena. 
3. The account of word-formation as a very real act of naming within a speech 
community and performed by a member of that speech community makes it 
possible to interrelate the role of productive WF Types/Rules and the creative 
approach to word-formation by a specific coiner. 
4. 'Traditional' WF processes are put on the same basis by being accounted for 
by means of the same WF principles, which makes the model of WF simpler. 
5. The introduction of the MSAP principle (replacing the binary principle) makes 
it possible to do away with the problems connected with the traditional 
accounts, including 'bracketing paradoxes', 'exocentric compounds', 'blends', 
'back-formation, etc. 
6. The proposed model lends itself to the calculation of productivity that covers 
all types of naming units. 
This dissertation investigates the representations of words used as the names of Unani 
medicine composed of more than one morpheme with the intended goal of revealing 
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how morphological information is realized in the mental lexicon. Specifically, the 
present research focuses on the representations of newly coined expressions in 
URDU. The study presents evidence that the lexical representations of coined words 
used as names of Unani medicines include associative links to the lexical 
representations of their component morphemes while others do not. The study 
investigates the factors that may contribute to the identification and representation of 
word components: 
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CHAPTER II 
COINING NAMES OF UNANI MEDICINE: 
THE PROCESS OF BLENDING 
2.1 Lexicon and Lexicalization 
It is well known that the lexicon of a language consists mainly of morphologically 
simplex and complex words. Additionally, the lexicon consists of syntactic chunks 
that have unpredictable properties, the idioms of a language (Jackendoff 1997; 161). 
Another feature of the lexicon is that it is not a fixed list. One of the main functions of 
morphology is to expand the fund of lexical items. That is, morphological operations 
take words (simplex or complex) as their inputs and create more complex words. 
Most of these words are existing and they are listed in the lexicon. However, non-
existing but possible words can also be used as input for word-formation processes. 
The operations that create complex words in URDU are affixation, blending and 
compounding. In addition, conversion, the change of the word class of a word without 
overt phonological effect, is also used to create new words. Other ways of extending 
the lexicon include acronyms, and clipping. 
According to Bauer (1983), a new word, whether it is simplex or complex, is coined 
by a speaker or writer on the spur of the moment to cover an immediate need. 
Different speakers in the same language community can use the same \vord on 
different occasions with different meanings. As soon as the speakers using the new 
word are aware of using a term which they have already heard, it stops being a new or 
nonce formation. For example, consider a possible English word "dunch" which was 
used by a non-native English speaker to cover the concept of a joined meal of 'lunch 
and dinner" (in analogy with brunch). Another type of new word is made up of non-
existing words, as mentioned above. The second stage of a new word is 
institutionalization (Bauer 1983, Lipka 2002). In other words, as soon as speakers 
have accepted the nonce word as a known word, only some of the possible meanings 
of the forms are used and the meaning must be accepted by speakers in tne same 
language community. For instance, Indian summer is not a summer in India, but it is a 
period of usually warm and sunny weather during the autumn. The phenomenon of 
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institutionalization also can happen not only for word formation, but also for 
metaphor, (e.g. fox can be conventionally used for a cunning person). 
Many researchers have argued that the final stage of a nonce word is lexicalization 
(Bauer 1983, Downing 1977, Booij 2002, Lipka 2002 and many others). The word is 
said to be lexicalised when it cannot be productively formed anymore. There are 
different types of lexicalization; phonological (change of stress patterns and 
phonotactic change), semantic, morphological, syntactic and mixed lexicalization. 
One can see that a new word is lexicalized when it has changed its stress pattern and 
segmental features; e.g., a sound change affects a morph either only in isolation or 
only when it appears in combination with other morphs. 
In this chapter, attempts have been made to analyze the productivity of BLENDING 
in coining names for Unani medicine like; 
xu:si:r 
nazlirna 
pacmirna 
joJi:na 
keji:n 
ha:zmi:na 
dima:yi:n 
hsyaitiin 
f3rji:n 
X3rati:n 
joJa:da 
da:xliyu:n 
pacnol etc. 
2.2 Blending - A Morphological Process 
In linguistics, a blend is a word formed from parts of two or more other words. These 
parts are sometimes, but not always, morphemes. 
Blends deal with the action of abridging and then combining various lexemes to form 
a new word. However, the process of defining which words are true blends and which 
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are not is more complicated. The difficulty comes in determining which parts of a 
new word are "recoverable" (have roots that can be distinguished). 
There are many types of blends, based on how they are formed. Algec (1977) 
proposed dividing blends into three groups: 
1. Phonemic Overlap: a syllable or part of a syllable is shared between two 
words 
2. Clipping: the shortening of two words and then compounding them 
3. Phonemic Overlap and Clipping: shortening of two words to a shared 
syllable and then compounding 
Undeniably, blends are a usual and useful part of everyday language. Blends such as 
Brunch 
Motel 
Smog 
Banoffee 
Chunnel 
(breakfast + lunch) 
(motor + hotel) 
(smoke + fog) 
(banana + toffee) a 
(channel + tunnel) 
They are generally regarded as 'normal' words by most speakers of the English 
language. Indeed, Marchand (1960: 367) highlights that 'the result of blending is, 
indeed, always a moneme, i.e. an unanalysable simple word.' 
There is, though, a more interesting side to these types of words, as highlighted by 
Algeo (1977: 61) when he comments that blends are 
'...coined not alone for their usefulness, but partly, and in some cases 
principally, for their cleverness.' 
Similarly, Pound (1914: 6) points out that 'many genuine conflations are punning in 
nature.' It is this clever and funny aspect of blending that renders it such an attractive 
process, to not only the linguist but also to advertising executives, scriptwriters and to 
bad joke composers alike. 
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One measure of the contemporary popularity of blends is that, often, the biggest laugh 
in a comedy series or film comes from a timely introduction of a blend. Similarly, it is 
usual for the biggest groan over the dinner table to be provoked by a blend acting as a 
punch line for a cracker joke 
Indeed, once one is "tuned in" to the blending process, it is surprising how often one 
notices blended words in the general language. Because of the attention grabbing 
nature of such words, they often occur in newspapers and magazines as well as in 
advertisements. They are also a regular part of both scripted and natural spoken 
language. However, most blends are ephemeral; they are coined for a particular 
purpose and once that purpose has gone, then the word no longer is needed. This 
means that coinages such as 'sacrilicious' are not going to be reinforced and 
consequently will never cross over into common usage. Because of this, many 
linguists regard blending as a minor process of word-formation and, consequently, 
there has been scant research into this area. 
2.3 Research on Blending 
In 1914, Pound noted that 'blend words have never been treated separately, i.e., for 
their own sake, at much length'. Nearly a century later this is still the case. Pound's 
(1914) paper is still probably the most sizable study of blends currently in the public 
forum. More recent papers with a focus on the blending process include Algeo (1977), 
Soudek (1978) and Cannon (1986), and books on word-formation which have 
sections. There are, of course, exception to this rule including the aforementioned 
brunch, smog and electrocute. 
These blends all provide a needed name for a previously un-named common object or 
concept and, thus, made the crossover into everyday language. 
Concerning blends that are worthy of note include Adams (1973 and 2001), Bauer 
(1983) and Algeo (1991). The chapter is not going to provide an exhaustive literature 
review at this stage. Instead, in order to avoid repetition and for ease of 
comprehension we have chosen to incorporate the relevant literature into each of the 
chapters. However, while all of these works contain interesting examples and 
pertinent insights, none of them are nearly exhaustive. 
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Cannon is one of the few (relatively) recent linguists who has focused closely on the 
blending process in his 1986 paper 'Blends in English word formation'. He concluded 
his Scholar's analysis section with a question: 
"Our abbreviated review of the scholarship reveals a disquieting fact: recent books on 
word formation are still devoting little or no attention to blends... Are blends so 
slippery, ill defined, and close to other word-forming categories that scholars are 
hesitant to describe them?" (Cannon, 1986:736) 
The answer to this still seems to be "yes". The aim of the present research study is to 
change this situation, through defining blends and separating them from 'other word-
forming categories'. 
2.4 Background Information - A Brief History of Blends 
It is generally accepted that blending is an ancient process (cf also Pound, 1914, 
Soudek, 1978 and Cannon, 1986). By indulging the neologistic licence of marrying 
any two words whose union promises to be finitful, the benefactors of language who 
gave us 'flabbergast', 'chortle', 'cattalo' etc., were employing a method of augmenting 
speech as old as language itself (Berrey, 1939: 3). Writers have been consciously 
coining blends to create an effect for many centuries. Blending was used by both 
Spenser (who composed foolosophy and niniversity) and Shakespeare (rebuse from 
rebuke -i- abuse). However, one of the earliest writers to theorise on blends was Lewis 
Carroll, who did this famously through the character of Humpty Dumpt}: 'Well, 
"slithy" means "lithe" and "slimy"... You see it's like a portmanteau there are two 
meanings packed into one word.'(Lewis Carroll, 1872: 102) 
Subsequently, blending has been discussed under a number of different headings. Paul 
(1890) dealt with blends under the label of 'contamination' (Wortkontammation). 
Jesperson (1947) regarded many blends to be instances of compounded meaningful 
letter clusters, or 'sound symbolism'. Bolinger (1965) theorized that most blends were 
merely slips of the tongue, but labeled deliberate blends as 'contractions'. Indeed, 
Wentworth (1933: 78-79) somewhat curiously listed thirty different names for blends 
in his paper 'twenty-nine synonyms for 'portmanteau word", the most common of 
which were 'amalgam', 'fiision', 'composite', 'conflation', 'coalesced word' and 
'telescope word'. However, over the last three decades, or so most linguists have 
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settled upon the term "blend' to describe the product of the process, and this is also the 
label favoured in this thesis. It should also be noted that the term 'splinter' is used to 
describe the "bits" of whole words that feature in the blends. For instance, the blend 
'banoffee' is composed of an initial splinter ban from the source word banana and a 
terminal splinter 'offee' from the source word toffee. 
Many of the earlier linguists who attempt to theorize on blending considered 
"intentionality" as being central to blending. Some deemed that true blends were 
accidental (cf Jesperson, 1922, Bloomfield, 1933 and Bolinger, 1965 and 1968), 
whereas others maintained that they must be conscious formations in order to separate 
them from analogies (e.g. Pound, 1914). Cannon (1986: 730), however, points out that 
'such an arbitrary, psychological differentiation cannot be accommodated within 
modem taxonomy'. In view of Cannon's objection, along with the fact that 
intentionality is extremely difficult to measure, this study will not attempt to 
distinguish between conscious and accidental blends. 
2.5 Classification and Definitions of Blends 
The first point that needs to be highlighted is that there is a debate regarding the place 
of blending in theories of word formation, with regard to morphological productivity. 
This debate affects both the definitions and classifications of blends, and also helps to 
shed further light on the reasons for the gap in literature about the blending process. 
2.5,1 Creativity versus Productivity 
Some linguists who deal with blending take it for granted that it is a productive 
process of word formation: In spite of its importance and productivity, blending, on 
the whole, has been a relatively neglected field of study. (Soudek, 1978: 463,) 
However, many morphologists do not consider blending to be productive (cf 
Schultink, 1961, Aronoff, 1976 and 1988 and Uhlenbeck, 1981). These linguists 
differentiate between morphological productivity and creativity. For instance, Lyons 
(1977: 549) defines productivity as "a design feature of the language system" and 
creativity as "a language user's ability to extend the system by means of motivated, 
but unpredictable, principles of abstraction and comparison". Thus, most of these 
linguists regard blending as belonging within the scope of creativity rather than 
productivity. The same debate also concerns the processes of clipping compounding 
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and acronomy (and sometimes, neo-classical compounding, clipping and 
compounding phonesthemes). 
The result of this is that studies of productivity in word formation tend to ignore the 
blending process. Furthermore, it is rare for research to concentrate solely on 
'creativity' in word formation because, as highlighted by Lyons (1977) it is so 
'unpredictable'. There is, though, one notable work of recent years that deals with 
'creativity'; Van Marie's (1985) "On the Paradigmatic Dimension of Morphological 
Creativity". However, Van Marie successfully avoids discussing blending by 
removing it from the scope of creativity as he defines it: 
...'blendings', 'clippings', 'acronyms', etc. are not only considered irrelevant to 
morphological productivity..., but to morphological creativity as well. (Van 
Marie, 1985:102) 
It can, thus, be concluded that there is no general consensus regarding the ]:)lace of 
blending within the scope of productivity and creativity. Some linguists (e.g. Soudek, 
1978, Bauer, 1983 and Cannon, 1986) do regard blending as a productive process; 
others think it is better classified as belonging within the scope of morphological 
creativity (e.g., Schultink, 1961, Aronoff, 1976 and 1988 and Uhlenbeck, 1981) 
whereas others still exclude it from the realm of either of these things (Var; Marie, 
1985). 
2.5.2 Blending and Morphology 
Van Marie does have a strong justification for excluding blending from the scope of 
morphological creativity: clearly, our claim that the formation of'blendings', etc. must 
not be classed under the denominator of morphological creativity, is tantamount to 
saying that we do not consider "blendings', 'clippings', etc. to display an\' 
morphological structure at all. That is, we regard words such as smog, radar and bus 
as simplex, which is to say that the various coining-devices by means of wliich the 
words can be formed are best captured by the notion of lexical creation. (Van Marie. 
1985: 102, emphasis in original). 
As such, Van Marie is of the mind that blends do not fall within the jurisdiction of 
morphology at all. Soudek (1978) and Bauer (1988) concur with this opinion: The 
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complex character of blending... utilizes often-unpredictable splinters instead of 
existing morphemes. (Soudek, 1978: 465). 
It is extremely doubtful whether such words [blends] can be analyzed into morphs, 
and thus whether they form a real part of morphology. (Bauer, 1988: 39) 
These points are sound. As Soudek highlights, because of the nature of the splintering 
process, blends do not adhere to the rules of morphology. Frequently morphological 
boundaries are ignored, as blends often utilize only part of a morpheme in their 
formation. The result of this is that, while blending is undoubtedly a process of word 
formation, it is improbable that it is a part of morphology. It is worth noting, though, 
that Aronoff (1976) discusses elements such as cran, boysen and buckle (from 
cranberry, boysenberry and huckleberry) within his theory of morphology: 
None of these items occur independently or in any other words. There is thus no 
noncircular way of assigning meanings to the morphemes. Their meanings are 
intimately connected with those of the individual words in which they occur. 
(Aronoff, 1976: 10) Aronoff terms such items 'cranberry morphs', which clearly 
implies that he sees them as a part of morphology. The study, however, would see 
cran as a splinter of the source word cranberry. He does not describe these 'cranberry 
morphs' in any depth, and the scope of the forms that he would allow under this 
heading is unclear, but if Aronoff can incorporate cran into a theory of morphology it 
is possible that splinters and, therefore, blends, can be accounted for also. It is clear 
that fiirther work needs carrying out on this area. However, for the purposes of this 
study, I reject Aronoff s position that cran should be analyzed as a morph and regard 
blending as being outside the scope of morphology. 
2.5.3 Linguistic definitions of blending 
Having decided that blending should be classified as a process of word formation, but 
not as a part of morphology, it is time to consider specific definitions of blends. 
Rather than define what a blend actually is, many linguists just give examples of 
classical blends, such as chunnel, smog, brunch and banoffee. Linguists who are 
directly concerned with the formation of words, though, often do proffer their own 
definitions, including: 
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> Blending is compounding by means of curtailed words. (Marchant, 1960: 
367) 
> A blend is a new lexeme formed from parts of two or more other lexemes. 
(Bauer, 1988:238) 
> A blend is a word made by joining two or more forms but omitting at least pan 
ofone. (Algeo, 1991: 10) 
> [Blends are] arbitrary portions of words clipped off and stitched together. 
(Trask, 1994: 39) 
However, frequently the definitions do not get any deeper than the above, which raise 
more questions than they answer regarding the nature of how these 'curtailed words' 
blend together, and if both elements actually have to be 'portions' of words - or, 
indeed, words at all. 
2.6 Nature of the Curtailments in Blends 
Some linguists have concentrated more extensively on blends to make an attempt to 
define the nature of the word portions within blends. Adams (1973: 142) uses :he term 
'splinters' to label these and describes them as follows: 
"Usually splinters are irregular in form, that is, they are parts of morphs 
though in some cases there is no formal irregularity, but a special relationship 
of meaning between the splinter and some 'regular' word in which it occurs." 
This is a valuable description of the relationship between a splinter and its source 
word. However, it does not begin to deal with the process of how a word is reduced to 
a splinter or how one should differentiate between a splinter and other non-word 
forms, such as clips, affixes and combining forms. 
Bauer (1983: 235) is equally vague when he attempts to describe the process of 
splinter creation specifically in blended forms: 
"In blending, the coiner is apparently free to take as much or as Utile from 
either base as is felt to be necessary or desirable.'' 
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However, he is rather clearer when describing the phenomenon of 'cHpping', to which 
spHntering is closely related. Bauer (1983:233) defines clipping as follows: 
"Clipping refers to the process whereby a lexeme (simplex or complex) is 
shortened, while still retaining the same meaning and still being a member of 
the same form class... It does not seem to be predictable how many syllables 
will be retained in the clipped form.'' 
Researcher desires to adopt this formal description for splinters as well as clips. Bauer 
(1983) goes on to cite three major ways in which a lexeme can be shortened to a clip: 
The most common is for the beginning of the base to be retained - e.g. bi (from 
bisexual), deli (from delicatessen), pom (from pornography), etc. The next most 
common type is when the clip retains the final part of the lexeme, as in Cong (from 
Viet Cong) and loid (from celluloid), etc. The least common type is when the lexeme 
loses both its ends but retains the middle, as in jams (pyjamas) or, as cited in Adams 
(1973), fridge (refrigerator) and flu (influenza) etc. These types of formation are also 
applicable to splinters as well, and will term splinters retaining the beginning of the 
base as "initial splinters", splinters retaining the final part of the base as "terminal 
splinters" and splinters retaining the middle as "mid splinters". 
It is also found an example of a fourth type of shortened form, which is when the 
curtailed word retains the beginning and end of its root but loses the middle:- alium, 
from aluminium is (as in 'magnalium'). This type is rare but, as it is a viable curtailing 
method, must be considered in a list of splinters that can be utilized in the blending 
process. I will refer to such splinters as "not-mid" splinters. Now that the different 
splintering patterns have been described, it is possible to go on to examine how 
crucial splinters are to blends. 
All of the cited examples of blends so far have been made up of two splinters (initial 
splinter + terminal splinter). However, there have been other possible blending 
formation patterns suggested within the literature, which differ with regard to the 
cruciality of splinters within the blending process. The first of these possibilities 
regards whether blends have to be made up of one complete word and a splinter. The 
second suggested possibility is that any word containing a splinter should be analyzed 
as a blend. The third possibility is that a blend can contain no splinters at all. The final 
possibility is that a blend to be made up of two splinters. These possibilities will be 
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discussed one by one with the help of analysis of data collected from Unani medicine 
names. 
2.6.1 Possibility of a Blend Containing a Splinter and a Word 
It has already been concluded that it is possible for an initial splinter to combine with 
a terminal splinter in order to form a blend. However, many linguists include splinter 
+ complete word forms as blends: 
A blend is a word made by joining two or more forms but omitting at least part of 
one.(Algeo, 1991-. 10) 
Algeo, thus, allows for a blend to include a complete word as long as the joining 
element is a partly omitted form (a splinter). Bauer (1983) is not so certain and tends 
to think that both words have to be incomplete: Under blends, there is a set of 
formations whose precise status in the taxonomy is difficult to discern. These are 
words which function like blends, but which keep one of the two bases intact. As a 
result it is not clear whether they are in fact blends or compounds made u]) of one 
instance of clipping and one unaltered lexeme. (Bauer, 1983: 236), thus, would not be 
sure how to classify forms such as-
breathalyser (breath + analyser), 
boxercise (box + exercise) etc. 
However, because in an initial splinter + word or word + terminal splinter formation 
there is necessarily something lost from one of the words, this means that the one 
word is blending into the other at the point of fusion. As such, the present research is 
inclined to label them as blends. 
The possibility of any form containing a splinter being classified as a blend Adams 
(1973) takes a different view fi-om Bauer, stating that all 'words containing splinters 
[she] shall call blends' (pi42). This is too open and could lead to forms such as 
computertech (with tech as a splinter of technology) become classified as i blend, 
when clearly there is no blending going on at the point where the two words fuse. 
Consequently, it may be rejected the possibility that the mere inclusion of a splinter 
means that a word should be classified as a blend. 
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Data taken from the Unani medicine names can be analyzed in this category of blends 
(Blend Containing a Splinter and a Word) as below; 
(For ease of reference, when it is referred to splinters, simplex lexemes, complex 
words and bound forms collectively we shall call them elements and to highlight the 
splinters in the following data they are underlined) 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
Blends 
xu.nsi.r 
Jq/i.na 
lehmi.na 
fdkri.na 
ha:zmi:na 
bdrsi.na 
fdvakihi:n 
dima.yi.n 
keji.n 
sua:li:n 
prji.n 
mdsturi:n 
jigri.-n 
jofa.nda 
faba:biya 
sela.nol 
Word + Splinter 
xu.n + si:r 
jof+ i:na 
lehem + i:na 
fdkar + i:na 
hdZdm + i:na 
bdrs + i:na 
fdva.keh + i:n 
dima.y + iji 
kef+ irn 
sua: I + Uri 
fdrj + Un 
mdstur + iji 
jigdr + irn 
fof+ a.nda 
faba.b + iya 
selain + ol 
Meaning 
blood purifier 
herbal remedy for cold, 
catarrah and sneezing etc. 
medicine for power and 
energy to human body 
medicine for diabetes 
medicine for anorexia, sour 
belching and excessive gas 
formation in abdomen 
medicine for leucoderma 
medicine for heart and 
kidney problems 
brain tonic 
hair oil 
medicine for cough, cold 
and bronchitis 
medicine for lucorrhoea and 
swelling of its associated 
parts 
medicine for irregularities 
of menstrual cycle 
medicine for liver problems 
like viral hepatitis etc. 
herbal remedy for cold, 
catarrah and sneezing etc. 
body toner cream for 
females 
medicine for lucorrhoea 
Table 2.1 Possibility of a Blend Containing a Splinter and a Word 
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Comments on table 2.1 
In the above list, if we look at the formation of Unani medicine names, we fird a new 
name is coined by combining a complete word and a splinter. The description of these 
names listed in table 2.1 can be given as below: 
1. xu:nsi:r (blood purifier)- xu:nsi:r is a blended fonn of two elements where 
xu:n (blood) is a complete word and -si:r [part oidksi.-r ( elixir remed}). 
2. Names ending with splinter -i:na, and :irn in table 2.1 shows the blending of 
one complete word + a splinter. Here -i:na is probably a splinter irom the 
word sdki:na which means something that respites and splinter -i:n from the 
word ndmki:n (salty), which gives a sense of quality of something. 
3. jofa:nda is one more example of this type where two elements 70/ (a complete 
word) and -anda: from anda:xtdn (to boil or cook). 
4. faba.biya can be analyzed also as the combination of a complete word faba.h 
youth) and a splinter (-iya). Here faba.h and splinter -iya is from words like 
mdza.hiya, inka.riya etc. 
Thus, we can conclude this type of blending to say that Unani medicine names are 
commonly coined with a combination of one complete word and a splinter, wliich has 
been mentioned in table 2.1. 
2.6.2 Possibility of a Blend Containing no Splinter 
There is a further possible case of a blend, which contains no curtailment at all, just 
complete words, which overlap at the point of fusion, such as Japanimation and 
slanguage. In some ways these would seem to be the ultimate blend as the two source 
words truly do blend together so as to disguise the point of fusion. We may accept 
such forms as blends. Furthermore, not all of the free-standing source elements 
utilised in blends can be analysed as simplex words. Blends in the corpus include both 
complete and splintered acronyms, as in Ufoeals (from the over lapping complete 
acronym ufo and simplex word foeals) and gaydar (from the simplex word gay plus a 
splinter of the acronym radar). Similarly, compounds are also utilised in blends, as in 
Generation X-ploitation (from the compound Generation X plus a terminal splinter of 
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exploitation. Names of Unani medicines found in the data, can be analyzed under this 
category as below: 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
Blend 
kha:si:rdp 
jirya:nil 
Words 
khd:si: + Si.rdp 
jirya:n + nil 
Meaning 
Cough syrup 
medicine for weakness 
of male organ and 
seminal discharge. 
Table 2.2 Possibility of a Blend Containing no Splinter 
Comments on table 2.2 
In this type of a blending (words listed in table 2.2), which contain no curtailment at 
all, only complete words which overlap at the point of fusion. For example, kha:si:rdp 
and jirya:nil in these names we can see two complete words (kha.si: (cough) + 
si.rsp (English syrup) and jitya:n (blennorrhagia) + nil (English nil) are blended in 
such a way that no word is clipped or shortened but they overlap at the point of 
fusion. This type of blending is not very common and very few names are coined with 
the help of this type of blending to coin the names of Unani medicines. 
2.6.3 Possibility of a Blend Containing Two Splinters 
The final possibility that must be considered is that blends having two splinters. 
Forms such as brunch, motel and smog etc. All of these forms contain splinters of 
source words [Brunch = (breakfast + lunch). Motel = (motor + hotel) and Smog = 
(smoke + fog)] which either lose something or share something at the point of fusion 
with the attached element, so blending is clearly taking place in these examples. This 
type of blending is very common in the field of advertisement and media. People try 
to outdo each other with more attractive and unique expressions to name their 
products, which results that these trademarks names are adopted by the common 
person and become "everyday words of language" (Yule 2006, 53). 
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S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Blend 
pDcmi:rta 
lcha:soli:n 
Jirna.iD 
ndzli:na 
hamdojen 
hdmdoroiD 
Splinters 
pdcna + (m) + i:na 
kha:si: + (o) + li:n 
jirya.n + na:iD 
nszla + i:na 
hdmddrd + (o) + jen 
hsmddrd + (o) + roiD 
Meaning 
syrup for digestive 
problems 
medicine for cough and 
diseases of lungs 
medicine for weakness 
of male organ and 
seminal discharge. 
medicine for cold and 
sneezing 
capsules for regaining 
lost vigor and 
improving sexual 
strength 
medicine for pain and 
swelling of 
haemorrhoids (pdes) 
Table 2.3 Possibility of a Blend Containing two Splinters 
Comments on table 2.3 
This type of blending is very common in the process of coinage. New ideas and 
concepts need to be named and to name them coiners often take help of blending. In 
the above table 2.3, we can see the names of Unani medicines that are coined under 
the category of blends by combining two splinters. For example, in first word 
pdcmi:na which is a combination of two splinters pdc_ and mi:na. in this example pdc 
(frompacna which means to digest) and mi:na which has been taken over fiompina 
with a slight phonological modification, that is the insertion of /m/ sound in between 
the two splinters. The same case of phonological modification can be seen in blends 
(mentioned in table 2.3) like, kha:soli:n, hdmdojen and h9mdoroiD. In examples, 
jirna:iD, hdmdojen and hdmdoroiD we can see that they have two splinters m which 
first one is from Urdu and second from English [-ide (, -gen (oxygen) and -oid 
(thyroide) ending words]. 
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2.6,4 Frequency of Each Type of Blending In Unani Medicine Names 
The frequency of above-mentioned types of blend in Unani medicine names can be 
shown in the graph 2.1. In this graph we can see that the frequency of first type i.e. the 
combination of one complete word and a splinter is highest which suggests that this 
possibility is very common in coining the names of Unani medicine names. Second 
common possibility of blends in Unani medicine names is the blends having two 
splinters and the least common type is the combination of no splinters at all only 
complete words, which overlap at the point of fusion 
0 ¥-
One No splinters Two splinters 
word+splinter 
Graph 2.1 Frequency of Each Type of Blending In Unani Medicine Names 
2.7 Conclusions on the Necessity of Splintering in the Blending Process 
With regard to the necessity of splinters within blends - as long as there is an overlap 
at the point of fusion, any combination is possible and curtailment is not necessary. If 
there is no overlap, though, curtailment of at least one of the source elements is 
essential and that curtailment must come at the point of fusion. We thus have a 
working definition of what makes up a blend 
The working definition of a blend: 
"A blend occurs when two (or possibly more) elements "blend" together, so that at the 
point(s) of fusion something is either lost from at least one source element, or shared 
by both." 
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Consequently, any combination, which means that there would be nothing either 
shared or lost from either source element at the point of fusion (irrespt;ctive of 
whether something was lost from one of the source elements elsewhere) would not 
result in a blended form. This has implications for the ordering of the elements within 
the blend. 
2.7.1 Ordering of the Elements within Blends 
Irrespective of the ordering and the nature of the elements in the blended form, if 
there is an overlap at the point of fiision then theoretically any two elements in any 
order can be blended together. Consider this made up exchange: 
Q "Are you ready for your psychology, sociology and biology exams next week?" 
A "I don't know, I seem to have the ologitters!!" 
This would perhaps be an unlikely reply but, in spite of the fact that it is actually 
made up of the nightmarish combination of a final combining form + word, ologitters 
is a theoretically possible form, its meaning is fairly transparent and there is a clear 
blend at the point of fusion. 
However, if there is no overlap then the ordering of the elements within the blend is 
crucial. As highlighted with the example computertech above, the mere presence of a 
splinter does not mean that the resulting form is a blend. The blending process 
requires that the curtailment must come at the point of fusion. This means that if the 
end of the first element in a blend is complete (i.e. an entire (simplex or complex) 
word, an intact initial bound form or even a terminal or not-mid splinter) the second 
element must lose its initial part (i.e. a mid or terminal splinter) in order to"run into" 
the first element. Similarly, if the begiiming of the second element is intact (i.e. a 
complete (simplex or complex) word, a final bound form or an initial or not mid 
splinter) then the first element must lose its final part (i.e. an initial or mid splinter) in 
order to blend into the second element. 
With this in mind, it is possible to work out which combination of elements could 
result in a non-overlapping blend and which could not. The table below shows all 
possible combinations of elements and notes whether the non-overlapping resulting 
form could be a theoretically possible blend or not. 
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As the details given above highlight, there is a pattern to all of the combinations 
proposed as theoretically possible. If a combination of elements begins with an initial 
or mid splinter or ends with a mid or terminal splinter (however unlikely that 
combination may be) the resulting form would be analyzed as a blend. 
Conversely, non-overlapping combinations that do not either begin with an initial or 
mid splinter or end in a mid or terminal splinter would not be classified as a blend. 
2.7.2 Structural sub-categories of blends 
The above tables, then, could be used as a basis for composing a formal typology of 
blends in Urdu word formation. As Soudek (1978) points out, there have been few 
attempts at such sub-categorisations and those that there have been not adequate. 
Blending appears to have eluded the attention, it deserves as a highly complex word 
formation type with intricate sub-classes. A few linguists have attempted to employ 
various criteria, which could lead to a classification of blending into several subtypes. 
So far this task has been approached with only partial success. 
(Soudek, 1978:463-464) 
The best of the structural typologies proposed are Algeo's (1977) and Soudek's(1978). 
However, these are not without problems. Soudek's subcategories only allow for 
initial splinters and terminal splinters, rather than mid and not-mid splinters. This 
means that his typology will not allow for blends such as australwink, from Australia+ 
periwinkle (cited by Cannon, 1986), and the aforementioned magnalium. Also, his 
categories only deal with initial splinters as first elements and terminal splinters as 
second elements, which means that forms made up of two initial splinters, such as 
Pokemon (from pocket monsters), cannot be accounted for. Most crucially, though, 
Soudek only allows for initial splinters, terminal splinters and words rather than a full 
range of elements. This means that his typology excludes blends such as aquarobics 
and dictaphone. Algeo's (1977: 48-50) structural sub-categorization is more inclusive. 
He speaks of elements, rather than just words and splinters. However, like Soudek, he 
does not include mid and not mid splinters within his typology and, perhaps more 
worryingly, does account for acronyms. However, in response to the above table, it is 
possible to propose a typology of blends superior to the ones suggested by either 
Soudek or Algeo. This is because the above table details the theoretically possible two 
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element blends and accounts for a range of different types of splinters occuning as 
either the first or second element. It also deals with bound forms as well as splinters 
and complete words (both simplex and complex). 
The first step of the proposed typology requires that a form is analyzed as a blend 
with reference to the working definition detailed, above. If this is the case, it can then 
be classified with regard to the above table. Blends should be categorized into forms 
with overlap (O) and blends without overlap (XO) and given a letter and number 
according to their element composition. For instance, smog and motel are both initial 
splinter + terminal splinter overlapping blends so their typology reference would be 
2(0)C, Japanimation would be an overlapping word + word 1(0)A blend, dictaphone 
would be a non overlapping initial splinter + final combining form blend whose 
typology reference would be 2(X0)H and breathalyser is a non overlapping word + 
terminal splinter I(XO)C blend. 
2.7.3 Problems with the Suggested Typology 
This seems, then, to be a workable typology. However, although it may have more 
virtues than previously suggested systems of sub-categorization, it does not stand up 
to more than a surface examination. This is because it cannot successfully 
differentiate blends from the products of other, related, processes. This is a problem 
common to all suggested typologies: 
In order to arrive at a workable typology of blending, the first logical step sliould be 
an attempt to characterize the make-up of blended lexical units. Such a 
characterization will have to include specific formal features which would distinguish 
the category of blends from formations such as compounds, clipped compounds, 
acronyms and other units whose make-up is often similar but not identical with that of 
blends. (Soudek, 1978:463) 
Because my proposed typology can account for initial splinters being in the second 
position in a blend it does not exclude clipped compounds. Conversely, my typology 
cannot differentiate between splinters, such as -unnel from turmel, and affixes such as 
-than (originally from marathon). Nor can it account for blended compounds, such as 
old boy racer (from old boy + boy racer) or mouse potato (from mouse H couch 
potato). 
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The problem, however, does not really lie with the proposed classification, but rather 
with the description of blending. In order to have any kind of effective typology, the 
working definition underpinning the categorization process must be able to separate 
out blends, but without being too restrictive as to exclude certain viable blending 
patterns. This is the biggest challenge to any linguist dealing with blending. 
2.8 Differentiating Blending and Other Processes of Word Formation 
Almost every linguist who has ever dealt with blends in any depth has noted that the 
main problem is that blends are, in Cannon's (1986: 736) words, 'so close to other 
word-forming categories that scholars are hesitant to describe them': 
The distinction between fusion forms and related forms better classified otherwise is 
sometimes hard to draw. (Pound, 1914: 16) 
The category of blends is not well defined, and tends to shade off into compounding, 
neo-classical compounding, affixation, clipping and acronyming. (Bauer, 1983: 236) 
Unconventional word-formations do not fall into discrete categories whose 
identification and distribution is easily achieved. (Cannon, 2000: 963) 
One solution to this problem would be to dispense with the category of blends 
altogether. This, though, is not viable as no other process can account for words such 
as slanguage (fi^ om slang + language), sexational (fi-om sex + sensational),flustrated 
(fi-om flustered + firistrated) and decruitment (from de- + recruitment). Indeed, neither 
should definitions, be dismissed because they are valuable for describing not only the 
typical blend but in fact the overwhelming majority of blends. However, it is clear 
that before any workable typology can be proposed, blending must be unambiguously 
separated firom other related processes of word formation. Thus, the aim of this 
chapter is to propose definitions and criteria that can help to distinguish between 
blends and other types of word formation. 
2.8.1 Blends that Contain Clips 
When splinters do fiise with another element (assuming the fusion is at the point 
where the splintering has taken place), the resulting form is necessarily a blend, which 
is not true of clips. For instance, compare the splinter + word form bisquick, from 
biscuit + quick, with the clip + word form fridgecake; bisquick is clearly a blend, 
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whereas fridgecake is best classified as a compound. However, this is not to say that 
blends cannot contain clips. As with any other element, a clip can be the fcnn with 
which the splinter fUses. For instance, saxploitation is made up of a clip (sax from 
saxophone) plus a splinter (-ploitation fi-om exploitation), and the resulting form is a 
fairly straightforward blend. 
Indeed, because chps function as free standing lexemes, the splinter utilized in a blend 
can actually have a clip as its source word. For instance, the word 'Filmogs (which 
appears in the February 2002 edition of the film magazine Empire) is a blend of the 
word film with the spHnter -ogs, which comes from biogs, which is itself a clip of the 
original source word biographies! This, though, is not problematic for, as Trask 
pointed out, clips 'are true words' (1994:22) and so it is normal that blends should 
draw upon splinters fi-om clips as they do fi^om any other class of word. As such, clips 
should not be treated as different from normal 'words' in any system of analysis. 
2.8.2 Splinters that become Clips 
The difference between splinters and clips is fairly straightforward - splinters are 
bound lexemes whereas clips are free-standing. However, sometimes splinters can 
become clips. 
Either this is through a process whereby a splinter becomes highly productive, 
because it is used in many different new forms, because it is used in a few very high 
profile words or, more often than not, because of a combination of these two factors. 
The highly productive splinter then becomes re-classified as an affix. Occasioaally, an 
affix can become so familiar that it is regularly used and easily understood on its own, 
rather than solely as bound with another lexeme - as with, for instance, ology (as in 
'he is studying some form of ology') and ism (as in 'sexism, racism, or any other kind 
of ism is a bad thing'). 
This change in usage can occur with affixes, which started life as splinters. However, 
because splinter-originating affixes necessarily had source words, if they are 
continually used as free-standing lexemes they become re-classified as clips. For 
instance, the clip burger started as a splinter of Hamburger, it became lodged in the 
public consciousness through high profile forms such as beefburger, chickenburger 
and cheeseburger and, over time, became used autonomously as a word in its own 
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right. Of course, this does not mean that burger can no longer be used with other 
lexemes to make a new word, just that any new forms (such as quomburger) would be 
classified as compounds rather than blends, derivations or neo-classical compounds. 
Indeed, types such as beefburger and cheeseburger, which were blends at the time of 
formation, have become re-classified synchronically as compounds. It is possible that 
the forms cyber and dino are, at present, in the process of undergoing this change (as 
will be discussed later in this section). 
There is, then, a cline of familiarisation and productivity between splinters and clips 
and, as such, there is no line that a splinter crosses whereby it then becomes re 
classified as a clip, but rather a grey area in which the best classification is not clear. 
However, it would be suggested that splinters do not become clips without going 
through the middle ground of becoming an affix. Therefore, the grey area is actually 
between (splinter-originating) affixesl9 and clips rather than between actual splinters 
and clips, and is therefore not entirely relevant to this study. However, there are 
certain obvious criteria that can help to differentiate between a splinter-originating 
affix and a clip. 
Criteria for deciding whether a given form is best analyzed as a splinter-originating 
affix or as a clip. Affixes are bound lexemes and clips are fi^ee lexemes, but any form 
that is in a grey area between the two is clearly ftinctioning in both ways. Therefore, 
one aspect worth examining when deciding if a form is best analyzed as a clip or an 
affix is in which of these two ways it functions more often. This can be done by 
gathering data regarding a form's token firequency and percentage of total tokens in 
which the form is functioning 
as a clip as opposed to as an affix: token fi-equency and percentage of total tokens for 
which a form fianctions as a clip. 
This can be analyzed by examining how many tokens of a particular form appear in a 
fixed corpus, and by working out in what percentage of these tokens, the form is 
ftinctioning as a free lexeme. For instance, in the 400,000,000 word Guardian and 
Independent Newspaper corpus, as used in the Research and Development Unit for 
the term 'token' refers to the number of times any given form ('type') appears. For 
instance, the splinter -unnel from the source word ftinnel appears in two different 
types in the corpus; chunnel (from channel tunnel) and dunnel (from dome + tunnel). 
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Chunnel appears in the corpus on 367 different occasions and dunnel occurs just once. 
Therefore, there are two different -unnel types with 368 tokens between them. 
EngUsh Studies at the University of Liverpool, there are 3757 tokens in which burger 
is used to denote a fried meat product, excluding all of the Hamburger form.s. Out of 
these 3757 tokens, 3181 of them are of burger (or burgers, burger's. Burger, Burgers 
and Burger's) being used as a freestanding word. This means that in M.l°/o of the 
relevant tokens in the corpus, burger is functioning as a clip, rather than as an affix. It 
is clear, then, from both the high frequency of non-bound tokens and from the high 
percentage that these non-bound forms make up of the overall tokens that the best 
synchronic analysis of the form burger is as a clip rather than as an affix. 
When this criterion is applied to the forms cyber and dino, the results are less 
conclusive. In the corpus there are 2506 tokens of cyber forms 22. 380 of these tokens 
are of cyber (including Cyber and Cyber's) acting as a freestanding word. This means 
that 15.16% of the total cyber tokens in the corpus are of cyber acting as a clip. This is 
not a huge percentage, as compared to the 84.7% of burger, but 380 tokens does seem 
rather too many to be easily dismissed. 
On a preliminary examination, there seems to be an even greater numbei of free 
standing when analyzed with regard to the criterion of token frequency, then, cyber 
looks more like a clip than dino, but when examined in light of the percentage of total 
tokens for which a form is freestanding, dino fimctions in a more clip-like manner. 
Both, however, look as if they are fiinctioning as affixes rather than cli])s when 
compared to burger. 
Token frequency and percentage of total tokens are not the only factors that sliould be 
taken into account when deciding if a form is best analyzed as a splinter-originating 
affix or a clip. Because the fiindamental difference between these elements is that one 
is bound and the other is free, it follows that if an affix is used out of a combination it 
would be marked out as unusual in some way. Thus, a fiirther test could be to look at 
the contexts surrounding instances of these freestanding forms and see how often this 
is the case. Clues as to whether a Form being used as a Free-standing Lexeme is in 
some way unusual because clips are, to quote Trask (1994), 'true words', they should 
need no special attention or explanation. However, if a splinter-originating affix is 
being used in a manner that is aUen to its normal fiinction (i.e. as a free-standing 
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lexeme) it follows that the token would stand out as in some way special. There are 
different ways in which the uncharacteristic usage may be signaled, but typical ways 
could include the token being written in quotation marks or having its meaning either 
discussed or in some other way elucidated within the context. For instance, there is 
one token in the corpus of aholic being used out of combination. Taken out of context, 
this token could be cited as evidence of aholic behaving as a clip. However, in context 
it is clear that this is not the case, as the token is within a discussion on affixes, and 
aholic is cited as a suffix. 
Conversely, the usage of the form burger within the corpus is not in any way 
generally discussed or marked as strange and its meaning is not explained or even 
hinted at. When examined with regard to this criterion, cyber seems to behave less as 
an affix than as a clip. Virtually none of the 380 tokens of cyber as a fi-ee-lexeme are 
marked out as strange by either an overt discussion of their meaning or by any special 
punctuation. 
There are contextual clues to the meaning (usually through reference to computers, 
the internet or virtual reality) within the surrounding contexts for many (but not most) 
of the tokens, but these do not appear to be forced references. In fact, the majority of 
the freestanding cyber tokens are not in any way marked as strange. 
Conversely, there were contextual clues to the meaning of every single one of the 21 
freestanding dino tokens. Of the six Dino tokens which were used to refer to 
Dinosaurs, five had the full word, 'dinosaur', in the same article. These examples give 
little weight to an argument that Dino is best analyzed as an accepted clip, as clips 
should need no explanation. The remaining example occurred in March 1998 and 
referred to a 'Dino Bumper Ride', which is clearly the name of a fairground ride. It is 
usual for fairground rides to be decorated to a theme and it seems a reasonable 
supposition that the ride will come complete with a visual representations of dinosaurs 
that will act as an explanation of the name. These six tokens of Dino, then, provide no 
real evidence here that the best analysis is as an accepted clip. The same is also the 
case with the one applicable token of Dinos for, as cited above, the context makes 
explicit the meaning through a reference to 'Jurassic Park'. 
Similarly, out of the eleven appropriate tokens of dino in the corpus, seven have the 
word 'dinosaur' in the same sentence. The other four also have something that helps 
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explain the meaning of dino ('prehistoric', 'Jurassic Park', 'The Lost World' and 
'Godzilla'). Thus, the reader is not expected to access the meaning of dino \\ ithout a 
prompt in any of these examples. The same is found again with the three dinos tokens. 
One has the word 'dinosaur' in the same sentence and the other two have Jurassic 
Park' in the paragraph. 
All of these, then, points to the fact that dino is not yet at the point where it sliould be 
analyzed as a fully-fledged clip. Of course, this explains the contextual clues for the 
actual ride. However, as this name was cited in a newspaper article there are no 
accompanying visual clues when it is encountered as a written label. 
Conclusions regarding the criteria for deciding whether a given form is best analyzed 
as a splinter-originating affix or as a clip. In order to get the truest picture of whether 
a form is best analyzed as a splinter originating affix or as a clip, these three criteria 
should be taken into account alongside each other. For instance, dino as a free-
standing lexeme only has 21 tokens and in each of these instances there are contextual 
clues to their meaning. Thus, in spite of the fact that almost 22% of the dino forms 
fiinction as autonomous words, overall dino is not behaving as a clip and the most 
accurate analysis would be as an affix. Cyber, however, functions in a more typically 
clip-like manner, with 380 free standing tokens which, generally, are not marked out 
as in any way unusual or requiring explanation. Therefore, in spite of the fact that 
cyber is only firee-standing in 15.15% of its total tokens (which is a small percentage 
as compared with burger's 86.7%) the best analysis of cyber is as a clip - though it is 
clearly not as well established a clip as burger. 
However splinter-originating affixes and clips are on cline of familiarization and 
productivity, there is no line whereby an affix becomes a clip, but rather a grey area in 
which the best classification is not clear. It seems to me that dino, and perhaps still 
cyber, may be within this grey area. This could mean that they are crossing over from 
being affixes to becoming clips, although it is impossible to be certain that they will 
ever actually make a complete transition 
Many forms, such as Jest, phobia and mania, are used equally often in combinations 
and as fi^ee-standing lexemes. 
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2.8.3 Separating Blends from Clips - A Conclusion 
Many linguists have noted that there is an overlap between blends and clips (for 
instance, Bauer, 1983, and Cannon, 1986). Conversely, It can be propose that the 
observed grey area has always actually been between clips and the splinters within 
blends, rather than with the blends themselves. However, in spite of the fact that 
splinters and clips are formed by the same process, they actually flinction in very 
different ways. Indeed, because splinters must be bound and are not always 
understandable out of context, whereas clips are free-standing and as easily 
understandable as any other word. Clips can play a part in blending, in that splinters 
can attach to them or be formed from them. This, though, is not a cross over area as 
the resulting blend is the same as it would be if a splinter attached to or was formed 
from any normal word. Thus, I believe that blends can fairly be reliably separated 
from clips, and that any overlap is actually between clips and affixes. Another process 
of word formation that is said to have an overlap with blending is that of 
compounding. As with clips, however I do not see this overlap as being a particularly 
complicated one, as the next section shall highlight. 
One conclusion that could be drawn from this fact is that perhaps it is enough to 
merely note the different functions a form may have, rather than try to decisively label 
it as one element or another. This, though, is clearly not the concern of this thesis. 
2.8.4 Separating Blends from Compounds 
It is generally agreed in linguistic literature that compounding, along with derivation, 
is the most productive process in English word formation (Bauer: 1983, Van Marie: 
1985 and Trask 1994). It is therefore unsurprising that many linguists have noted that 
blending 'tends to shade off into compounding' (Bauer, 1983: 236). This section 
attempts to resolve the perceived overlap between blends and compounds. 
2.8.5 Defining Compounds 
Bauer (1983) provides a basic definition of the term compounding: Compounding, or 
composition, is, roughly speaking, the process of putting two words together to form a 
third (Bauer, 1983: 11). He cites oil-paper, paperclip, paper aero plane, wastepaper 
and wastepaper basket as examples of the phenomenon. It is clear that he has picked 
these different examples to highlight the fact that compounds can be written as a 
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simple word (e.g. paperclip), can include a space (paper aeroplane), can include a 
hyphen (oil-paper) or can be written in a combination of these ways, and can also 
draw upon more than one source word (e.g. wastepaper basket). He goes on to clarify: 
Such words are called compounds, independent of the form class ('part of spt-ech") of 
the new word, the number of elements involved whether they are written as one of 
two words or whether they are hyphenated and so on. (Bauer, 1983: 11, emphasis in 
original) because a compound does not have to be written as all one word, and 
because it can draw upon more than two source words, it is sometimes difficult to 
decide what is a compound and what is in fact a lexical string. For instance, scarecrow 
is clearly a compound, whereas stone the crows is more of a lexical string, ihat is, a 
string of independent lexemes that are often found together and express one notion. 
Many forms are somewhere in the middle of these two elements, for instance old age 
pensioners. 
However, deciding whether there is a significant difference between corapounds 
lexical strings and, if so, what the difference is and the criteria for deciding between 
the two is a matter for fiarther study. For the sake of this thesis, compounds and lexical 
strings will be dealt with together under the term compound. 
2.8.6 Similarities between Blends and Compounds 
Many descriptions of the compounding process could be seen as equally applicable to 
that of blending. For instance, Trask's (1994) description of compounding, as 
'combining two existing words into a single new word' (pi9), clearly shows how 
similar the creation processes behind compounding and blending are. Blends, like 
compounds, are most often written as one word but can appear in other orthographic 
forms. There are examples within the Independent Newspaper corpus of them being 
written with a hyphen (e.g. egg-cellent, rap-sploitation) or, on rare occasions, even 
with a space (for instance docu drama). 
Another similarity between blends and compounds is that, once formed, either can 
become the base to which affixes attach. Trask notes that 'occasionally a new word is 
derived by combining two existing words with a suffix, as in blue-eyed, booKkeeper, 
skydiving and plastic-coated' (pi9). Similariy, there are many examples of affixed 
blends within the Independent corpus include sexploiting, chortled and electrocution. 
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Brown's (1851) early comments on compounding also highlight more similarities 
between blends and compounds: 
The compounding of words is one principal means of increasing their number; and the 
arbitrariness with which it is done or neglected in English is sufficient of itself to 
make the number of our words a great uncertainty. (Brown, 1851: 187) 
As with blends, it is difficult to predict which source words will be compounded 
together. Because of this arbitrary nature it is impossible to ever produce an 
exhaustive list of compounds in the language, just as it is with blends. However, in 
spite of all these similarities, there are some key differences which render the 
blending process as one which is discrete from that of compounding. 
2.8.7 Differences between Blends and Compounds 
Another of Brown's (1851) observations on compounding serves to highlight one of 
the differences between blends and compounds: Such terms [compounds], however, 
have the advantage of explaining themselves in a much greater detail than others, 
have little need of definition (Brown, 1851: 187) Blends, conversely, are not always 
self-defining. In fact. Cannon (1986) argues that the most typical blend is the one that 
cannot be unpicked when taken out of context. 
Most of our blends are not self-defining. Rather, they are usually a new, technically 
simple but otherwise unanalyzable morpheme (Cannon, 1986:746) I am not sure that 
the data within corpus presented in this study would support the claim that 'most' 
blends are unanalysable, but certainly some are less transparent than others (usually 
depending on a reader's / hearer's background, education and specialist field). It is, 
however, unarguable that some blends do not explain themselves out of context and, 
unlike Brown's compounds, are in need of definition for instance, no-one would be 
able to decipher with any degree of certainty both elements of the blends, appearing in 
the Independent Newspaper corpus, cyxploitation (from cycle + exploitation), bit 
(fi-om binary + digit) or probot (fi-om prostate + robot) without the aid of either 
context or specialist prior knowledge. 
A further facet of blending which separates it from compounding is that, as Bauer's, 
Trask's and Brown's above definitions and observations have all hinted, compounding 
only draws upon words. Blends, however, can come fi-om non-words too. The blends 
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demote and poethon draw upon affixes, while the forms aquarobics and syntegrity 
blend splinters with neo-classical combining forms. Clearly, because compounds only 
draw upon complete words, the process of compounding cannot combine a word witli 
a bound form as, if it did, the result would actually be classified as either a derivation 
or neoclassical compound. 
This fact highlights the definitive difference between blends and compounds - that 
blends, unlike compounds, must involve some form of reduction (be it through the 
splintering or sharing of letters or sounds) at the point of fusion. 
Cannon's (1987) opening comment on his section on blending acts as a good 
conclusion to the discussion regarding the similarities and differences between 
compounding and blending. He notes that the patterns .of blending and compounding 
are closely related, and that some linguists do not actually differentiate between the 
two: Except that there is always a reduction, together with the fact that a b]end is a 
fusion of its source words, we might analyze items like motel as compounds, as some 
scholars have done. (Cannon, 1987: 144) 
However, Cannon's quote does make clear that there is a significant difference 
between blending and compounding. In blends 'there is always a reduction' whereas, 
to quote Bauer (1983: 11), compounding is 'the process of putting two words 
together'. In compounds, the two words just sit next to each other whereas the source 
elements in blends run into each other - they 'fiase'. 
2.8.8 Possible Cross-Over Areas Between Blends and Compounds 
Even though blending is removed from the scope of compounding by definition, there 
are still some possible cross-over areas between the two processes: 
2.8.8.1 Compounds which Draw upon Blends as a Source Word 
Because blending is a process of word-formation, once a blend is formed it betiaves as 
a normal word. This means that established blends, as with any other generally known 
word, can be one of the source words in a compound. An example of one such 
compound in the Independent corpus is Eurochunnel (which is a compound of a clip 
and a blend!) 
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2.8.8.2 Blends which DnJti u y OBrnpounds as a Source Word 
As pointed out by Cannon (1986: 749), 'a few blends employ compounds as their 
source words'. This, then, is a further area of overlap between blends and compounds. 
Forms can either blend two compounds (as in old-boy-racer from the compounds old-
boy plus boyracer), or blend a compound with a similar word (be it similar in 
meaning, as in standing applause from standing ovation plus applause, or similar 
phonetically and/or graphically, as in Generation X-ploitation from Generation X plus 
exploitation and old age mentioners from old age pensioners plus mention (ers». Only 
'a few' blends do tend to draw upon compounds as a source word. Indeed, out of the 
full corpus of 1150 blends presented in this thesis, only thirty-one utilize compounds. 
One reason for this could be because compounds and blends both have more than one 
source word, so a blend of a compound necessarily has at least three sources and often 
more (for instance, world wide wait comes from the four source words world wide 
web plus wait, even though only three of them remain in the final blend). Because of 
this, the resulting form can often seem more like syntactic string than a word. 
However, as the final form is actually a blend of two items that function as a single 
word, such forms are still in the domain of word formation and should be analyzed as 
simple blends drawing upon compounds as (at least one of the) source words. 
There is though a rather more problematic area of overlap between blends and 
compounds, which is when a compound is splintered at a morpheme boundary in 
order to enter into a blend. Algeo (1977: 51) highlights this phenomenon, and 
exemplifies what he identifies as 'clipping at morpheme boundaries' with the forms 
Oxbridge (Oxford + Cambridge) and Paratroops (parachute + troops). Of this 
phenomenon he says: In such cases, it may be difficult to be sure whether a form is 
the result of blending or of composition from the constituent morphemes. For 
example slumlord is explained by Webster's Third as a combination of slum and 
landlord; and, although that explanation is doubtless correct, the distinction in such 
cases between blending and compounding under the analogical influence of another 
form is a fine one. (Algeo, 1977: 51) 
This is an astute observation. It is clear that words such as banoffee and chunnel are 
rather more obviously blends than forms such as breadloser (from breadwinner plus 
loser, as used in the Independent Newspaper corpus) and Algeo's cited slumlord. As 
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Algeo goes on to observe, words formed by shortening along morpheme boundaries 
are less clear examples of the blending process than are words formed by shortening 
that does not follow such boundaries. (Algeo, 1977: 51) 
However, in spite of the fact that they are 'less clear examples', they are st II easily 
classifiable as blends. For instance, both ox and bridge are morphemes, but they are 
not the relevant morphemes in the blend Oxbridge, which is a blend of Oxford and 
Cambridge, rather than a compound meaning 'a place for cows to cross'. Thus a good 
test to distinguish blends with splintering at morphemic boundaries from compounds 
is the test of "missing meaning". If something that is not present in the final form has 
to be referred to in order for the true meaning to be understood then the best 
classification is as a blend. For instance, a breadloser is not simply 'one who loses 
bread', but is in fact drawing upon the compound breadwinner to mean 'one who 
fritters away the household income'. 
Consequently, even though blends with splinterings at morpheme boundaries (usually 
from compounds) are accepted as a less clear cut area than blends in which the 
splintering 'does not follow such boundaries', there is an applicable rule that can 
separate blending fi-om compounding. 
2.8.9 Syntactic Blends 
Forms such as old-boy-racer and world wide wait have been analyzed as blended 
words, rather than syntactical blends. This is not to say, though, that syntactic blends 
do not exist. Bergstrom (1906: 204) cites As best as you can as a mixture ol As you 
can best and As well as you can, and Cannon (1986: 726) offers nothing else but a 
miracle as a sjmtactic blend of nothing but a miracle and nothing else than a miracle. 
Many of the early studies on blends concentrated largely on syntactic blendings, and 
considered them as far more fi-equent as word blendings; for instance, word-bi endings 
are by no means so numerous as syntactical ones, which last seem to be rather 
increasing in number than otherwise. (Bergstrom, 1906: 30) 
Cannon (1986) also comments on this early trend, and suggests a reason for t; Early 
studies concentrated on syntactic blends rather than on blend words, as the OED was 
not yet available to produce its treasure of lexical data. (Cannon, 1986:726) 
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Even as late as 1968, Bolinger was commenting that 'the blends most likely to stick 
are the ones that bring whole phrases together.' (1968: 103) However, while I accept 
that syntactic blends do exist and are a part of the blending process, this study is 
concentrating on 'the blending process in English word formation', and syntactic 
blends are not in the domain of word-formation. As Cannon (1986: 726) notes, 
'syntactic blends are again a wide-open area for investigation', and an in-depth study 
into the syntactic blending process would be worthwhile, but it is not the area under 
investigation in this study. 
2.8.10 Blends separated from Compounds 
Blends can generally be separated from compounds as a matter of definition because 
the elements in compounds are free-standing lexemes whereas either the elements in a 
blend overlap or at least one of them must be a bound splinter. Occasionally, 
however, it may be difficult to differentiate between a free-standing word and a 
splinter which breaks off at a morphemic boundary. In such cases, though, there is an 
valid test that can be applied to separate blends from compounds. The test of "missing 
meaning" will indicate the best classification of a borderline blend/compound in that 
if something that is not present in the final form has to be referred to in order for the 
true meaning to be understood then the best classification is as a blend. If this is not 
the case then the best analysis is as a compound. Now that blends have been 
differentiated from compounds it is possible to move onto the next area for 
examination, which concerns the relationship between blends and compounded 
phonesthemes. 
2.8.11 Separating Blends from Compounded Phonesthemes 
A further type of grey area between blends and other types of word formation is 
tj^ified by words such as flimmer, glob and plop. These are words that are made up 
from letter clusters or, to use a term coined by Firth (1930), 'phonesthemes' which 
evoke similar words with similar meanings. For instance, the fl- in flimmer has 
associations with words such as flame, flicker and flare and the -immer with shimmer 
and glimmer. These words are often dealt with under the heading of 'sound 
symbolism' (a term coined by Jesperson (1922)), and many linguists regard such form 
as having at least a close relationship with blends. Linguists who regard words made 
up of phonesthemes as definite blends across time, linguists have often regarded 
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words such as glimmer, glob and plop as blends. As far back as 1912 Woc'ds cited 
blash in his paper Some English Blends (pl79), in spite of the fact that he could not 
identify the actual source words. He explained that the bl may come from blow or 
blaze and '-ash from such words as splash, plash, dash, flash.' He also cited Flop as a 
blend of pi- from words like plunge, plunk, plump and plout with' -op from such 
words as flop, drop, pop.' Woods clearly believed that blends do not need to have 
actual source words but rather can be made up of letter clusters which evoke similar 
words with similar meanings. 
Over sixty years later, Adams (1973) seemed to concur with this opinion. She is so 
confident that sound symbolism words are a part of blending that she actually 
discusses these as her first class of blends (pl40), under the heading "blends which 
contain elements which may remind us of other words similar to them', and uses the 
words 'squirl - squiggle/squirm + swirl/twirl/whirl' and 'flimmer - flare/flame flicker+ 
glimmer/shimmer' (pi39) to illustrate the phenomenon. 
However, this notion that the splinters within blends do not need to have a specific 
source word but instead can stand for a several words simultaneously seems 
incongruous with Adams's stated 'special relationship of meaning between the splinter 
and some 'regular' word in which it occurs', which she reasons is essential to a blend 
(Adams, 1973: 142). 
Having accepted the necessity of the 'special relationship' between a splinter and its 
source word, it follows that splinters, by their nature, represent specific individual 
words (or elements). Thus, it is only possible to be certain that a word is a blead if the 
source elements are identifiable (at least in context). With this in mind, it seems 
strange that Adams considers that splinters can stand for several 'similar words with 
similar meanings' and simultaneously that they have a special relationship of meaning 
with a source word, when these two things cannot really co-exist. 
Linguists who regard words made up of phonesthemes as possible blends. Some 
linguists deal with words made up of phones themes as blends, but are less certain of 
their classification. Pound (1914) has a section dealing with words' apparently or 
certainly of blend origin' in which she cites some relevant forms: scurry, perhaps from 
skirr, or scour, and hurry, flaunt, which may merge fly, flout, and vaunt, squirm, from 
squir merged with swarm and warm. (Pound, 1914: 4) 
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The fact that she deals with these words in the section including 'apparent' blends 
perhaps intimates that she is less certain of her classification of such forms as blends 
than was Woods, hideed, Pound explicitly acknowledges that these forms are not 
straightforward blends, and that they are in a "cross-over" area: ... the subject of 
blending sometimes crosses onomatopoeia, or imitation of natural sounds. Words of 
the type of myowl, squark, possibly Carroll's burble if from murmur and bubble, 
squunch, splatter, flump, i.e. fall plump (thump, bump, etc.) might fairly be styled 
echoic or onomatopoeic blends. (Pound, 1914: 12). However, in spite of Pound's 
seeming uncertainty (expressed by the mitigating 'might fairly'), her best solution is 
still to label these 'onomatopoeic' words as blends. Jesperson (1922) coins the term 
'sound symbolism' to describe letter clusters and discusses 'echo-words', such as 
plunge, plump, plunk, etc., as a separate phenomenon to blending (pp 313-314). 
However, he also believes that "blends are especially frequent in words expressive of 
sounds or in some other way symbolical', and cites blot as a blend of 'blemish, black 
+ spot, plot, dot' (pp 312-313). Jesperson clearly believes, then, that words made up of 
sound symbolism letter clusters can be classified as blends, and he makes no real 
suggestions as to how these blends differ from his echo-words. Bolinger (1965) takes 
up and expands upon Jesperson's idea of sound symbolism: 
It is not necessary, then, to look for resemblance between sound and sense when 
treating of 'sound symbolism' in the broadest meaning of the expression- 'sound 
suggestiveness' might express it better. More often than not there is or has been at one 
time such resemblance, but it is never alone in binding together the word and the idea; 
for once the kinship is established it is as real as if it had been truly adequate to begin 
with, and the word becomes, in its own right, a bridge to still further associations. 
(Bolinger, 1965: 192) 
Bolinger uses this 'sound suggestiveness' to explain the how the word fresh came out 
of the fr- set of words, exemplified by 'freeze, frigid and fright', and acted as 'a bridge' 
to words such as 'rash and brash' (1965: 192), without relating the phenomenon to 
blending. However, like Jesperson and Pound before him, he does consider that sound 
symbolism clusters also play a part in the blending process: A knowledge of the 
constellations involved is fundamental to an understanding of blends, as they oftenest 
occur not between two isolated sounds but between two (or more) sounds either or 
both of which belong to a constellation' (Bolinger, 1965: 195) 
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It seems, then, that both Jesperson and BoHnger beUeve that words made up from 
symbolic letter clusters mayor may not be blends, and neither of them suggest criteria 
to help decide how best to classify such forms. 
2.8.12 Sound Symbolism Words as Phonestheme Compounds 
While Algeo (1977) deals with words made up of letter clusters in his paper on 
blends, he does see them as distinct from blends of individual words. He suggests 
that, unlike in classical blends, the actual identity of the source words is not of vital 
importance if such forms are thought of as blends, not of individual words but rather 
of classes of words. 
Thus glop 'viscous liquid, unappetizing food, offensive sentimentality' might be 
explained simply as a blend of glob and slop, but it more likely combines the head of 
words like gland, glare, glass, glean, glib, glide, gloam, gloat, glob, gloom, glottal, 
glub, glub, glue, glum and glut with the body of words like chop, drop, flop, lop, plop, 
slop and sop. Other symbolic forms like glunk and gloop or blop make it likely that 
glop has its origin not in a blend of two forms only, but rather as a combination of 
PHONESTHEMES. (Algeo, 1977: 60) 
The fact that these kinds of words should be thought of as drawing upon 'classes of 
words', rather than as 'a blend of two forms only' makes sense and renders the fact that 
the actual source words caimot be identified with any degree of certainty as no longer 
problematic. Algeo's suggestion that these 'symbolic' forms are best thought of as 'a 
combination of phonesthemes' is, thus, accepted. 
However, it is suggested that when Algeo proposes such words should be 'thought of 
as blends... of classes of words', he is misapplying the term 'blend'. Phonesthemes are 
a group in their own right. While they are not actually autonomous words or even 
morphs, they are imbued with meaning which evokes a whole "class" of words. What 
they do not have is the 'special relationship of meaning' (Adams, 1973: 142) to link 
them to one specific word - a quality that is so intrinsic to a splinter. Thus, because 
there is no specific source word, these phonesthemes are not losing anything when 
they join with each other to form a word and are actually staying intact. This means 
that there is no blending (or even overlapping) taking place at the point of fusion, but 
rather two pre-existing forms are just sitting next to each other, a fact which rules out 
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these forms from the scope of blending, hideed, because phonesthemes have intrinsic 
meaning without reference to any specific prior word they actually have more in 
common with combining forms than with splinters. Therefore, the best possible 
classification of forms such as flimmer, glob and plop is certainly as a combination of 
phonesthemes, but rather than being a blend of these symbolic letter clusters they are 
in fact a compound of pre existing bound forms. Such forms are best labeled as 
compounded phonesthemes. 
2.8.13 Blends made up of a Phonestheme Plus a Splinter 
There is still one area where there can be a cross-over between blends and 
phonestheme compounds, which is when a form is made up of a phonestheme plus a 
splinter. As Bolinger (1965) points out, words can be made up of 'two (or more) 
sounds either or both of which belong to a constellation' (pi95), and if only one of 
these 'sounds' belongs to a constellation, it does not necessarily follow that the other 
one will as well. For instance, in the word flurry the fl- is fairly obviously a 
phonestheme, but the -urry is perhaps best identified as a splinter of the word hurry. 
In this case, in spite of the fact that the fl- is standing as a complete entity, the -urry 
has lost the beginning of its source word and, thus, is blending with the fl-. One of the 
elements does lose something at the point of fusion and, consequently, the resulting 
form is a blend. 
These forms are not problematic and should be analysed as a straightforward blend of 
a splinter with a phonestheme. 
2.9 Chapter Two- A Conclusion 
Concluding this chapter, it is perhaps appropriate to return to the opening quotation: 
Generally speaking, the category of blends is not well-defined, and tends to shade off 
into compounding, neo-classical compounding, affixation, clipping and acronyming. 
(Bauer, 1983:236) 
This chapter has highlighted that there are aspects of blending which overlap with 
facets of the associated processes of compounding, clipping and also phonestheme 
compounding. However, most of these could be cleared up as a matter of definition, 
and for those that could not, it was possible to compose applicable rules to help 
differentiate between the different processes. According to Bauer, then, this leaves 
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neo-classical compounding, affixation and acronyming. However, before these three 
processes are analyzed with relation to blending, there is one further process that 
should be dealt with. Having separated blends from clips and compounds, it makes 
sense to go on to differentiate between blends and clipping compounds, whicli is the 
subject of the next section 
The difference between blends and compounds which include clips 
Blends and compounds which include clips are discrete processes of word formation 
because splinters and clips are definitively different. Clips are autonomous, free 
lexemes which are regularly used in place of their source word, whereas splinters are 
bound forms which must be used in combination. It, therefore, follows that 
compounds made up of clips, such as Brit pop and Jag mag, or compounds with one 
element that is a cUp, such as fridgecake and cheeseburger, are immediately 
identifiable as different from blends, which are fiasions including either one or two 
splinters (such as guestage, from guest+ hostage, and snurfing, from snow + surfing, 
respectively). The compounds Brit pop, Jag mag, fiidgecake and cheeseburger are 
obviously made up of two autonomous word forms that 'sit next to each other'. They 
do not require contextual clues, prior knowledge or explanation of missing word parts 
in order for the readerlhearer to understand their meaning. The source elements in the 
blends guestage and snurfing, however, do not merely 'sit next to each other' but fuse 
together, and in order to make sense of the final form, at the very least, the readers I 
hearers must rack their brains to access the missing word parts. Blends do not, then, 
need separating firom 'compounds which include clips', as these forms are definitively 
different fi-om blends and, in fact, fiinction in the same way as normal compounds and 
should be classified as such. 
There is, though, another type of word, typified by romcom, which at first impression 
may seem to be a compound made up of clips but, under closer examination reveals 
itself to be the product of a different process of word formafion which has far more in 
common with blending. Romcom is an example of a 'clipping compound' (Bauer, 
2002). 
Defining clipping compounds 
Bauer (2002) coined the term 'clipping compound' and provides a definition: 
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There are [forms] where both words of a phrase are back-clipped26 to form a clipping 
compound: elint (f- electronic intelligence), kidvid (f- kid's video). (Bauer,2002: 
1635) According to this definition, then, 'clipping compounds' are composed of two 
initial clippings27However, in an earlier work, Bauer (1983: 233) pointed out that 
'clipped forms are also used in compounds, as in opart (<optical art) and org-
man«organization man)' with full words. Adams (2001) agrees with this stance: 
[shortened forms] are subject to ... compounding with unshortened words: op art, con 
trick or with other shortened forms: biopic, cyborg, from cybernetic and organism, 'an 
integrated man-machine system' (OED), hi-fi, sci-fi, sitcom. (Adams, 2001: 142) 
The same logic that led me to include splinter + word formations within my definition 
of blends dictates that these clipping + word formations require analysis and should 
be included within the scope of 'clipping compounds'. I, therefore, accept Bauer's 
(1983) and Adams's (2001) position that such forms can be composed of clipping + 
clipping or clipping + word. With all of this in mind, it is possible at this point to 
suggest a description of a clipping compound as "a form composed of either 'initial 
clipping + initial clipping' or of 'initial clipping + word'". A description, of course, is 
not the same as a definition and, in order to "define" clipping compounds it is 
necessary to examine them, and their similarities to blends, more closely. Bauer's 
(2002) definition and labelling of forms such as elint and apart is the only one I have 
been able to find. However, other linguists do cite instances of such forms and discuss 
them under various headings, including 'shortenings' (e.g. Adams, 2001: 141), 
'unabbreviated shortenings' (Cannon, 1987: 110), 'clippings' (Algeo, 1991: 9) and, 
indeed, 'blends' (Adams, 1973: 137). They do not, though, directly give such forms a 
particular name. Cannon (2000) is among the linguists who do not give these 
compounded clippings a specific label, but he does suggest a reason why I have been 
unable to find suggested linguistic terms for such forms: 
Perhaps because scholarly probing of acronomy and clipping has been limited, 
terminology is not well established. (Cannon, 2000: 958) 
Thus, in the absence of any other suggested label for forms such as sci-fi, sitcom and 
apart, I am adopting Bauer's (2002) term 'clipping compounds'. In spite of the lack of 
suggestions regarding names for these forms, all of the examples cited in linguistic 
literature are very similar, and in every instance the clippings (in keeping with Bauer's 
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(2002) definition) are initial clippings. Also, when a cited clipping compound 
includes a word the latter is always the second element. One further characteristic of 
clipping compounds is that they do not contain 'clips'. While vid may be generally 
recognisable as standing for its source word video, a reader / hearer would be unlikely 
to be able to identify el as standing for electronic or int as meaning intelligence 
without the help of any contextual clues. Similarly, while vid is the expected 
shortening of video, el is not the shortening one would expect from electronic, with 
elec surely seeming a more likely choice, and Intel would be a more predictable 
curtailment of intelligence than into As such, these 'clippings' cannot be seen as being 
the same as clips. Indeed, I would argue that vid actually is a clip, as it is regularly 
used in place of its source word28 and is immediately understandable, and tliat kid is 
best analysed as a straightforward word. 
Thus, the best analysis of kidvid is not, in fact, as a clipping compound but, rather, as 
a straight forward compound drawing on a clip as one of its source words. This, then, 
means that, unlike clips, clippings such as el and int are not definitively different from 
the splinters used in the formation of blends and, therefore, clipping compounds 
require close analysis in order to see how they are different from blends. 
Differentiating blends from clipping compounds 
It is very difficult to differentiate between blends (e.g. dunnel from dome ^ tunnel) 
and clipping compounds (e.g. elint from electronic intelligence). Bauer (1983) states 
of clipping compounds: 
In these cases it is difficult to know whether the resultant formation should be treated 
as a clipping or a blend; the border between the two is not always clear. (Bauer, 1983 : 
233) Indeed, many definitions of blends do not mark them as separate from clipping 
compounds, for instance: blending is compounding by means of curtailed words 
(Marchand, 1960:367) 
A blend is a word made by joining two or more forms but omitting at least part of 
one. (Algeo, 1991: 10) 
These explanations are not helpful in differentiating between blends and clipping 
compounds as they describe both processes of word formation. Conversely, Cannon's 
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(1987) definition of blends does definitively separate them from clipping compounds: 
Blends fall into 2 groups. More numerous is the old traditional kind, where both 
source words share 1 or more letters/sounds that often prevent us from determining 
which word has provided the shared element... The second group is illustrated by 
brunch, which also involves the ftising of the first part of 1 item with the last part of a 
second item, but with no shared element. (Cannon, 1987: 144) 
For Caimon, blends either have to have an overlap or be composed of an initial 
curtailment with a terminal curtailment. This means that an initial curtailment plus 
either a frill word or another initial curtailment cannot be a blend and, thus, could be 
classified as a clipping compound. However, this is not as helpfril as it seems because 
there are problems with Cannon's definition of a blend. I agree that any form in which 
"both source words share 1 or more letters/sounds that often prevent us from 
determining which word has provided the shared element' should be analysed as a 
blend. This means that initial curtailment + initial curtailment forms such as chaord 
(from chaos + order, cited by Branwyn, 1997), dinter (from dinner + interview, cited 
by Potter, 1969) and Telex (from teleprinter + exchange, cited by Cannon, 1987) 
should be analysed as blends29. I do not, though, agree that non-overlapping blends 
must take the form of initial splinter + terminal splinter as I do not feel that complete 
word + splinter forms, such as stalkarrazzi (from stalk + paparrazzi), and splinter + 
complete word forms, such as reprogenetics (from reproductive + genetics), can 
reliably be classified as anything other than blends (see It is particularly strange that 
Carmon goes onto cite telex, which must be a blend by his own definition, as an 
example of a 'shortening plus word' (1987: 136) - especially in light of the fact that if 
it is not to be analysed as a blend, it is certainly a shortening plus shortening, rather 
than a shortening plus word. Therefore, Cannon's definition turns out not to help in 
differentiating between blends and clipping compounds. 
Trask's (1994:39) definition of blending, as a process whereby 'arbitrary portions of 
words [are] clipped off and stitched together', on the surface seems to be more helpfial. 
If the splintering from the source words in blends is 'arbitrary', then many of the 
already cited clipping compounds could be seen as being removed from the scope of 
blending. 
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Although the clippings sit from situation and com from comedy in the clipping 
compound sitcom may not be so well established that they function as autonomous 
clips, the retained portions, sit and com, are predictable, not arbitrary. Tlie same 
applies to the clippings in htcrit, org-man, slo-mo, biopic and romcom. 
However, as discussed earlier in fact, an arbitrary clipping of electronic and, thus, 
Bauer's (2002: 1635) suggested clipping compound elint would not be remo\ed from 
the scope of blending by Trask's (1994) definition. Indeed, while the splintering 
process is generally 'arbitrary', there is no reason to see this randomness as cnteria!. 
The splintering from the source words digital and entertainment in the blend 
digitainment and fi-om celebrity and debutantes in the blend celebutantes are 
reasonably predictable. Adams's definition of blending: Usually splinters are irregular 
in form, that is, they are parts of morphs, though in some cases there is nci formal 
irregularity, but a special relationship of meaning between the splinter and some 
'regular' word in which it occurs. (Adams, 1973: 142) This definition, though, does 
not help to differentiate between clipping compounds and blends either. The 'special 
relationship of meaning' that I believe to be so crucial to splinters is also evident in the 
clippings, with el standing in direct place of electronic in elint and rom clearly 
bringing to mind romantic in romcom. This then, might, lead to the conclusion that 
there is, indeed, no difference between blends and clipping compounds. 
There is much to suggest that clipping compounds and blends are in fact the same 
type of word formation. Both involve the compounding of shortened parts oi words. 
both can be comprised of two shortened elements or a shortened element plus a 
complete word, the curtailed elements do not have to be transparently recoverable, the 
curtailing can be unpredictable and the shortened elements have 'a special relationship 
of meaning' with their source word. Indeed, Adams (1973: 137) seems to believe that 
clipping compounds and blends are the same thing, as she states that 'compounds of 
clipped elements ... fall within the range of words which is called blends'. This is a 
logically appealing solution. However, intuition dictates that forms such as banoffee 
firom banana + toffee or skousers firom skirt + trousers are somehow more'blend-like' 
than forms such as sci-fi, sitcom and slo-mo. In spite of the fact that there is no 
graphic or phonic overlap, the separate elements in banoffee and skousers seems to 
fiise together seamlessly, whereas in sci-fi, sitcom and slo-mo the elements appear 
more separate and seem to sit next to each other, rather than fiase. 
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Indeed, perhaps Adams too was uncomfortable with the conclusion that blends and 
clipping compounds are the same because in her subsequent 2001 work, she deals 
with forms such as biopic, hi-fi and opart under the heading 'shortening30' rather than 
as blends (Adams, 2001: 141-142). 
As such, it is difficult to conclude that skousers and sitcom are the result of the same 
word formation process. Thus, further exploration into how best to differentiate 
between blends and clipping compounds is necessary. 
Investigating the factors that may help to differentiate between blends and clipping 
compounds There are several factors that may help to distinguish between a clipping 
compound and a blend. These are stress patterns, internal meaning relations, whether 
the form is a contraction of a pre-existing item, if the word is made up of purely initial 
clippings, if the elements rhyme, if the original source words of the clippings are 
transparent, whether there are two syllables in the final form and whether the cl-
ippings are at syllable junctures fi-om the initial source words. I will now examine 
each of these factors in turn: 
When discussing blends and what he came to term clipping compounds, Bauer (1983: 
233) acknowledges that 'the border between the two is not always clear'. He does, 
though, suggest one possible way of differentiating between blends and clipping 
compounds: Perhaps the easiest way to draw the distinction (although it might be a bit 
ad hoc) is to say that those forms which retain compound stress are clipped 
compounds, whereas those that take simple word stress are not. By this criterion 
bodbiz, Chicom, comsymp, Intelsat, midcult, pro-am, sci-fi and sit com are all 
compounds made of clippings. (Bauer, 1983: 233) 
This is an appealing criterion and does help to separate the likes of romcom, sci-fi and 
amtrac (amphibious tractor) from durmel, snurfing and guestage. However, some 
clipping compounds, such as elint and biopic can take simple word stress31). 
Similarly, a few blends, such as mobus (from motor + omnibus32, cited by 
Bergstrom, 1906: 15) and ausform (austenitic + deform, cited by Cannon, 1986: 740) 
can be pronounced with compound stress. As such, although examining a form's stress 
pattern may give a clue as to whether it is best classified as a blend or a clipping 
compound, this is not a infallible measure. 
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This, of course, can vary dependent on individual pronunciation. For instance, biopic 
can be pronounced either as bi'opic, when it takes single word stress, or as bio, pie, 
when there is a primary and tertiary stress which is closer to compounds stress. 
Sense relations between elements 
It follows logically that because these forms are called 'clipping compounds' , and 
because one suggested criterion for differentiating between these forms and blends is 
that they will have compound rather than simple word stress, clipping compounds 
should have far more in common with compounds than with simple words. Blends, 
conversely, once formed act as simple lexemes. It is thus worth looking at he make 
up of typical compounds and examining whether any given borderline blend/clipping 
compound follows typical compounding patterns. 
Structurally, compound nouns consist of a head element, the rightmost constituent in 
English, and a modifier that precedes the head. The head term usually picks out the 
category denoted, so an apple-knife, for example, is a kind of knife, not a kind of 
apple. (Clark etal, 1986:7) 
This is a commonly held opinion (cf. Marchand, 1969: 54, Allen, 1978: 105 and 
Williams, 1981, 248) which, although does not characterise all compounds id English 
(see Bauer and Renouf, 2001), is generally held to describe most compounds. This 
modifier-head relationship is apparent in the structure of nearly all of these 
overlapping initial clipping + initial clipping or word forms - for instance, in romcom 
the type of comedy is romantic, in sci-fi the type of fiction is science and in amtrac 
the tractor is amphibious. Conversely, in chaord (one of the only two initial 
curtailment+ initial curtailment forms examined so far that is decisively not a clipping 
compound but a blend) chaos does not describe the type of order, but in fact the two 
sources are antonymous. This, then, looks to be a good criterion. 
However, non-overlapping compounded initial curtailments do not display this 
modifier-head relationship, which is in the form zedonk, from zebra + donkey. Also, 
many blends do have this sense relation between the elements - in chunnel and dunnel 
the head tunnel is modified by channel and dome respectively, in motel the motor 
describes the type of hotel and in snurfing the type of surfing is snow surfin^i. 
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It is, though, not usual to find other types of sense relations between the elements in 
blends. They can be synonyms (as in guestimate from guess + estimate), antonyms 
(the aforementioned chaord) or co-hyponyms (as are labrador and poodle in 
labradoodle). 
Thus, although a modifier-head relationship may be fairly common within blends, it is 
not criteria, whereas it seems that all but the exceptional clipping compound contains 
this manner of internal sense relation between the elements. Perhaps, then, one factor 
that may help to differentiate between blends and clipping compounds could be 
whether or not the internal relationship between the elements is one of modifier-head 
- if it is then the form could be either a blend or a clipping compound but if it is not 
then the form is probably not a clipping compound. 
The next factor, of whether or not the form is a reduction of a pre-existing form, is 
related to this. Cannon (1987: 110) considers that what I have termed 'clipping 
compounds' fall within the scope of what he calls 'unabbreviated shortenings': 
Unabbreviated shortenings ... involve reduction of a source item to 1 or more of its 
parts, as opposed to sequential reducing of a compound to a letter word or syllable 
word. (Cannon, 1987: 110) 
His unabbreviated shortenings, then, cover a range as different processes from clips to 
some blends, and include clipping compounds. What is essential under his definition 
is that a single pre-existing source item is reduced (as in chunnel from channel tunnel 
and sitcom from situation comedy), rather than two separated words being curtailed 
and compounded (as in chaord). 
Algeo's (1991) stance is very similar to Cannon's. The only place in which Algeo 
(1991) deals with compounded clippings is under his heading of'Clipping'. He makes 
no overt reference to the fact that some of his 'clippings' are compounds of initial 
splinters, some are initial splinters + terminal splinters and others are single items. For 
instance, amtrac from amphibious tractor, blacketeer from black marketeer, and 
copter from helicopter are all dealt with as the same kind of innovative clipping'. 
Obviously, the 'reduction of a source item' into more than one of its parts in this 
discussion - such forms are often referred to as 'contractions' (for instance, Bolinger, 
1965: 195). 
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It is likely that most clipping compounds have been formed by reducing a pre-existing 
source item. It makes sense that the terms science-fiction and slow-motion came 
before sci-fi and slo-mo. However, this is also the case with some blends - as it is 
stated, channel tunnel predates chunnel as a widely used tenn. Cannon (1987) 
considers that forms such as chunnel are not actually blends, and cites prosage as an 
unabbreviated shortening due to the pre-existence of the source item protein sausage. 
Algeo (1991: 9) agrees, citing blacketeer, bascart (basket cart) and computerate 
(computer literate) as instances of clipping rather than blending. Although Algeo does 
not make explicit his reasons for this classification, it seems likely that the reason is 
because they appear to be contractions of pre-existing forms. However, Algeo's and 
Cannon's classifications are to be problematic. The same formation pattern as 
varactor (from varying + reactor), which Cannon cites as a blend (1986: 743). Both 
are composed of initial splinter + terminal splinter, neither have any graphic or phonic 
overlaps and, if anything, prosage"sounds" more like a simple lexeme than varactor. 
Thus, prosage is not a blend if varactor is. Indeed, in a subsequent work, Cannon 
(2000: 957) seems to rethink this stance himself, as he cites chunnel as an example of 
a blend in which 'the two words may be syntagmatically related, forming a compound. 
Even if reliable conclusions can be drawn on the pre-existence of a source item, 
classifying a word on the basis of this would been have implications or whether 
language can be dynamic. For instance, burger was initially a splinter from hamburger 
and, thus, when beefburger was first coined it was a blend. However, as burger 
became frequently used and well known it became a combining form and, eventually 
a clip. A synchronic analysis of the formation pattern of the word beefburger would 
be as a compound. However, if words were to be classified on the basis of the 
motivation for their formation beefburger would still be seen as a blend, which seems 
unsatisfactory as a reflection of how ordinary users of the language are behaving. 
As such, while it does seem likely that the majority of clipping compounds generally 
come from one pre-existing source item, this criterion should be treated witti caution. 
It is hard to prove if the source words did exist as one item before the shortened fonn. 
Also, while it is probably less common for blends to come from a known pre-existing 
item than it is for clipping compounds, if blends are to be analyzed on their formation 
patterns (as they are in this thesis) rather than on the basis of their motivation for 
formation, forms such as computerate, blacketeer, bascart and prosage must be 
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analyzed as blends and, thus, blends too can come from pre-existing phrases. 
Consequently, although whether or not a form appears to be a contraction of an 
existing source item may be a helpful point to consider, it cannot be seen as a fool 
proof criterion. 
"Initial clipping + initial clipping" versus "initial clipping+ word 
Although Bauer (2002: 1635) defined clipping compounds as forms 'where both 
words of a phrase are back-clipped' [my emphasis], it is tentatively described them as 
"a form composed of either 'initial clipping + initial clipping' or of 'initial clipping + 
word'. The reason for widening the scope of clipping compounds was to incorporate 
forms such as opart and orgman which, according to the suggested differentiating 
measures proposed so far, behave as clipping compounds in that they take on 
compound stress, have a modifier-head relationship and are very probably 
contractions of a pre-existing source item. However, the inclusion of initial clipping + 
word forms as clipping compounds presents fiirther problems when differentiating 
them from blends. 
As this section has brought to light, there is a large area of overlap between blends 
and clipping compounds. Bauer (2002), who introduced the term, proposes a method 
of differentiating between the two forms: 
There is some evident resemblance between clippings and blends, but what 
distinguishes a blend from a clipping is that it always begins with the first part of the 
first source base and ends with the final part of the second. (Bauer, 2002: 1637) 
This is not to say that Bauer does not believe that blends can include frill words - his 
blends are sorted into: initial splinters + word (his type i); word + terminal splinters 
(type ii); inifial splinter + terminal splinter (type iii), and; blends with overlapping 
central parts (type iv) (p. 163633). This is because, when type i and ii blends do occur, 
they still begin 'with the first part of the first source base' and end 'with the final part 
of the second', in spite of the fact that one of the two bases remains intact - consider, 
for instance, his cited type [i] 'paratroops (parachute + troops)' and type [ii] 
'breathalyser (breath + analyser). Bauer's (2002) proposed means of differentiating 
between clipping compounds and blends, then, requires that clipping compounds are 
only composed of initial clippings. (He does not make clear whether mid clippings 34, 
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such as tec from detective (p. 1635), are possible components in clipping 
compounds). This, of course, reflects a change of opinion from his earlier wo k, when 
he observed 'clipped forms are also used in compounds, as in opart « optical art) and 
org-man « organization man)' (Bauer, 1983: 233), but it does make it far easier to 
differentiate between blends and clipping compounds. 
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CHAPTER III 
COINING NAMES OF UNANI MEDICINE: 
THE PROCESS OF COMPOUNDING 
3,1. Process of Compounding 
In linguistics, a compound is a lexeme (less precisely, a word) that consists of more 
than one stem. Compounding or composition is the process of word formation that 
creates compound lexemes (the other word-formation process being derivation). That 
is, in familiar terms, compounding occurs when two or more words are joined 
together to make them one word. The meaning of the compound may be very 
different from the meanings of its components in isolation. 
A compound word is a union of two or more words to convey a unit idea or special 
meaning that is not conveyed as easily or quickly by separated words. C<Hnpound 
words may be hyphenated, written open (as separate words), or written solid (closed). 
A hyphenated compound—also called a unit modifier—is simply a combination of 
words joined by a hyphen or hyphens. The hyphen is a mark of punctuation that not 
only unites but separates the component words; thus, it aids understanding and 
readability and ensures correct pronunciation. Words are hyphenated mainly to 
express the idea of a unit and to avoid ambiguity. 
v^  Shell-like cloud-to-ground strokes 
v^  Well-to-do roof-to-wall construction 
•^ Mesozoic to Cenozoic north-trending graben 
v^  Fluvial-paludal floodplain system 
• An open compound is a combination of words so closely associated that they 
convey the idea of a single concept but are spelled as unconnected words: 
lowest common denominator can yon head 
• A solid (closed) compound combines two or more words into one solid word 
(e.g., breakdown). 
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The use of compounding in English language is an evolving process. As expressions 
become more popular or adopt special meanings, they follow a gradual evolution 
from two or more separate or hyphenated words to single words. 
audio visual audio-visual audiovisual 
copy editor copy-editor copyeditor 
wildlife wild-Hfe wildHfe 
For some years now, the trend has been to spell compounds as solid words as soon as 
acceptance warrants. This is a trend, not a rule, but it can be helpful in deciding how 
to format a new or different compound expression. Compounding is in such a state of 
flux that dictionaries do not always agree and, worse yet, many compound terms are 
unlisted, hi applying, the compounding rules keep in mind the living fluidity of our 
language. Because word forms change constantly, it is important to remember that the 
rules for compounding cannot be applied inflexibly. It is also important to avoid 
arbitrary compounding. 
Compounds as shown above are written sometimes as; 
> one word (sunglasses), 
> sometimes as two hyphenated words (life-threatening), 
> sometimes as two separate words (football stadium). 
However, their status remains lexicalized, despite the fact that many lexicalized forms 
are semantically opaque. Even though Bauer (1983) states that opacity is not a 
necessary prerequisite for lexicalization, one thing which is clear is that a lexicalized 
compound is a compound whose meaning is stored permanently in the lexicon. 
Therefore, the meaning does not have to be computed each time the compound is 
used. Whether a compound becomes lexicalized it depends on its frequency in 
everyday use and its significance for the hearer. Lexicalization is the process of 
adding words, set phrases, or word patterns to a language - that is, of adding items to 
a language's lexicon. For example compounding is also a part of lexicalization. This 
chapter investigates the question of compounding as a productive word-formation 
process in the naming process of UNANI MEDICINE by exploring the concepts of 
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collocation and lexicalization. The claim is that compounds can exhibit cifferent 
internal structures, including syntactically ambiguous forms, as is the case with the 
noun + prepositional phrase. Frequency of co-occurrence and the unique meaning of 
all elements, together with the phenomenon of technicalization, argue in favor of such 
an assumption. Some constraints, however, must be admitted. On occasions, the 
semantic type of the head noun (abstract, concrete, proper, common) can detennine 
whether a particular construction is to be classified as a compound or not. 
Many researchers, such as Booij (2002), have discussed the semantic criterion for 
lexicalization. 
Morphological change in a new word is another type of lexicalization. For instance, 
linking elements in Urdu language are sometimes added to a stem when that stem is 
combined with another one (Bauer 1983). Nevertheless, there are not any finn rules 
for when the linking element is used except the case when the left hand constituent is 
branching. In addition, in English with a large learned vocabulary from different 
branches of Indo-European languages, there are a number of derivatives wiiich are 
closely related semantically and possibly etymologically, but which have different 
roots. Bauer (1983: 54) cites example pairs like; 
> Eat and edible, 
> Legal and loyal, 
> Opus and operation, 
> Right and rectitude and many others. 
Another type of morphological lexicalised form can be seen in affixes. Similar to 
linking elements and roots, affixes can cease to be productive, e.g. -ment (e. g. 
confinement, enlargement), -th (length, warmth). There are some constraints 
governing which roots these affixes can be added to. 
The last type of lexicalisafion, Bauer (1983) discusses, is syntactic in the sense that 
words are formed in the syntax. For example, when the prefix dis- is added to the verb 
believe, the resulfing word disbelieve does not take an object, unlike its base \ erb. On 
the other hand, adding the same prefix to the verb obey does not change the syntactic 
fiincfion of the resulting word (e. g. I disobey my parents). Finally, Bauer argues that 
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new words can be lexicalised with mixed features, including phonological or 
morphological. For example, the Danish compound word, jord-e-moder (earth-
mother) 'midwife' is morphologically lexicalised because of the form with the linking 
element, but also, semantically lexicalised because the resulting word no longer has 
anything to do with the meaning of earth. 
The morphological lexicahsation of affixes has been extensively discussed However, 
this is not the main focus of the thesis and so will not be discussed in detail here. 
The degree of lexicahsation is discussed in Di SciuUo and Wilhams (1987) from the 
lexicalist perspective and by Baker (1988). Baker states that a high proportion of 
compounds are generated 'on-line' by speakers but many would say that words such 
as outcast or navy blue are more highly lexicalised than soft fruit while non-
compounds like hard fruit or nice man are not lexicalised at all. hi other words, the 
former words have a more permanent storage in the brain than the latter words. 
In this thesis, a list of morphemes and lexicons are separated places and all the 
lexicalised words are listed, including lexicalised compounds and derived words, but 
also phrasal idioms, and in general everything that is idiosyncratic and has to be 
learnt. 
3.2. Productivity and Recursion in Word Formation 
As discussed in the above sub-section, this thesis will take the non-lexicalist approach 
for compound word formation. One reason for this is that in many languages, 
compound word formation can be productive and recursive, just as phrase formation. 
Recursion is a fiandamental property of human language' which makes human beings 
different from other species of animals. Before continuing this discussion it is 
important to define the term productive. 
Potential measures of productivity in previous research, such as Aronoff (1976), are 
rather vague. Aronoff first had the idea that an index of productivity for a word 
formation rule could be obtained by counting the number of actually occurring words 
that are formed by the rule, and comparing this with the number of words that could 
potentially be formed by that rule. In order to clarify the definition, Lieber (1992: 3) 
says: 
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"By productivity as a morphological phenomenon we understand the 
possibility for language users to coin, unintentionally, a number of formations 
which are in principle uncountable. " (Lieber 1992: 3). 
The main points here are the notions of unintentionahty and the abiUty to coin nev. 
words. By unintentionahty, Lieber (1992) mean that the creation of new words can go 
unnoticed. Speakers of the language are not conscious of using the newly coined 
words. With unproductive processes, on the other hand, a new word may sometimes 
be coined but such coinages will always draw attention to themselves and language 
speakers will find them amusing, odd or even unacceptable. 
Flag's (2002) definition of productivity seems to give us a clearer picture. According 
to this definition, a morphological process is more productive than another if it is 
more accepted in the language, because it is constrained by fewer linguistic and non-
linguistic factors of the language. 
Flag (2002) argues that extra-linguistic developments in society often referred to as 
'fashion' make certain linguistic elements desirable, and therefore, productive to use. 
Another constraint is blocking. The existing form blocks the creatior of a 
semantically or phonologically identical derived form. For example, the existing word 
thief blocks the creation of the word *stealer. 
In addition. Flag (2002) argues that the new word must denote something nameable. 
This is a pragmatic constraint. If it is not possible to conceptualize this action in the 
real world, then therefore no such verbs can be coined. Moreover, there are linguistic 
constraints, including phonology, morphology, syntax, and semantics. 
> The new word needs to be sensitive to phonological constraints, which can 
make reference to individual sounds and to syllable structure or stress. For 
example, nominal -al in English only attaches to verbs that end in a stressed 
syllable (e. g. arrive arrival, betray betrayal, but not enter ^enteral, and 
promise *promiseal. Another example of phonological restrictions s that 
suffixafion of verbal -en in English is subject to a segmental restriction: the 
last segment of the base can be /k/, /t/, /O/, /s/, /d/, /p/ but must not be lx\L /U/, 
/U, or a vowel. 
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> According to a morphological constraint, a certain affix is attached to a certain 
base. For example, every verb ending in the suffix -ise can be turned into a 
noun only by adding -afion (e.g. organise - organisation, civilise - civilisation). 
> Semantic restrictions can also be used on bases and derivatives. For instance, 
derivatives in -ee (employee) must denote sentient entities, to the effect that 
amputee cannot refer to an amputated limb (Barker 1998). 
> Finally, the most commonly mentioned type of constraint is the one referring 
to syntactic properties. For example, the adjectival suffix -able normally 
attaches to verbs, as in readable, but not, for example, to adjectives (e.g. 
*dirtyable). 
In many languages, it is possible to coin a compound noun fi-eely and in principle 
there is no limit to the number of constituents a compound may have, due to the fact 
that a compound noun freely becomes the base of another compound noun (Namiki 
1988). In this thesis, Namiki's (1988) definition of recursivity will be used. In contrast 
to what Namiki argues, however, there is a limit for recursivity of compounding. 
However, as discussed, semantic opaqueness is not a necessary condition for 
lexicalization. There are a number of compound words in the languages in question 
whose meaning can be deduced from that of their components, even though they are 
lexicalized. For example, the lexicalized meaning of tea pot, match box or kitchen 
equipment can be deduced Irom that of its constituents. Tea pot is a pot for tea; match 
box is a box which contains matches and kitchen equipment is equipment used in a 
kitchen. Also, the meaning of a compound can be deduced fi-om that of its 
components in not-fully-lexicalized compounds and the relation between their 
constituents has to be computable for novel ones (Clark 1993). 
3.3. Structure of Compounds 
The main goal of this thesis is to understand why it is possible for human beings to 
understand compound word formation. In other words, the aim of the thesis is to 
explain some properties of word formation within the genetically encoded linguistic 
structure in the human mind. Chomsky (1986) claims that every child is bom with a 
Universal Grammar. 
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In the present study, the main focuses will be on similar and different features of 
compound word formation observed mainly in the URDU language, with a particular 
focus on noun-noun compound formations to coin the names of Unani medicines. 
Roeper and Siegel (1978) define root compound words as compound words headed by 
underived nouns. This kind of compound word is different from the compound words 
headed by deverbal or deadjectival nouns. The head of the former type does not take 
an argument whereas the latter does. 
As part of expanding the lexicon, word formation in URDU involves derivation and 
compounding. The defining criterion for compounding as opposed to derivation is that 
compounding is the combination of two independent words, while derivation arises 
when an affix is added to a base (care+ful, un+acceptable). Here, the term "base' can 
be defined as a morpheme where an affix is added (Katamba 1993). The common 
feature of derivation and compounding is that they both form a new word from 
existing words. 
However, questions should be raised here: 
> Do all languages have the same compound word formation and 
> What are the criteria for compounding in these languages? 
A compound word in English and URDU is generally formed with two words 
(Bloomfield 1933: 227, Bauer 1983: 53) we can see this in the following lists: 
English Compounds Urdu Compounds 
Air+port rehem+dil 
Arm+chair xu/+ndsi:b 
Back+ache pstthdr+dil 
Back+ground jel+xa:na 
Class+mate i:d+ga:h 
Clock+wise tota+csfm 
Post+man j3ngdl+ra:j 
Basket+ball dsriya+dil 
Birth+day gul+bddan 
butter+fly gula:b+ja:mu 
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head+light zdmi:n+a:sma:n 
door+step xu:b+su:rdt 
black+bird xuf+3xla:q 
match+box din+m:t 
wood+cutter ima:m+ba:Ra: 
Here, the term 'word' is defined as 'free morpheme', in contrast to 'bound morpheme'. 
A 'free morpheme' is a morpheme that need not be attached to other morphemes. In 
contrast, a 'bound morpheme' is a morpheme that must be joined to other morphemes, 
such as un-. The definition of compound word can be appHed in the above examples. 
Both words which form the compound word in the examples are free morphemes, on 
the face of it, as they need not be attached to other morphemes. 
3.3,1 Noun compounds 
Noun is one of the most important parts of speech. Its arrangement with the verb helps 
to form the sentence core which is essential to every complete sentence. Noun is a 
group of word which can function as a subject or an object of a clause. From this 
definition it can be concluded that noun can be a subject or an object of a sentence. In 
this research, some noun compounds are found. These compound nouns have some 
constituents with various lexical categories. They have noun+noun combination, 
verb+noun combination, adjective+noun combination and preposition+noun 
combination. Below is the explanation for each combination. 
Noun-noun combination, which form a compound noun can be seen in the sentence as 
follows: 
1. "Where are you last night? Were you alone, or with a fellow merchantT' 
The compound word 'fellow merchant' is a compound noun. It can be seen from the 
article preceded this construction. This article indicates that the construction is a noun. 
Here, the function of this construction in this sentence is as an object. It is said to be 
endocentric since the meaning can be referred back from its parts. 'Fellow' is a noun 
which means a companion and 'merchant' is also a noun which means person who 
buys and sells good in large quantities. The meaning of 'fellow-merchant' is a 
companion who also buys and sells goods in large quantities. This meaning is traced 
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back from the elements of the construction. Hence it is an endocentric construction. 
The similar thing also occurs in the data below. 
2. Adam read his book when there was light enough in the prison; and on 
Sundays in the prison-church he read the lesson and sang in choir; for liis 
voice was still good. 
The compound word 'prison-church' is a compound noun due to the fact that it 
appears after a determiner. 'The' as a determiner indicates that the construction which 
comes after it is a noun. In a simple way, it can be said that prison-church is a 
compound noun. Considering the type of this construction, the constituents' meanings 
must be taken into account. Prison is a noun which means building in which criminals 
are kept as a punishment and church is a building for public Christian worship. Hence 
the meaning of 'prison-church' is a building for Christian worship which is ocated in 
a prison. Since the meaning of this construction can be referred back from its 
constituent, this construction belongs to endocentric construction. The constrxiction of 
'fellow-merchant' and 'prison-church' are examples of compound noun which are 
made up of noun+noun because prison, church, fellow and merchant all are nouns. 
There are some compound nouns which are formed from other categor}^, namely 
verb+noun combination as it can be seen in the sentence below. 
3. When they wanted to petition the prison authorities about anything, they 
always made Adam their spokesman, and when there were quarrels among the 
prisoners, they came to him to put things right, and to judge the matter. 
The construction 'spokesman' is a compound noun because there is a p<)ssessi\e 
pronoun before it. This compound noun consists of spokes and man. Spokes means 
say things and man means adult male human being. Spokesman is an adult male 
human being who is appointed to say something. The meaning of spokesman can be 
inferred from its constituent, so that it can be concluded that this construction is an 
endocentric construction. Spoke comes from the verb speak, so its lexical category is 
a verb and man is a noun. It can be summed up that spokesman is an endocentric 
construction which is made up from a verb and a noun. 
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There is another endocentric construction which can function as a noun but it has 
different constituent. It is an endocentric construction which is made up from 
adjective+noun as it can be seen from the sentence below. 
4. Adam tried to pass without looking at him, but John sized his hand and told 
him that he dug a hole under the wall, getting rid of the earth by putting it into 
his high-boots, and emptying it out every day on the road when the prisoners 
were driven to their work. 
'High-boots' is a compound noun because it follows a possessive adjective his. The 
meaning of high boots can be referred back from high and boots. High means 
reaching far upwards and boots means shoes for the foot and ankle and sometimes 
also the leg. High boot means boots that also cover the leg. From this fact, it can be 
inferred that high boot is an endocentric construction. This construction consists of 
high (adjective) and boots (noun). 
Most natural languages have compound nouns. The positioning of the words (i. e. the 
most common order of constituents in phrases where nouns are modified by 
adjectives, by possessors, by other nouns, etc.) varies according to the language. 
While Germanic languages, for example, are lefl-branching when it comes to noun 
phrases (the modifiers come before the head), the Romance languages are usually 
right-branching. 
In French, compound nouns are often formed by left-hand heads with prepositional 
components inserted before the modifier, as in chemin-de-fer 'railway' lit. 'rod of iron' 
and 'moulin a vent 'windmill', lit. 'mill (that works)-by-means-of wind'. 
In Urdu Noun + Noun compounds are found in plenty. Following list provides Noun 
+ Noun Urdu compounds 
Noun + Noun 
kursi.-Tebdl 'chair and table' ^ 
qdbm-ddwa.t 'pen and inkpot' 
m:t-dm 'day and night' 
subdh-fa:m 'morning and evening' 
Z9mi:n-a:sma:n 'earth and sky' 
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kita:b-ka:pi 'book and copy' 
sir-per 'head and leg' 
cd:d-su:rdj 'moon and sun' 
bdndu.q-bdrda.r 'gunman' 
dost-ehba:b 'friends' 
bha:i- behen 'brother and sister' 
mdrd-orat 'man and woman' 
dhsn-dobt 'wealth' 
a:l-ola:d 'family and children' 
fdkl-su.rdt 'looks and appearance' 
jdl-thal 'water and ground' 
3.3.2 Verb Compounds 
A type of compound that is fairly common in the Indo-European languages s formed 
of a verb and its object, and in effect transforms a simple verbal clause into a noun. 
In Spanish, for example, such compounds consist of a verb conjugated for third 
person singular, present tense, indicative mood followed by a noun (usually plural): 
e.g., 'rascacielos' (modelled on "skyscraper", lit. 'scratches skies'), 'sacacorchos' 
('corkscrew', Ut. 'pulls corks'),'guardarropas' ('wardrobe', lit. 'stores clothing'). 
These compounds are formally invariable in the plural (but in many cases they have 
been reanalyzed as plural forms, and a singular form has appeared). French and Italian 
have these same compounds with the noun in the singular form: Italian 'grattacielo \ 
'skyscraper'; French 'grille-pain', 'toaster' (lit. 'toasts bread'). 
This construction exists in English, generally with the verb and noun both in-
uninflected forms are: 
breakfast 
cutthroat 
pickpocket 
dreadnought 
know nothing etc. 
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Also common in English is another type of verb+noun (or noun+verb) compound, in 
which an argument of the verb is incorporated into the verb, which is then usually 
turned into a gerund, such as 
breastfeeding, 
finger-pointing, etc. 
The noun is often an instrumental complement. From these gerunds new verbs can be 
made: (a mother) breastfeeds (a child) and from them new compounds mother-child 
breastfeeding, etc. 
A special kind of composition is incorporation, of which noun incorporation into a 
verbal root (as in English backstabbing, breastfeed, etc.) is most prevalent. In Urdu 
Verb+verb compounds are sequences of more than one verb acting together to 
determine clause structure. They have two types as below: 
a) In a serial verb, two actions, often sequential, are expressed in a single clause. In 
many South Asian languages like Hindi and Urdu^a.-^ar dekh-o, is literarily "go-
[CONJUNCTIVE PARTICIPLE] see-[IMPERATIVE]", means "go and see". 
Serial verb expressions in English may include What did you do and do that for?, 
or He just upped and left; this is however not quite a true compound since they are 
connected by a conjunction and the second missing arguments may be taken as a 
case of ellipsis. 
b) In a compound verb (or complex predicate), one of the verbs is the primary, and 
determines the primary semantics and also the argument structure. The secondary 
verb, often called a vector verb or explicator, provides fine distinctions, usually in 
temporality or aspect, and also carries the inflection (tense and/or agreement 
markers). The main verb usually appears in conjunctive participial 
(sometimes zero) form. For examples, Urdu nikal gaya:, lit. "exit went", means 
'went out', while nikdl pdRa:, lit. "exit fell", means 'departed' or 'was blurted out'. 
In these examples 'nikal' is the primary verb, and gsya: and psRa: are the vector 
verbs. Similarly, as in English "start reading'. Compound verbs are very common 
in URDU In descriptions of Persian and other Iranian languages the term 
'compound verb' refers to noun-plus-verb compounds, not to the verb-verb 
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compounds discussed here. A list given below displays the Urdu verb + verb 
compounds 
Verb + Verb 
a:te-ja:te 'come and go' 
uThte-bceThte 'standing and sitting' 
sote-ja:gte 'sleep and awake' 
rona: dhona: 'cry and wipe' 
kha:tepi:te 'eat and drink 
ma.rna: pi: Tna: ' scuffle' 
na:cna: ga.na: 'sing and dance' 
3.3.3 Adjective Compounds 
Adjective is a group of words which has grammatical functions as a noun or noun 
phrase modifier and gives more information about noun or pronoun. It can come 
before noun or after verb. It can be said that if there is a construction before noun and 
the function of this construction is to modify noun, then it can be said that this 
construction is an adjective. A compound adjective is a construction of compound 
word which functions is as an adjective. Below is the explanation of adjective 
compound consisted of noun+adjective. 
1. Here is this blood-stained knife in your bag and your face and manner betray 
you. 
The sentence above has a compound adjective that is blood stained. Blood stained is a 
compound adjective since its function in the construction is to modify knife (noun). 
This compound adjective consists of blood (noun) and stained (adjective). It is said to 
be endocentric since the meaning of this construction can be referred back to its 
constituents. Blood is a noun, which means red liquid flowing through the body The 
meaning of blood stained knife is a knife which has many stains that is caused by 
blood. In a simple way, it can be summarized that the meaning of blood stained can 
be inferred from the constituents. Since the meaning of the constructior. can be 
inferred from the meaning of its constituent, this construction is an endocentric 
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construction. Besides the noun+adjective construction above, other adjective 
construction is also found in the Enghsh as it can be seen from below sentence: 
2. John was a handsome, fair-haired, curly-headed fellow, full of fun and very 
fond of singing. 
The sentence above has two compound adjectives, fair-haired and curly-headed. 
These are said to be compound adjective because their function is to modify noun 
(fellow). Fair-haired and curly-headed are endocentric construction because the 
meaning of these constructions can be traced back from their constituents. Fair means 
light in color of skin or hair. Hair means fine thread-like growth from the skin. 
Meanwhile curly means something with a spiral shape and head means part of the 
body that contains nose, brain, eyes, etc. Hence the construction fair-haired means 
hair with light color and curly headed means the shape of the hair is curly. Since the 
meaning of this construction can be traced back from the constituent, these are said to 
be endocentric constructions. A list given below displays the Urdu compound 
Adjective. 
Adjective + Adjective 
ii:c-ni:c 
siya.h sdfed 
a:j kdl 
choTa.-bdRa: 
bhala.-bura: 
khdTTa miiTha: 
khdra khoTa 
hdra: bhsra: 
dubla: pstla: 
sdRa: gdla: 
'high and low' 
'black and white' 
'today and tomorrow' 
'small and big' 
'good and bad' 
'sour and sweet' 
'straightforward' 
'prosperous' 
'slim and drim' 
'stale' 
3.3.4 Pre-position Compounds 
Compound prepositions formed by prepositions and nouns are common in English. 
Japanese shows the same pattern, except the word order is the opposite (with 
postpositions): no naka (lit. "of inside", i.e. "on the inside of) . Hindi has a small 
number of simple (i.e., one-word) postpositions and a large number of compound 
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postpositions, mostly consisting of simple postposition ke followed by a specific 
postposition (e.g., kepas, "near"; ke niche, "underneath"). A list given beloAv displays 
the Urdu compounds with pre-position. 
ta:+qdya:mdt 'till the day of judgement' 
dz+ra:h 'on the way' 
ba+waqt 'on time' 
fil+ha:l 'right now' 
Furthermore, on the structure of compounds we can say that left-hand component in a 
compound noun is the modifier, because it modifies or limits the meaning of the right-
hand component. For example, in compound footstool, foot limits the meaning 
of stool to that of a "stool for one's foot or feet". (It can be used for sitting on, but that 
is not its primary purpose.) A foundation stone is a stone, one of a type and not of any 
other, with which a foundation for a building is being laid. 
If one looks at the surface of 'cranberry' words in English for example, cran+berry 
and huckle+berry they seem to be analyzable as compound words, containing the 
word berry as head, preceded by a modifier. The element that precedes berry is a 
noun. In 'elderberry', the noun 'elde'r refers to the elder tree that jiroduces 
elderberries; 'elder' can be an independent word. Thus, it is a compound. 
Nevertheless, it is difficult to analyze 'huckleberry' and 'cranberry', since there is no 
'huckle' or 'cran' shrub. The morphs, 'huckle' or 'cran' only appear in these words. 
According to Anderson (1990), it is not necessary to assume that 'cran" or huckle' is 
listed separately as a bound morpheme in the lexicon. It is only necessary to assume 
that there is a lexical entry for the word cranberry and it is a non-canonical example of 
compound word. Other words containing cranberry morphemes in English include 
'gruntle' in disgruntle, 'couth' in uncouth, 'ept' in inept, 'sheve' in dishevel, 'chalant" 
in nonchalant, and 'kempt' in unkempt. 
We may argue here against Anderson's (1990) assumption that a cranberry moipheme 
is a lexical entry in the lexicon. Another argument against the claim that compounding 
merges two free morphemes comes from examples of neoclassical compounding in 
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English (Bauer 1983, Flag 2003). Bauer (1983) and Flag (2003) argue that new words 
can be formed by applying rules to smaller units than words. 
Bauer also claims the formation of neoclassical compounds is a counter-argument for 
Aronoff s word-based morphology (1976: 21). That is to say, a new word is not 
always formed by joining two free morphemes. 
The elements are borrowed from Greek or Latin and educated speakers of English 
know that these elements originally had their own individual meaning. These are 
often called 'neoclassical elements' (Flag 2003: 74). Although there is a claim that 
elements in neoclassical elements are affixes (Marchand 1969, Allen 1978, Siegel 
1974 and Lieber 1980, WilHams 1981). 
Following Scalise (1984) and Flag (2003), it can be argued that these elements cannot 
be considered affixes. They sometimes can be the second element of a word, as in 
'franco phile', but they can also be the first element as phil-anthropist. A true affix is 
not this free; if it occurs to the left, it is a prefix, whereas if it occurs to the right, it is a 
suffix. Furthermore, the items in question can be separated. Flag (2003) convincingly 
argues that neoclassical elements are not affixes. According to him, an affix can 
combine with a bound root (not an affix and not a neoclassical morpheme) (cf, e.g. 
bapt-ism, prob-able which are not neoclassical compounds, but bound-root + affix) 
but cannot combine with another affix to form a new word (e.g. *re-ism, *dis-ism, 
*ism- able). Moreover, a bound root can take an affix (cf. e.g. bapt-ism, prob-able 
which are not neoclassical compounds, but bound-root + affix), but caimot combine 
with another bound root (e.g. *bapt prob). On the other hand, neoclassical elements 
can combine either with bound roots (e.g. glaciology, Scientology), with words 
(lazyitis, hydro-electric, morpho-syntax), or with another neoclassical element 
(hydrology, morphology) to make up a new word. 
According to Bauer (1998b), neoclassical compound words show similar semantic 
behaviour to that of other types of compounds. As Allen (1978) states, compounds are 
subject to the ISA condition. This condition implies that 
Nl + N2 = is a kind of N2. 
House + boat = House boat is a kind of boat 
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J3l+ mahal = A palace in the water 
In other words, 'houseboat' or 'jalmahaV are hyponym of boat and palace In 
neoclassical compounds, the semantic relationship between the two is questioned. 
However, it is not possible to combine dialecto and -biolo. Thus, this kind of 
combination is limited, as the two elements consist of the modifier and the modified. 
For instance, hydro-electric is a hyponym of electricity; glaciology is a hyponym of -
logy which means 'study' in Greek. In contrast, a derivation such as kind-ness is not a 
hyponym of -ness or foundation is not that of -ation. 
Another similarity between neoclassical compounds and compounds is that 
neoclassical compounds have a semantic value or density more similar lo that of 
lexemes than to derivatives. 
Allen's (1978) Variable R Condition "predicts that the complete semantic content of 
the first constituent element may fill any one of the available feature slots in the 
feature hierarchy of the second constituent element, as long as the feature slot to be 
filled corresponds to one of the features of the filler" (Allen 1978: 93). For example, 
the compound; fire-man has a range of possible meanings, 
1. such as man who worships fire, 
2. Man who walks on fire, 
3. Man who sets fire, 
4. Man who puts out fires and so on, although it has a conventional meaning 
(Scalise 1984: 91). 
This is also true in neoclassical compounding. Bauer gives the following examples. 
a. Geology study of the earth 
b. Neurogilia glue that sticks the nerves together 
c. Photograph drawing made by light 
d. Phytochrome colour in plants (Bauer 1998b: 405 ) 
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Finally, if the internal constituents of words such as franco-phile are labelled as prefix 
and suffix, respectively, most morphological theories would have problems in 
deriving the external label adjective. As a result, a structure of this type behaves more 
like a compound than like a derived word. This can be seen, for example, in cases 
where an 'o' appears in the compounds in the example given as well as in 
combinations in which the second element is one of the items in question, and in 
particular, one with the strata feature of [+Greek]. Typical examples are music +logy 
(musicology), dialect + logy (dialectology). Scalise (1984) states that the problem 
raised here can be easily resolved if we consider the items in question to be 'stems' 
rather than affixes. For example, it is not necessary to identify that the item such as 
'phile' is a prefix or suffix. If we consider all of the morphemes in neoclassical 
compounding as stems, not affixes, we do not have the above problems mentioned. 
Interestingly, Flag (2003) has found some phonological generalizations for linking 
elements inside neoclassical compound words in English. For example, he claims that 
if there is already a vowel in the final position of the first combining form or in the 
initial position of the final combining form, the linking element does not appear. 
Typical examples are tele-scope, laryng-oscope and polymorph. In contrast, there is a 
linking morpheme when the initial combining form ends with a consonant and the 
final combining form begins with one. Gastronomy and gastrography are two 
examples and the alternate of gastro is gastr-. With the combining form, gastr-, there 
is no linking morpheme, e.g. gastritis. However, the generalization does not work for 
all combining forms. This is the case, because there are no alternate forms of bio- and 
geo- (*bi-, *ge-). Thus, Flag concludes that the status of the linking element is not the 
same in all neoclassical compounding. The phenomenon of overt linking element is 
not found in other types of English compounding apart fi-om genitive compounds. 
In general, a characteristic of neoclassical compounding which is different fi-om other 
compounding is its phonological aspect. Flag (2003) argues that the phonological 
properties of neoclassical compounds are not the same as those of other compound 
words. 
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3.4. Lexical Integrity in Compound Word formation 
Are all compounds different from their corresponding phrases? Accord ng to Di 
Sciullo and Williams (1987), there are three ways in which words can be 
distinguished from phrases. 
> Firstly, a word is a morphological object, constructed out of morj^hological 
atoms, i. e. morphemes, by processes of affixation and compounding. 
> Secondly, according to Di Sciullo and WiUiams (1987), another criterion for 
words is that of listed objects. According to Lexical Integrity, no oarts of a 
word can be separated, moved, or deleted by rules of syntax. To describe this 
idea, Di Sciullo and Williams (1987) coined the term listeme. Listemes can be 
defined as the linguistic expressions memorized and stored by speakers. 
However, they also admit that just because an expression is listed does not 
mean that it is a word. There are morphological objects, which are formed by 
a perfectly regular and exceptionless process whose products are not therefore 
listed. For example, they illustrate the derivational deadjectival nouns formed 
by -ness affixation in English. This affixation is regular and said to be 
productive. On the other hand, some objects, such as idioms, are listed 
(Jackendoff 1997), yet, they are not words. They are items governed by 
syntax. 
> Thirdly, words are syntactic atoms, i. e. the indivisible building blocks of 
syntax: Di Sciullo and Williams' Lexical Integrity (1987). According to 
Lexical Integrity, morphology and syntax are entirely separate domains of 
inquiry. 
3.5. Semantic Classification of Compounds 
The semantic interpretation of noun compounds (NCs) deals with the detection and 
semantic classification of the relations between noun constituents. The problem is 
complex and has been studied intensively in linguistics, psycho-linguistics, 
philosophy, and computational linguistics for a long time. A common semantic 
classification of compounds yields four types as mentioned below: 
> Endocentric 
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> Exocentric 
> Copulative 
> Appositional 
The role and function of these four types of compounds are presented below in a 
tabular form. 
S.No 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Compound Type 
Endocentric 
Exocentric 
Copulative 
Appositional 
Description 
A+B denotes a special 
kind of B 
A+B denotes a special 
kind of an unexpressed 
semantic head 
A+B denotes 'the sum' 
of what A and B denote 
A and B provide 
different descriptions 
for the same referent 
Examples 
darkroom, Smalltalk 
skinhead, paleface (hea 
d: 'person') 
bittersweet, 
sleepwalk 
actor-director, 
maidservant 
Table: 3.1 Semantic Classifications of Compounds 
3.5.1. Endocentric Compound 
An endocentric compound consists of a head, i.e. the categorical part that contains the 
basic meaning of the whole compound, and modifiers, which restrict this meaning. 
For example, the English compound doghouse, where house is the head and dog is the 
modifier, is understood as a house intended for a dog. Endocentric compounds tend to 
be of the same part of speech (word class) as their head, as in the case oi doghouse. 
Such compounds were called tatpurusha in the Sanskrit tradition. In Urdu, we do 
come across with endocentric compounds. A list of Urdu endocentric compounds is 
given below: 
pdtthar dil ' stony heart' 
fara:xdil 'open hearted' 
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ndrm dil 'kind hearted' 
a:la: ta:leem liigher education' 
muslim rehnuma: 'Muslim representative' 
nidnzdr na.ma 'reporting' 
bubnd mdqa:m 'high post' 
sdngi:njurm 'heinous crime' 
jdng'na:ma 'the book of battle' 
top-xa:na 'artillery house' 
hdri: mire 'green chilly' 
sshz baiy ' greener pasture' 
3.5.1.1. Coining Names of Unani Medicine with Endocentric Compounds 
Unani medicine, also called Uunani medicine or Unani-Tibb, is \ system 
of alternative medicine first developed by Islamic physician Ibn-e-Sina in about 1025 
CE. The basic tenets of this system revolve around the overarching principle of 
balance. Health is seen as the constantly active condition of one's body rebalancing 
the four primary elements, which are air, fire, earth, and water. These four elements 
take on symbolic and literal functions in this system. The methods used to achieve 
balance and redistribution are often intended to act not directly on the elements, but 
on more physical manifestations of those elements, such as literal and physical fluids. 
A practitioner of Unani medicine has a number of diagnostic tools with which to 
identify a state of disease, including pulse evaluafion, examination of bodily waste, 
and verbal confirmation of pain. Disease is the result of a state of imbalance, and once 
the imbalance has been identified, it can be corrected. Treatment usually consists of 
natural herbs and plants, but because of the focus on healing the entire bodily system, 
other techniques are sometimes included in treatments. These techniques mclude 
purging, bath therapy, cupping, sweating, and exercise. The language used in Unani 
medicine is somewhat different from the language used in Ayurvedic s>stem. In 
coining names for the Unani medicine, we find the use of endocentric compounds as 
follows: 
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S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
Compound 
kufta hdjrulydhu:d 
kufta xdbsul hddi.d 
kufta zdmurrsd 
kufta shangdrf 
kufta 9qi:q 
kuftafola.d 
kufta qdlai 
kufta go ddnti 
kufta musdlhs 
kufta mdrja:n 
kufta mdrvdri.d 
kufta nuqra 
mdrhdm da.xliyu.n 
mdrhdm ka.fu.r 
roydn drdnDi: 
roydn a.mla: 
roydn bdbuna 
roydn ba:da:mfi:ri:n 
Meaning 
clax of a stone for wounds 
clax of iron 
clax of emerald 
clax of Vermillion 
claxof comelion 
clax of iron 
clax of tincal 
clax of a herb 
clax of three herbs 
clax of coral 
clax of pearl 
clax of silver 
ointment for uterus swelling and glandular 
problems 
camphor ointment 
castor oil 
myrobalan oil 
babuna oil 
sweet almond oil 
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19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
roj^ an ber hdhu:Ti: 
roYsn beza mury 
roydn dhdtura 
roydn da.r ci.ni: 
roydn zetu.n 
roysn surx 
roydn su:rdnja:n 
roydn qardnfal 
roydn ka.hu: 
roydn hddu: 
roydn gul 
roydn Idbu.b sdba: 
sdfu:f dSdl-us-su:s 
sdfu:f habis 
sdfu.f bi:j bdnd 
sdfu.f scela:n 
Sdfu.f muqliyaasa 
sdfuf muhdzzil 
sdfuf ndiridksulema.ni: 
oil a herb 
oil of egg 
oil of stramonium 
hessonite oil 
olive oil 
red oil 
meadow-saffron oil 
clove oil 
oil of a lettuce 
oil of pumpkin 
flower oil 
oil of seven ingredients (herbs) 
powder of herb 
powder for controlling menstrual bleeding 
powder of a herb 
powder for Hemorrhage 
powder for chronic loose motions and 
diarrhea 
powder for loosing fat 
sulemani salt powder 
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38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
fdrbat ustuxuddu:s 
fdrbdt 3na:rfi:n:n 
fdrhdt injiha.r 
fdrhst inji.r 
fdrbdt 3ngu:rji:ri:n 
fdrbBt a:b refdm 
fdrbdt a:lu: ba:lu: 
fdrbdt a.mla: 
fdrbdt bandffa 
fdrbdt behi: 
fdrbdt tu:t siya.h 
fdrbdt sdnddl 
fdrbdt unna.b 
fdrbdt fola.d 
fdrbdt ka:sni: 
fdrbdt kevRa: 
drq djva.in 
drq ila.ici: 
drq ba:dya:n 
drq bdrdnjdsf 
brain tonic 
pomegranate tonic 
tonic of a kind of herb 
tonic of syrup 
grape tonic 
tonic of a type of herb 
tonic of a type of herb 
myrobalan tonic 
tonic of violet 
tonic of a herb 
tonic of black mulberry 
tonic of sandal 
tonic of jujube 
tonic of iron 
tonic of Hlac 
tonic of kevRa: 
essence of dill-seeds 
essence of cardamom 
essence of aniseeds 
essence of a herb 
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58. 
59. 
60. 
61. 
62. 
63. 
64. 
65. 
66. 
67. 
68. 
69. 
70. 
71. 
72. 
73. 
74. 
75. 
76. 
77. 
argf podi.na: 
drq zi.ra: 
drqfa.htra: 
3rq ufba: 
drq ka.sni: 
drq gdo zabain 
drq gula.h 
drq mdkoh 
drq munDi 
drq ni.lofdr 
drq ddfmu.i 
qurs podi.na 
qursjiryam 
qurs ziya:bti:z 
qurs sdrta.n 
qurs sila.ji.t 
qursfizza 
qurs kdhrobd 
qurs muldiydn 
hu:q ba.da.m 
essence of mint 
essence of cumin seeds 
essence of a special kind grass 
essence of a herb 
essence of lilac 
essence of a herb 
essence of rose 
essence of gooseberry 
essence of a medicinal plant 
essence of morning-glory 
essence often medicinal herbs 
tablet of mint 
tablets for blermorrhagia 
tablets for diabetes 
tablets for cancer 
tablets of nocturnal emissions 
silver tablets 
a herbal medicine 
tablets for constipation 
almond sauce 
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78. 
79. 
80. 
81. 
82. 
83. 
84. 
85. 
86. 
87. 
88. 
89. 
90. 
91. 
92. 
93. 
94. 
95. 
96. 
97. 
ldu:q kdtd: 
ldu:q motadil 
ldu:q riBzli: 
bu:q sdpista: 
bu:q rdbvi: 
ldu:q zi:q-un-ndfs 
ma:ju:n dspdnd soxtsni: 
ma:ju:n dnjda:n 
ma:Ju:n a:rd xurma 
ma:ju:n pya:z 
ma:ju:njdla:li: 
ma:ju:njogra:j gogul 
ma.ju.n cob ci.ni: 
ma:ju:n hdjr-ul-ydhu:d 
ma.ju.n xdda.r 
ma.ju.n ddbi.d-ul-vard 
ma.ju.n Z9njdbi:l 
ma.ju.n sdng surma.hi: 
ma.ju.n sdngda:na 
mury 
ma:ju:n su:rdnja:n 
sauce of linen 
sauce for health 
sauce for cold 
digestive sauce 
sauce for decreasing the frequency of cough 
sauce for asthma problem 
melange of a rue 
melange of a herb 
melange of some herbs 
melange of onion 
a type of herbal melange 
melange a herb 
melange of a herb 
melange of a medicinal stone 
melange of a herb 
melange of rose and other herbs 
melange of dry ginger 
melange of the head offish 
melange of gizzard 
melange of meadow-saffron 
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98. 
99. 
100. 
101. 
102. 
103. 
104. 
105. 
106. 
107. 
108. 
109. 
110. 
111. 
112. 
113. 
ma:ju:n suha:g soTh 
ma:ju:n tila 
ma:ju:n ufba 
ma:ju:n dqrab 
ma:ju:nfdlsdfa 
ma.ju.n kundu.r 
ma.ju.n ghi:kva:r 
ma.ju.n ma:skil-ul-bol 
ma.ju.n muyalliz 
ma.ju.n nuqra.h 
xdmi.ra a.brefdm 
Xdmi.ra bandffa: 
xdmiira xdfxa.f 
xsmi.ra sdndsl 
Xdmi.ra go zdba:n 
Xdmi.ra msrva.ri.d 
melange of a medicinal herbs for women 
melange of aphrodisiac gold 
melange of herbs used as blood purfier 
melange for cancer 
a herbal melange 
melange used for polyuria 
melange of a medicinal plant 
melange for controlling the urinal problems 
melange of herbs used for male sexual 
problems 
melange of silver 
solidified syrup of a herb 
solidified syrup of violet 
solidified syrup of poppy seeds 
solidified syrup of sandal wood 
solidified syrup of a medicinal herb 
solidified syrup of pearl 
Table: 3.2 Coinage of Unani Medicine Names with the Help of Endocentric 
Compounds 
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Comments on table 3.2 
In the above table of endocentric compound formations in Unani medicine names, it 
can be seen very clearly that the combination of two free morphemes or words (A+B) 
where one morpheme (A) denotes a special kind of another morpheme (B) or (B) 
denotes a special kind of (A). For example, in the above table of endocentric 
compound formation of Unani medicine names word like kufta (clax), roydn (oil), 
sdfu:f (powder), fdrbdt (tonic/syrup), ma.ju.n (melange) and xdmi.ra (solidified 
syrup) etc. are used commonly to coin Unani medicine names. In the above 
mentioned endocentric compound formations, second word denotes a special kind of 
first word. The above examples taken from data can be explained as below: 
> ku/ta (clax)- words attached to ku/ta (clax) in the above data denote the type 
of kufta such as in kufta zdmurrdd (clax of emerald) here zdmurrdd (emerald) 
denotes the type oi a. kufta (clax) which is made up oizdmurrdd (emerald). 
> roydn (oil)- words attached to roysn (oil) in the above data denote the type of 
roydn such as in roydn qdranfdl (oil of clove) here qdrdnfdl (clove) denotes 
the type of a roydn (oil) which is made up of qdrdnfdl (clove). 
> fdrbdt (tonic/syrup)- words attached to fdrbdt (tonic/syrup) in the above data 
denote the type of fdrbdt such as in fdrbdt sdnddl (tonic of sandal) here sdnddl 
(sandal wood) denotes the type of a fdrbdt (tonic/syrup) which is made from 
Sdnddl (sandal wood). 
> ma:ju:n (melange)- words attached to ma:ju:n (melange) in the above data 
denote the type of ma:ju:n (melange) such as in ma:ju:n pya:z (melange of 
onion) here pya:z (onion) denotes the type of a ma:ju:n (melange) which is 
made ^on\pya:z (onion). 
> Xdmi.ra (solidified syrup)- words attached to xdmi.ra (solidified syrup) in the 
above data denote the type of a xdmi.ra (solidified syrup) such as in xdmi.ra 
xa/xa./(solidified syrup made up of poppy seeds) here xdfxa.f (poppy seeds) 
denotes the type of a xdmi:ra (solidified syrup) which is made up of xdfxa.f 
(poppy seeds). 
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Thus, it can be concluded that endocentric compounds as mentioned in table 3.2 the 
the names of Unani medicines, in the combination of two items or words (A+B) one 
word denotes a special kind of another word or item. 
3.5.2 Exocentric Compounds 
Exocentric compounds are called bahuvrihi compounds in the Sanskrit tradition 
Exocentric compounds are hyponyms of some unexpressed semantic head (e.g. a 
person, a plant, an animal...), and their meaning often cannot be transparently guessed 
from its constituent parts. For example, the English compound white-collar is neither 
a kind of collar nor a white thing. In an exocentric compound, the wore class is 
determined lexically, disregarding the class of the constituents. For example, amust-
have is not a verb but a noun. The meaning of this type of compound can be glossed 
as "(one) whose B is A", where B is the second element of the compound and A the 
first. A bahuvrihi compound is one whose nature is expressed by neither of the words: 
thus a white-collar person is neither white nor a collar (the collar's color is a metaphor 
for socioeconomic status). Other English examples include barefoot and blackboard. 
In Urdu, we do come across with exocentric compounds. A list of Urdu exocentric 
compounds is given below; 
gula:b-ja:mun 
tota: Cdfm 
pdtdng churi: 
hgi: lipTi: 
dndha: bhensa: 
pa:o bha:ri: 
jsngdl ra:j 
dndha: qa:nu:n 
dndha: kua: 
kaTh mulla: 
ima:m ba:Ra: 
'a type of sweet' 
'disloyal' 
'A back-biter woman' 
'favored' 
'name of a play' 
'pregnant' 
'anarchy' 
'blind law/ faulty system' 
'well having no water' 
'extremist' 
'A place where functions connected with Moharram are 
celebrated' 
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3.5.2.1 Coining Names of Unani Medicine witli Exocentric Compounds 
Like other disciplines in modem technological society, the health sciences have 
developed their own jargon for describing the human body, its normal functions, and 
its abnormal conditions. This jargon is a tool for precise description and effective 
treatment of health problems, but it can also be a barrier: blocking communication 
between specialists and laypeople. This is especially true since there are often several 
names of medicines, which are describing the same condition but constructed from 
entirely different roots or arrangements of those roots. Unani medicine names are also 
coined with the help of different word-formation strategies and compounding is one 
of them. To find out the exocentric compound formation in Unani medicine names, a 
list of the words can be given as below: 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Compounds 
guR ma:r 
zdrd cob 
da:r ci.ni: 
go zdba:n 
go danti: 
a: href3m 
a:lu: ba.iu: 
Morphemes 
guR (jaggery) + ma:r (kill) 
zsrd (yellow) + cob (wood) 
da:r (door) + ci:ni: (sugar) 
go (cow) + Z3ba:n (tongue) 
go (cow) + danti: (tooth) 
a:b (water) + rejsm (silk) 
a:lu: (potato) + ba:lu: (sand) 
Meaning 
medicine for sugar 
herbal medicine 
herbal medicine 
herbal medicine 
herbal medicine 
herbal medicine 
herbal medicine 
Table: 3.3 Coinage of Unani Medicine Names with the Help of Hybridized 
Compounds 
Comments on table 3.3 
As we can see in the table 3.3, the combination of two items or words (A+B) denotes 
a special kind of an unexpressed semantic head. For example, in guR ma:r which is a 
combination of two items guR Oaggery) + ma:r (kill) denotes a special kind of an 
unexpressed and new semantic head i.e. a medicine for the patients of diabetes. Same 
can be seen in case of da:r ci.ni: which is a combination of da:r (door) + ci:ni: 
(sugar), here the meaning of the elements of this combination are not expressed but 
they denote a special kind of an unexpressed semantic head i.e. the name of a herb. 
Thus, we can say that in exocentric compound formation the combination of two 
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items or words is arranged in such a way that it gives a new meaning having an 
unexpressed and new semantic head. 
3.5.3 Copulative Compounds 
The previous sections, compound words whose two constituents form a nodifier-
modified relationship were discussed. In this section, by contrast, anothe- type of 
compound word in URDU is considered. The semantic relationship between the two 
constituents is that of coordination. ]n other words, one entity is characterized by both 
members of the compound. 
These compounds are called copulative compounds (Bauer 1983, Olsen 2000, Flag 
2003). Copulative compounds fall into two types, depending on interpretation. Firstly, 
as Olsen (2000) and Flag (2003) state, the type represented in the examples is known 
as a coordinative compound. There are a number of coordinative compounds in Urdu. 
They always refer to a set of two (or more) individuals. For example, bhai behen 
(brother-sister). According to Olsen (2000), the constituents of a copulative 
combination are marked with the dual inflection and retain their individual ac cents. 
Copulative compounds are compounds, which have two semantic heads. In traditional 
Sanskrit grammar it is known as dvandva somas. In Urdu, we do come across with 
copulative compounds. A list of Urdu copulative compounds is given below; 
sa:s sdsur 'in laws' 
moTa: ta.za: 'healthy and fresh' 
hmba: coRa: 'broad and spacious' 
pdRha.i: likha.i: 'reading and writing' 
mdrd jrdt 'man and woman' 
bdcce bu.Rhe 'young and old' 
di:n duniya: 'religion and life' 
soc sdmajh 'intelligentia' 
a:l ola:d 'nearer and dearer' 
a:j kdl 'now-a-days' 
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bha:i: behen 
miya: bi:vi: 
ma: ba:p 
'Keith and kin' 
'married couple' 
'parents' 
3.5.3.1 Coining Names of Unani Medicine with Copulative Compounds 
Names of medicines act as signifiers for the object or any disease that they are 
describing. Therefore, a medicine name to have any meaning, it has to be related to 
some form of object or any disease. To coin a new name for any medicine, coiners 
take help of word-formation processes, where compounding is one of the most 
common one. In compounding, copulative compounds are those compounds in which 
both the components are syntactically coordinate members. A list of Unani medicine 
names, coined with the help copulative compounds can be given below. 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Compound 
itri.fdl ustukhuddu:s 
itri.fdl di:da:n 
itri.fdl zdma:ni: 
itri.fdl si.na.i 
itri.fdl yudu.di: 
itri.fdl fahdtra: 
itri.fdl kifmifi: 
itri.fdl kifni:zi: 
itri.fdl muldiydn 
itri.fdl muqi.l 
Meaning 
medicine used for chronic catarrah made 
upof itriifal 
medicine used for worms made up of 
itriifsl 
medicine used for cold and migraine made 
up of itrirfal 
medicine used for glandular problems 
made up oftriphala 
medicine made up of triphala and herbal 
green leaves. 
A herbal medicine made up of triphala and 
kijmij 
medicine made up coriander and triphala 
medicine used for loose motions made up 
of itriifal 
herbal medicine for health made up of 
itri-.fal 
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11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
itri.fdl sdyi.T 
jdva.rifdna.ren 
jdva.rifa.mla 
jdva.rif bisha.sa 
jdva.rif tdmdr hindi: 
jdva.rif ja: li.nu.s 
jdva.rif zdr 'u:ni: 
jdva: rifzdnjdbi: I 
jdva.rif fa.hi: 
jdva:rif u:dji:ri:n 
jdva.rif kdmu.ni: 
jdva.rif ksmu.ni: 
mus 'hili: 
jdva.rif mustdgi: 
tirya:qfifa:r 
herbal medicine made up of small seeds of 
triphala 
digestive medicine made iip of 
pomegranate 
digestive medicine made up of myrobalan 
digestive medicine made up of a herb 
digestive medicine made up of tamarind 
digestive medicine made by Galen 
digestive medicine made up of a type of 
flower 
digestive medicine made up of dry ginger 
royal medicine for digestive problems 
medicine made up of a special wood 
medicine made up of cuminseeds 
a medicine for loose motions 
digestive medicine of mastic 
poison killer 
Table: 3.4 Coinage of Unani Medicine Names with the Help of Copulative 
Compounds 
Comments on table 3.4 
As mentioned in table 3.1, copulative compounds are those compounds in ^vhich the 
combination (A+B) denotes 'the sum' of what A and B. This can be seen in table 3.4 
the name of Unani medicines denote the sum of both A and B. For example, itriilbl 
di:da:n (medicine used for worms made up of myrobalans), this combinatioa denotes 
the sum of both the elements i.e. itriifal (myrobalans) and di:da:n (worms). 
In traditional Unani medicine, itriifal (myrobalans) is used for: 
•^ immune system stimulation 
y improvement of digestion 
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^ relief of constipation 
-^ gastrointestinal tract cleansing 
-^ relief of gas 
>^  treatment of diabetes 
^ treatment of eye disease 
J3va:nf dna.ren, another example of Copulative compound formation of Unani 
medicine mentioned in table 3.4 can be explained as the combination of two elements, 
where jdva.rif (digestive medicine) and dna.ren (pomegranate) denote the sum of 
both elements i.e. a digestive medicine made up of pomegranate. 
3.5.4 Appositional Compounds 
On the other hand, there are appositional compounds, which refers to an entity with 
two facets. For example, the compounds such as mother+daughter and poet+translator 
refer to one person with two characteristics of being mother and daughter, and poet 
and translator, respectively. According to Olsen (2000), in English appositional 
compounds are morphological in nature, as they denote a single entity, which can be 
described in both ways, as opposed to a collective entity (pair). Another reason for 
these appositional compounds being morphological in nature is that they show similar 
characteristics to normal lexical compounds. 
Appositional compound refer to lexemes that have two (contrary) attributes, which 
classify the compound. In Sanskrit grammatical tradition it is known as dvanda 
compounds In Urdu, we do come across with appositional compounds. Lists of Urdu 
appositional compounds are given below. 
da.y da:r ujada 'spotted light' 
murda zindgi: 'dead life' 
be rdng rsngat 'color less color' 
be nu:r ca.dni: 'light less moonlight' 
pdRhe likheja.hil 'educated illiterate' 
f9n:fbddma:f 'virtuous rascal' 
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An Appositional compound refers to lexemes that have two (contrary) attributes, 
which classify the compound. This type of compound formation is not used in coining 
the names of Unani medicine 
In this section, it has been argued that compounds are more similar to words than 
phrases. According to Di Sciullo and Williams' (1987) however, there are some 
examples, which indicate that Lexical Integrity is not as clear-cut as Di Sciullo and 
Williams claim. The lexicality of compound words is also considered in tenns of the 
semantic idiosyncrasy of the word. The meaning of a compound cannot always be 
deduced completely from its constituents. It is obvious that the meaning of compound 
words does change over time. 
3.6 Hybridized Compounds 
A hybrid compound is a word, which etymologically has one part derived from one 
language and another part derived from a different language. The most common form 
of hybrid word in URDU is one, which combines etymologically English 
and Urdu parts. Since many prefixes and suffixes in Urdu are of Persian or Arabic 
etymology, it is straightforward to add a prefix or suffix from one language to an 
Urdu word that comes from a different language, thus creating a hybrid word. 
Such etymologically disparate mixing is considered by some to be bad form. Others, 
however, argue that, since both (or all) parts already exist in the URDU lexicon, such 
mixing is merely the conflation of two (or more) Urdu morphemes in order to create 
an Urdu neologism (new word), and so is appropriate. A list of Urdu hybrid 
compounds is given below. 
moTdr -ga.Ri: 'Vehicles driven by mechanical device 
rel-ga:Ri: 'train' 
sa:ikil-sdva:r 'cycle rider' 
silkpdrde 'silk curtain' 
xoa.ti.n kempds 'women campus' 
golDen-ghdRi: 'golden watch' 
bds-dDDa: 'bus station' 
toli.di: tdknaloji: 'reproductive technology' 
fobd-e-b 'Law Department' 
xoa.ti.n rizdrvefdn 'female reservation' 
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3.6.1 Coining Names of Unani Medicine witli Hybridized Compounds 
Names of medicines are a completely different kettle of fish. Coiners seem to try to 
make names that say something about what the medication is for, but they also want a 
name that is memorable and catchy. Sometimes, they add a letter or letters, like "PM" 
for night medicine, or "OTC" for "over the counter", "-mab" at the end for 
"monoclonal antibodies", and so on. However, there are no general rules, so the 
names can get chaotic. Because there can be many brand names for the same 
chemical, medical and science professionals prefer the chemical name, generic name, 
or even the actual chemical structure name. In the coinage of Unani medicine names 
the process of hybridization is also used, which can be presented in the following 
table: 
S.No. 
1. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
Compounds 
qurs sefran 
kef king 
memori: mantr 
nu:ra:menT 
hdya:t phs 
dima.yphs 
ni:mfedr 
ddntpen 
jiyofref 
ji.vdn bdxf 
sunu:n 
pa:enya: 
gesopa.r 
kufta mriga.g 
fugdr ridja.h 
Morphemes 
qurs (Urdu) + saffron (English) 
kej (Sanskrit) + king (English) 
memory (English) + mantr 
(Sanskrit) 
nu:r (Urdu) + ment (English) 
hayait (Urdu) + plus (English) 
dimaiy (Urdu) + plus (English) 
ni:m (Urdu) + fair (English) 
dsnt (Sanskrit) + pain (English) 
jiyo (Urdu) + fresh (English) 
ji:v3n (Hindi) + bsxj (Persian) 
sunu:n (Urdu) + pyorrhea 
(English) 
gas (English) + pa:r (Urdu) 
kujta (Urdu) + mriga:g (Sanskrit) 
fugdr (English) + ndja.h (Arabic) 
Meaning 
saffron tablets 
hair tonic 
brain tonic 
fairness cream 
tonic used for swelling 
of body parts 
brain tonic 
skin cream 
medicine for teeth 
problem 
skin cream 
health tonic 
tooth powder for 
pyorrhea 
medicine for acidity 
clax of a medicinal herb 
medicine for sugar 
problem 
Table: 3.5 Coinage of Unani medicine Names with the help of hybridized 
compounds 
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Comments on table 3.5 
In table 3.5 we can see the names of Unani medicmes are coined with tht help of 
hybridization, where one part derived from one language and another pan derived 
from a different language. Hybridization is one of the common morphological 
processes used to coin new words in the language, medicine names and terminology 
of various disciplines as well. In table 3.5 it can be seen that the names of medicines 
are coined by combining two words from two different languages. For example qun 
sefran where qurs (powder) belong to Urdu and sefran (saffron) belongs to English 
Although Urdu has the word za.fra.n for saffron but to make the name of a product 
attractive English and other language words are used to coin medicine names In the 
examples kef king, memori: manir and dant pen, we can see there are two words m 
each, and each compound has one Sanskrit and one English word. This shows that the 
names of Unani medicines are coined intentionally by using the process of 
hybridization, which is one of the distinguished feature of coining new words in the 
language and also coining the names of Unani medicines 
Results 
Endocentric Exocentric Copulative Appositional Hybrid 
Graph: 3.1 Productivity of Each Type of Compounds in Unani Medicine Names 
The findings based on the data collected from Unani medicine names suggest that 
Endocentric compound formation is most commonly used to coin Unani medicine 
names. Most of the Unani medicine names are coined under the category of 
i: 
endocentric compounds, which means the combination of two words or elements is 
arranged in such a way that one element or word denotes a special kind of another 
word. 
Copulative compound formation is the second common process, which is used to coin 
Unani medicine names. Exocentric compound formation is not much common and 
appositional compound formation in Unani medicine names is not used. 
Hybridization is the third common process in the formation of Unani medicine names, 
many names of Unani medicines are coined by combining a word from Urdu and a 
word from another language (English). 
Thus, we can conclude that on the basis of result shown in graph 3.1, the productivity 
of endocentric compounds is highest whereas copulative is second productive and 
endocentric is not much productive in the formation of Unani medicine names. 
Appositional compounds have no role in the formation of these names whereas 
hybridized compounds are also used in the formation of Unani medicine names, thus 
they are productive too. 
3.7 Summary 
In summary, this chapter has considered some characteristics of compound words in 
Urdu. Firstly, the constituents of compound words in the Urdu were compared and it 
was concluded that, whereas the compounds in Urdu are constituted of what looks 
like two free morphemes, also, the traditional view is that compounds are formed by 
combining free morphemes, while derivational word formation is attaching an affix to 
a base (a root or a stem). It was argued that this view is wrong. This argument is 
supported especially if we look at 'cranberry morphemes' and neoclassical 
compounds. Some differences between neoclassical elements and derivational affixes 
were considered in the languages in question. In addition, this chapter has observed 
some characteristic differences between compounds and their corresponding phrases 
with regard to Lexical Integrity. The examples show that compounds are in general 
more similar to words than phrases. However, these compounds have other properties 
that show clearly that they really are compounds, not phrases. For example, the left-
hand constituent of these compounds never refers to specific things, and they obey 
Lexical Integrity. In the case of the compounds with a plural affix inside it was argued 
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that apart from one or two exceptions, the affix is not actually semantically plural, and 
it was concluded that it is not an inflection, but a linking morpheme. All of these show 
that the borderline between compounds and phrases is not clear-cut. In the last section 
of this chapter, the data was analyzed in which the compound words of Unani 
medicine names were classified on the basis of semantic relationship between the 
elements of compound words. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
4.1 Introduction 
Every research has an outcome. Without comprehensive result, no research work can 
be regarded as success. In the present research work, through extensive investigation 
and with the help of data collected from the Unani medicine names and feedback from 
the areas concerned has conceived results. The present chapter is designed for casing 
the conclusion of our research work. In this chapter, we aim at summarizing the 
discussions carried out in earlier chapters and have drawn conclusions from the 
discussions presented in the different sections of the thesis. The present chapter 
disperses into two sections. The first section comes up with a chapter wise suminary 
of the research work, while the second section presents the conclusions drawn from 
the current study and end with some implications for fiirther research. 
4.2 Summary 
In this section, we have made an effort to briefly present the summary of all chapters. 
In Chapter One, we have dealt with the 'Introduction' where we have discussed that 
the present study is an attempt to investigate the concept of "'Word-Fonnation in 
Urdu". Word-formation is a morphological process of creating new words and 
expressions. A Word-formation is a word, which has lost its status of a nonce-
formation but is still the one, which is considered as new by the majority of members 
of a speech community (Fischer, 1998). 
The newly coined words are constantly introduced into a language (Algeo, 1980; 
Lehrer, 2003), often for naming a new concept. Domains, that are culturally 
prominent contain new words. Concepts, which are rapidly advancing, (for example 
electronic communication and the Internet) also take help of Word-formation 
strategies. 
The present study focuses on the context of word formation: the representations of 
words used as the names of Unani medicine composed of more than one moipheme. 
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The word-formations considered in this study attempt, for the most part—satisfy both 
of these word-formations: 
> New words that are unique strings of characters, for example, 'webisode' (a 
blend of web and episode), and 
> Word-formations that correspond to new meanings for an existing word 
form, for example, Wikipedia used as a verb—^meaning to conduct a search 
on the website Wikipedia—instead of as a proper noun. 
Words are typically morphological objects, that is to say that words are formed by 
combining morphemes according to the rules of morphology. Morphemes, the 
morphological building blocks of words, are defined as the minimal linguistic units 
with a lexical or a grammatical meaning. Free or lexical morpheme, can occur as a 
word by itself, whereas a bound morpheme cannot fiinction as a word on its own, it 
requires another morpheme to appear before it in a word. Morphology, the study of 
the internal structure of words, deals with the forms of lexemes (inflection), and with 
the ways in which lexemes are formed (word-formation). 
In modem linguistics, the term 'morphology' refers to the study of the internal 
structure of words, and of the systematic form-meaning correspondences between 
words. We may consider the following sets of URDU words where the suffix -na: is 
used to derive gerundive nouns fi-om verb stems. The suffixes l-a:r, -dn -ij are also 
used to derive abstract nouns from verb stems. 
(1) A B 
xdri:d xsn.da.r 
kha: kha:na: 
dhaRdk dhdRksn 
khel khilaiRi: 
In the above mentioned sets of words, we observe a systematic form-meaning 
correspondence. The words in (lb) differ fi-om the words in (la) in that they have an 
additional part l-a:r, a:na:, dn, a:Ri:l and a corresponding meaning difference in the 
sense that each word in (lb) is a noun. Ixdri:da:rl has the meaning "one who Vs", 
where V stands for the meaning of the corresponding verb in (la). This is the basis for 
assigning a word such as lxdri:da:rl an internal morphological constituency: Ixdri.dl. 
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The form differences between these two sets of words concern two propeities: the 
words in (lb) have the additional sound sequence [a:r] compared to the words in (la), 
and they are nouns, whereas the words in (la) are verbs. The form differences thus 
have a phonological and a syntactic dimension. The meaning difference is qu te clear: 
the nouns in (lb) subsume the meaning of the corresponding verbs, and have some 
extra meaning due to the presence of -a:r. Since the nouns are formally and 
semantically more complex than the corresponding verbs, we will say that the nouns 
have been derived from the verbs. That is, there is a direction in the relationship 
between these two sets of words. The word lxdri:da:r/\s, a complex word since it can 
be decomposed into the constituents /xdri:d/ and la:r/. The word /x3ri:d/, on ihe other 
hand, is a simplex word, because it carmot be decomposed any fiirther into smaller 
meaningful units. 
The estabhshed (simplex and complex) words of a language that are listed in the 
lexicon, an abstract linguistic notion, to be distinguished from the notions "dietionaiy' 
and 'mental lexicon'. 
Morphology as a sub-discipline of linguistics aims at adequate language description. 
In lexeme-formation (or word-formation), we create new lexemes on the basis of 
other lexemes, whereas in inflection, specific forms of lexemes are computed. The 
processes of word-formation and inflection together form the morphological ])art of a 
grammar. Morphology studies words at the level of words. It deals with the structure 
and form of words; here form refers to the smallest grammatical units and their 
formation into words. 
When we speak about morphology as the study of the systematic form-meaning 
correspondences between the words of a language, we take a paradigmatic 
perspective, since we take properties of classes of words as the starting jwint of 
morphological analysis. When morphology is defined as the study of the internal 
constituent structure of words, we take a syntagmatic perspective. 
Language units exhibit syntagmatic and paradigmatic relationships. They have a 
syntagmatic relationship when they are combined into a larger linguistic unit. For 
instance, the words /kita:b/ and /x9ri:do/ have a syntagmatic relationship m the 
sentence / kita.b x3ri:dol. In contrast, the verb /x3ri:d/ and /dekh/are paradigmatically 
related: they belong to the set of verbs of URDU, and can both occur at the end of a 
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sentence, but never together: *kita:b x9ri:do dekho. Hence, they belong to the 
paradigm of verb of URDU. 
A clear instantiation of a primarily syntagmatic approach to morphology is 
morpheme-based morphology. In this approach, focus is on the analysis of words into 
their constituent morphemes. That is, morphology is conceived as the set of principles 
for combining morphemes into words. Morphemes, the morphological building 
blocks of words, are defined as the minimal linguistic units with a lexical or a 
grammatical meaning. For instance, the noun lxdri:da:r/ consists of two morphemes, 
Ix3ri:d/ and la:r/. The verbal morpheme lxdri:dl is called a free or lexical morpheme, 
because it can occur as a word by itself, whereas l-a:r/ is an affix (hence a bound 
morpheme that cannot fiinction as a word on its own). This is indicated by the hyphen 
preceding this morpheme: it requires another morpheme to appear before it in a word. 
Each of these morphemes is listed in the morpheme list of URDU: llena/ as a 
morpheme of the category Verb (V), and l-da:r/ as an affixal morpheme of the 
category Noun (N) that is specified as occurring after verbs: [V—]. This specification 
of the affix l-da:r/ assigns it to the subcategory of affixes that combine with verbs, 
and hence we call it a subcategorization property of this affix. The morphological 
structure of/ di:nda:rl might be represented as follows: 
(2) Verb + Noun Affix = Noun 
[[J/.-n]V + [-Ja.TjN-aff] = \_di:nda:r^ 
This complex word can be created by the general mechanism of concatenation, the 
combination of elements into a linear sequence. This word is well formed because the 
requirement that l-da:rl occur after a verb is met. The fact that this combination of 
morphemes is a noun, and not a verb, follows fi-om the generalization that Urdu 
suffixes determine the category of the complex words that they create: since l-a:r or -
da:r/ is an affixal noun, the whole word is a noun. 
Thus, the language user is able to coin new polymorphemic words (words consisting 
of more than one morpheme) through the concatenation of morphemes, and of 
morphemes with words that are themselves polymorphemic. 
It suggests that Morphology deals with both the form and the meaning of linguistic 
expressions. Hence, one might qualify morphology as word grammar, that part of the 
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grammar that accounts for the systematic form-meaning relations between words. In 
other words, it is a set of correspondence rules between forms and meanings cf words. 
The notion 'word grammar' stands in opposition to 'sentence grammar', the grammar 
which describes the systematic relations between form and meaning at the sentence 
level. The two basic functions of morphological operations are 
(i) The creation of new words (i.e. new lexemes), and 
(ii) Spelling out the appropriate form of a lexeme in a particular syntactic 
context. 
Morphology thus provides means for extending the set of words of a language in a 
systematic way and the function of morphology is to identify individual morphemes, 
which may be words or may be parts of words, and analyze their meaning and lexical 
fiinction. To illustrate, the function of morphology is to identify the constituent parts 
of words like, for example, xu:b su.rst this is from the Persian word su.rdt, for 
"face", to which the Urdu prefix xu.b has been affixed, with the second. We now 
know the morphemes in (complex) "xuibsurdt" are two in number. 
The knowledge that words are composed of smaller parts and the knowledge of how 
these parts combine is called morphological knowledge. As stated earlier the 
component parts of words are called morphemes. Morphemes are the smallest 
meaning-bearing unit in a language. Thus, the word lxu:bsu:rti:l consists of three 
morphemes because it can be reduced to three identifiable units of meaning — {xu:b-
}, {su:rat], and {-i:). Each of these units also occurs in other words, the shared string 
is identified as a morpheme. 
•^ xu:bsu:r3t, xu.bru: 
^ su.rat 
*^  bi:ma:ri:, beka.ri: 
The goal of theories of morphology is to characterize the knowledge that speakers 
possess about the morphological structure and relatedness of words as ^vell as to 
define the types of word formations, which occur cross-linguistically. Knowledge of 
the morphology of a language allows a speaker to understand and create new words 
composed of familiar parts. For example, even if one has never heard the word, 
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xu.bsu.rti: its meaning can be inferred from the meaning and functions of its 
component morphemes. In addition to aiding in the production and comprehension of 
novel words, morphological information may also be used in the storage, production 
and recognition of words in the mental lexicon. Word representations in memory may 
be organized by shared morphemes. In addition, the presentation of one word with a 
particular morpheme may affect the processing of subsequently presented words if 
they contain the same morpheme. 
It is difficult to know the frequency of new word formation. Bamhart (1978) notes 
that approximately 500 new words are recorded each year in various English 
dictionaries. Lexicographers' identified word-formations by reading vast quantities of 
material and recording what they found. Bamhart (1985) observes that in a large 
sample of magazines spanning one month, 1,000 new words were found; from this, he 
extrapolates that the annual rate of new word formation may be roughly 12,000 words 
per year. This figure may also be an overestimate of the yearly number of new words; 
sampling any particular month will also find words, which were new in a previous 
month, and sampling subsequent months may reveal fewer word-formations. Metcalf 
(2002) claims that at least 10,000 new words are coined each day in English; 
however, he also notes that most of these words never become established forms. The 
rate at which new words are coined can also be estimated from corpus data. Native 
speaker of a language have a lot of information to keep frack of, new words, which 
are regularly added to the existing bank of words. The knowledge of when words 
have common parts or when words sound and mean similar things is used by the 
speaker to organize his/her knowledge of words. 
Theoretical Frame Work 
The overriding framework behind the present study is that the process of word 
formation cannot be viewed in isolation. The present study uses an 
"Onomasiological" model of word formation as a starting point for the theory of word 
formation. Onomasiology is a branch of lexicology that is concerned with the 
question of how concepts (i.e. ideas, objects, activities, etc.) are expressed. 
Onomasiology was initiated already in the late 19th century, but it didn't receive its 
name until 1902, when the Austrian linguist Adolf Zauner (1902) published his study 
on the body-part terminology in Romance languages and it was in Romance 
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linguistics that the most important onomasiological works were written. Early 
linguists were interested in the etymology (i.e. the word-history) of the various 
expressions for a concept, which was mostly a clearly defined, unchangeable concrete 
object or action. Later the Austrian linguists Hugo Schuchardt and Rudolf Meringer 
(1928 ) started the "Worter und Sachen" movement, which emphasized that every 
study of a word needed to include the study of the object it denotes. It was also 
Schuchardt who underlined that the etymologist /onomasiologist, when tracing back 
the history of a word, needs to respect both the "dame phonetique" (prove the 
regularity of sound changes or explain irregularities) and the "dame seniantique" 
(justify semantic changes). Another branch that developed from onomasiology and, at 
the same time, enriched it in turn was linguistic geography (areal linguistics), since it 
provided onomasiologists with valuable linguistic atlases. The research Iramework of 
the present study incorporates three fundamental factors: 
(i) An object's extra-linguistic relation, 
(ii) Conceptual information about an object, and 
(iii) Linguistic factors. 
The aim of onomasiological theory is to use a single common mechanism to describe 
all productive word-formation processes. This theory views the cognitive capacity of 
the coiner (i.e. the producer of a new word) as playing an active role in the process, 
and in general, the theory emphasizes the role of the object to be named (extra-
linguistic reality), the speech community, and cognitive factors, which include a 
lexical component and a word-formation component. A key idea underlying this 
theory is that the object to be named is viewed in relation to existing objects and that 
these relationships must be taken into consideration during the naming, process. 
Consequently, the theory stresses the interaction between linguistic and extra-
linguistic factors. This theory of word formation includes seven levels: 
(i) Extra-linguistic reality 
(ii) Speech community 
(iii) Conceptual level 
(iv) Semantic level 
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(v) Onomasiological level 
(vi) Onomatological level and 
(vii) Phonological level 
Each of these levels is described in the present study with the most emphasis placed 
on the onomasiological level, the central level of the model. Onomasiological 
categories are conceptual structures that are used to associate what is traditionally 
called the 'word level' with the semantic level. Items to be named are typically 
identified with a conceptual class and this class is represented at the onomasiological 
level. Elements within the onomasiological level are either base or mark constituents, 
with the base being the head of the onomasiological structure for an object. This 
structure reflects relations between semantic case roles and predicates (e.g. agent). 
Any act of naming an object is based on its reflection and processing in human 
consciousness. 
The cognitive onomasiological theory identifies word-formation as an independent 
component of linguistics and the scheme represents a crucial triad of relations 
between extra-linguistic reality (object to be named), a speech community 
(represented by a 'coiner'), and the word-formation component. The notion of speech 
community should not be taken absolutely, i.e., there is hardly any word-formation 
process, which responds to a naming demand of all the speakers of a particular 
language. Rather, such a demand is closely connected with a limited number of 'first-
contact' users; a coinage may or may not subsequently find a wider use. 
The interconnection between linguistic and extra-linguistic phenomena also indicates 
a direct connection between the WF (word-formation) and the lexical components, 
and a mediated connection between the WF and the Syntactic components. This 
makes this model different from those theories that consider WF as a part of the 
lexicon or a part of syntax. The relation between the WF and the lexical components 
is based on their close 'co-operation'. On the one hand, the lexicon stores all naming 
units (monemes and complex words, borrowed words, clippings and acronyms) as 
well as affixes, and feeds the WF component with WF bases and affixes in 
accordance with its needs. On the other hand, all new naming units formed in the WF 
component are stored in the lexicon. 
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A naming unit, which falls within the scope of WF must be a structurally analyzable 
linguistic sign, and the sign nature must also be an inherent feature of its constituents. 
This condition is identical to that proposed by Marchand (1960: 2). It is assumed that 
each act of naming is preceded by scanning the lexical component by a coiner. 
Word-finding Processes 
In the case of intentional, conscious innovation, speakers have to pass several levels 
of a word-finding or name-giving process: 
(1) Analysis of the specific features of the concept, 
(2) Onomasiological level (where the semantic components for the naming units 
are selected ["naming in a more abstract sense"]), 
(3) The onomatological level (where the concrete morphemes are selected 
["naming in a more concrete sense"]). 
The level of feature analysis (and possibly the onomasiological level) can be spared if 
the speaker simply borrows a word fi"om a foreign language or variety; it is also 
spared if the speaker simply takes the word s/he originally fell back to and just 
shortens it. 
If the speaker does not shorten an already existing word for the concept, but coins a 
new one, s/he can select fi-om several types of processes. These coinages may be 
based on a model from the speaker's own idiom, on a model from a foreign diom, or, 
in the case of root creations, on no model at all. In sum, we get the following catalog 
of formal processes of word-coining (cf Koch 2002): 
> Adoption of either 
I. An already existing word of speaker's own language (semantic change) 
or 
II. A word fi-om a foreign language (loanword) 
> Conversion (e.g. to e-mail from the noun e-mail) 
> Composition (in a broad sense, i.e. compounds and derivations, which 
are, very consciously, not fiirther subcalssified) 
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> Ellipsis (i.e. morpheme deletion, e.g. the noun daily from daily 
newspaper) 
> Clipping (i.e. morpheme shortening, e.g. fan from fanatic) 
> Acronyms (e.g. VAT from value added tax) 
> Blendings (e.g brunch) 
> Folk-etymologies, although these come up non-intentionally, 
e.g. sparrow-grass for asparagus) 
> Back-derivation (e.g. to baby-sit from babysitter) 
> Reduplication (e.g. goody-goody) 
> Morphological alteration (e.g. number change as in people as a plural 
word instead of a singular word) 
> Tautological compounds (e.g. peacock for original pea, which already 
meant 'peacock') 
> Word playing 
> Puns 
> Stress alteration (e.g. stress shift in E. import vs. import) 
y Graphic alteration (e.g. E. discrete vs. discreet) 
> Phraseologism 
> Root creation (including onomatopoetic and expressive words) 
Stekauer (1998) in his book 'An Onomasiological Theory of English Word-
Formation ' presents an original approach to the intricate problems of English word-
formation. The emphasis is on the process of coining new naming units (words). This 
is described by an onomasiological model, which takes as its point of departure the 
naming needs of a speech community, and proceeds through conceptual reflection of 
extra-linguistic reality and semantic analysis to the form of a new naming unit. As a 
result, it is the form, which implements options given by semantics by means of the 
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so-called Form-to-Meaning Assignment Principle. Word-formation is conceixed of as 
an independent component, interrelated with the lexical component by supplying it 
with new naming units, and by making use of the word-formation bases ol' naming 
units stored in the Lexicon. The relation to the Syntactic component is only mediated 
through the lexical component. In addition, the book presents a new approach to 
productivity. It is maintained that word-formation processes are as productive as 
syntactic processes. This radically new approach provides simple answers to a number 
of traditional problems of word-formation. Stekauer presents a model where the word-
finding process is divided into the following levels: 
(1) The conceptual level, where the concept to be named is analyzed and 
conceptually categorized in the most general way (i.e. "SUBSTANCE, 
ACTION (with internal subdivision into ACTION PROPER, PROCESS, and 
STATE), QUALITY, and CONCOMITANT CIRCUMSTANCE (for example, 
that of Place, Time, Manner, etc.)" (Stekauer 2001: 11) 
(2) The semantic level, where the semantic markers or semantic compcments are 
structured 
(3) The onomasiological level, where one of the semantic components is 
selected as the onomasiological basis (representing a class like agent, object, 
instrument etc.). And another as the so-called onomasiological mark of this basis 
(the mark can further be divided into a determining constituent—sometimes 
distinguishing between a specifying and a specified element—and a determined 
constituent) (= naming in a more abstract sense) 
(4) The 'onomatological' level (with the Morpheme-to-Seme-Assignment 
Principle [MSAP]), where the concrete morphemes are selected (= naming in a 
more concrete sense) 
(5) The phonological level, where the forms are actually combined, is sespecting 
morphological and suprasegmental rules. 
Language of Unani Medicine 
The Canon of medicine is an encyclopedia of medicine in five books compiled by 
Persian philosopher Ibn-Sina (Avicenna) and completed in 1025. It presents a clear 
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and organized summary of all the medical knowledge of the time. It is the most 
influential Galen document of the Middle Ages. It served as a more concise reference 
in contrast to Galen's twenty volumes of medical corpus. In addition to its Galenic 
references, Canon is full of Aristotelian undertones and direct adaptations. Originally 
written in the Arabic language, the book was later translated into a number of other 
languages, including Persian, Latin, Chinese, Hebrew, German, French, and English 
with lots of commentaries. The Canon is considered one of the most famous books in 
the history of medicine. 
The Canon was used as a medical textbook through the eighteenth century in Europe. 
It is used in Unani (Ionian) medicine, a form of traditional medicine practiced in 
India. 
George Sarton (1927-48), the father of the history of science, wrote in the 
Introduction to the History of Science: 
"One of the most famous exponents of Muslim universalism and an eminent 
figure in Islamic learning was Ibn-e-Sina, known in the West as Avicenna 
(981-1037). For a thousand years he has retained his original renown as one 
of the greatest thinkers and medical scholars in history. His most important 
medical works are the Qanun (Canon) and a treatise on Cardiac drugs. The 
'Qanun' is an immense encyclopedia of medicine. It contains some of the most 
illuminating thoughts pertaining to distinction of mediastinitis from pleurisy; 
contagious nature of phthisis; distribution of diseases by water and soil; 
careful description of skin troubles; of sexual diseases and perversions; of 
nervous ailments." 
Canadian physician, Sir William Osier (2004), described the Canon as "the most 
famous medical textbook ever written" noting that it remained "a medical bible for a 
longer time than any other work. Urquhart. J (2006), noted the relevance of the Canon 
to modem medicine, comparing it to an influential medical work of the 19th century. 
The Principles and Practice of Medicine (1892) by Osier himself, and concluded: 
"If the year were 1900 and you were marooned and in need of a guide for 
practical medicine, which book would you want by your side?" My choice was 
Ibn-e-Sina. A leading reason is that Ibn-e-Sina gives an integrated view of 
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surgery and medicine, whereas Osier largely shuns inter\>ention. Ibn-e-Sina, for 
example, tells how to judge the margin of healthy tissue to take A^ith an 
amputation, a basic topic uncovered by Osier. The gap between medicine and 
surgery is now closing, with the advent of interventional cardiology, 
gastroenterology, radiology, etc. Ibn-e-Sina correctly saw medicine and surgery 
as one." 
The Qanun distinguishes mediastinitis from pleurisy and recognizes the contagious 
nature of phthisis (tuberculosis of the lung) and the spread of disease by w ater and 
soil. It gives a scientific diagnosis of ankylostomiasis and attributes the condition to 
an intestinal worm. The Qanun points out the importance of dietetics, the influence of 
climate and environment on health, and the surgical use of oral anesthetics. Ibn-e-Sina 
advised surgeons to treat cancer in its earliest stages, ensuring the removal of all the 
diseased tissue. The Qanun 's materia medica considers some 800 tested dnigs, with 
comments on their application and effectiveness. He recommended the testing of a 
new drug on animals and humans prior to general use. 
The earUest known copy of volume 5 of the Canon of Medicine dated 1052 is held m 
the collection of the Aga Khan and is to be housed in the Aga Khan Museum planned 
for Toronto, Ontario, Canada. 
Book 1 is made up of 6 Thesis' which give a general description of medicine in 
general, the cosmic elements that make up the cosmos and the human l:)ody, the 
mutual interaction of elements (temperaments), fluids of the body (humours), human 
anatomy, and physiology. 
Book 2 of The Canon (materia medica) described no less than 700 preparations of 
medications, their properties, mode of action and their indications. He devoted a 
whole volume to simple and compound drugs in The Canon of Medicine. 
While Ibn-Sina often relied on deductive reasoning in 'The Book of Healing' and 
other writings on logic in Islamic philosophy, he used a different approach in The 
Canon of Medicine. This text contributed to the development of inductive logic, 
which it used to develop the idea of a syndrome in the diagnosis of specific: diseases. 
The Canon of Medicine was the first to describe the methods of agreement, difference 
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and concomitant variation, which are critical to inductive logic and the scientific 
method. 
The books listed below on Unani Medicine (Tibb) suggest that Tibb has influence of 
Islamic Philospphy and the language used in the science of Tibb is Arabic , Persian 
or Urdu. 
> Hakim Syed Zillur Rahman (1986). "Qanoon Ibn Sina Aur Uskey Shareheen 
wa Mutarjemeen". Publication Division, Aligarh Muslim University, 
Aligarh. 
> Hakim Syed Zillur Rahman (2004). "Qanun Ibn Sina and its Translation and 
Commentators (Persian Translation; 203pp)". Society for the Appreciation 
of Cultural Works and Dignitaries, Tehran, Iran. 
> "The Canon of Medicine" (work by Avicenna)". Encyclopedia Britannica. 
2008. Retrieved 2008-06-11. 
> The Canon of Medicine (work by Aviceima), Encyclopaedia Britannica 
> Jan Van Alphen, Anthony Aris, Femand Meyer, Mark De Fraeye (1995), 
Oriental Medicine, Serindia PubUcations, p. 201, ISBN 0-906026-36-9 
> McGinnis, Jon (2010). Avicenna. Oxford: Oxford University Press, p. 227. 
ISBN 978-0-19-533147-9. 
> Osier, William (2004), The Evolution Of Modem Medicine, Kessinger 
Publishing, p. 71, ISBN 1-4191-6153-9 
> Professor John Urquhart (14 January 2006), "How Islam changed medicine: 
Ibn Sina (Avicenna) saw medicine and surgery as one", BMJ 332 (7533): 
120, doi:10.1136/bmj.332.7533.120-b, PMC 1326980, PMID 16410600 
> Mona Nasser Aida Tibi, Emilie Savage-Smith; Tibi, A; Savage-Smith, E 
(2009), "Ibn Sina's Canon of Medicine: 11th century rules for assessing the 
effects of drugs". Journal of the Royal Society of Medicine 102 (2): 78-80, 
doi:10.1258/jrsm.2008.08k040, PMID 19208873 
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^ Ibn Sina; Laleh Bakhtiar (1025). Canon of Medicine (2nd ed.). New York, 
NY: AMS Press, Inc. pp. 25-579. ISBN 0-404-11231-5. 
The data for the present study was collected from the available corpus and the native 
speakers of URDU who have competence in the language. The corpus utilized 
contains over 400,000 words from the Unani Medicine and URDU newspapers, This 
is one of the major corpora used in the Research and Development Unit for URDU 
Studies at the Aligarh Muslim University. The collected data was analysed using 
onomasiological theory of word Formation (WF) because the data used in the research 
is mainly from the name of the medicines used in the Unani medicine. 
This corpus yielded not only a sizable proportion of newly coined words referred to 
but also generated all of the comparative data for analysis used throughout tliis thesis 
to show the productivity of word formation process in Unani Medicines names. 
Coined words used for naming found throughout the course of research in places 
other than the corpus have also been noted and are included in appendix 1. 
Therefore, the present research study deviates from the mainstream generative 
approaches. The approach adopted in the study can be summarized as follows: 
> It reflects the triad of relations existing between the indispensable components 
of each act of naming: the class of objects of the extra-linguistic reaiity to be 
named - (a member of) the speech community who performs the act of 
naming - the word-formation component of the language system (langue) 
acting in close cooperation with the lexical component. 
> By implication, the model interrelates the cognitive abilities of i speech 
community with both extra-linguistic and linguistic phenomena. 
> The account of word-formation as a very real act of naming within a speech 
community and performed by a member of that speech community makes it 
possible to interrelate the role of productive WF Types/Rules and the creative 
approach to word-formation by a specific coiner. 
> 'Traditional' WF processes are put on the same basis by being accounted for 
by means of the same WF principles, which makes the model of WF simpler. 
> The introduction of the MSAP principle (replacing the binary principle) makes 
it possible to do away with the problems coimected with the traditional 
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accounts, including 'bracketing paradoxes', 'exocentric compounds', 'blends', 
'back-formation, etc. 
> The proposed model lends itself to the calculation of productivity that covers 
all types of naming units. 
In Chapter Two, we have dealt with 'Coining Names of Unani Medicine: The Process 
of Blending'. In this chapter, attempts have been made to analyze the productivity of 
BLENDING in coining names for Unani medicine. In this chapter, our purpose is to 
give details regarding the notion of "BLENDING". The chapter provides a formal 
description of the "Process of Blending". The chapter begins with a description of 
lexicon and lexicalization. It is well known that the lexicon of a language consists 
mainly of morphologically simplex and complex words. Lexicon have not a fixed list 
and one of the main functions of morphology is to expand the fiind of lexical items. 
That is, morphological operations take words (simplex or complex) as their inputs and 
create more complex words. Most of these words are existing and they are listed in 
the lexicon. However, non-existing but possible words can also be used as input for 
word-formation processes. The operations that create complex words in URDU are 
affixation, blending and compounding. In addition, conversion, the change of the 
word class of a word without overt phonological effect, is also used to create new 
words. Other ways of extending the lexicon include acronyms, and clipping. 
A new word, whether it is simplex or complex, is coined by a speaker or writer on the 
spur of the moment to cover an immediate need (Bauer, 1983). Different speakers in 
the same language community can use the same word on different occasions with 
different meanings. As soon as the speakers using the new word are aware of using a 
term, which they have already heard, it stops being a new or nonce formation. For 
example, consider a possible English word "dunch" which was used by a non-native 
English speaker to cover the concept of a joined meal of "lunch and dinner" (in 
analogy with brunch). Another type of new word is made up of non-existing words, as 
mentioned above. The second stage of a new word is institutionalization (Bauer 1983, 
Lipka 20021). In other words, as soon as speakers have accepted the nonce word as a 
known word, only some of the possible meanings of the forms are used and the 
meaning must be accepted by speakers in the same language community. For 
instance, Indian summer is not a summer in India, but it is a period of usually warm 
and sunny weather during the autumn. The phenomenon of institutionalization also 
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can happen not only for word formation, but also for metaphor, (e.g. fox can be 
conventionally used for a cunning person). 
The word is said to be lexicaUsed when it cannot be productively formed anymore. 
There are different types of lexicalization; phonological (change of stress patterns and 
phonotactic change), semantic, morphological, syntactic and mixed lexicalization. 
One can see that a new word is lexicalized when it has changed its stress pattern and 
segmental features; e.g., a sound change affects a morph either only in isolation or 
only when it appears in combination with other morphs. 
Blending - A Morphological Process 
Process of blending deals with the action of abridging and then combining 
various lexemes to form a new word. However, the process of defining which words 
are true blends and which are not is more complicated. The difficulty comes in 
determining which parts of a new word are "recoverable" (have roots that can be 
distinguished). Algeo (1977) proposed dividing blends into three groups: 
1. Phonemic Overlap; a syllable or part of a syllable is shared between two 
words 
2. Clipping: the shortening of two words and then compounding them 
3. Phonemic Overlap and Clipping: shortening of two words to a shared 
syllable and then compounding 
Blends are a usual and useful part of everyday language. For example, 
Brunch = (breakfast + lunch) 
Motel = (motor + hotel) 
Smog = (smoke + fog) 
Banoffee= (banana + toffee) and 
chunnel = (channel + tunnel) 
In English, these blends are generally regarded as 'normal' words by most speakers. 
Indeed, Marchand (1960: 367) highlights that 'the resuh of blending is, indeed, always 
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a moneme, i.e. an unanalysable simple word.' There is, though, a more interesting side 
to these types of words, as highlighted by Algeo (1977: 61) when he comments that 
blends are 
'...coined not alone for their usefulness, hut partly, and in some cases 
principally, for their cleverness.' 
Pound (1914: 6) points out that 'many genuine conflations are punning in nature.' It is 
this clever and funny aspect of blending that renders it such an attractive process, to 
not only the linguist but also to advertising executives, scriptwriters and to bad joke 
composers alike, most blends are ephemeral; they are coined for a particular purpose 
and once that purpose has gone, then the word no longer is needed. This means that 
coinages such as 'sacrilicious' are not going to be reinforced and consequently will 
never cross over into common usage. Because of this, many linguists regard blending 
as a minor process of word-formation and, consequently, there has been scant 
research into this area. 
Research on Blending 
Research on blending are not much in number except few. In 1914, Pound noted that 
'blend words have never been treated separately, i.e., for their own sake, at much 
length'. Nearly a century later this is still the case. Indeed, along with Bergstrom's 
(1906) dissertation. Pound's (1914) paper is still probably the most sizable study of 
blends currently in the public forum. More recent papers with a focus on the blending 
process include Algeo (1977), Soudek (1978) and Cannon (1986 and 2000), and 
books on word-formation which have sections. There are, of course, exception to this 
rule including the aforementioned brunch, smog and electrocute. 
Cannon is one of the few (relatively) recent linguists who has focused closely on the 
blending process in his 1986 paper 'Blends in English word formation'. He concluded 
his Scholar's analysis section with a question: 
Our abbreviated review of the scholarship reveals a disquieting fact: recent books on 
word formation are still devoting little or no attention to blends... Are blends so 
slippery, ill defined, and close to other word-forming categories that scholars are 
hesitant to describe them? 
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The answer to this still seems to be "yes". The aim of the present research study is to 
change this situation, through defining blends and separating them fi-om 'other word-
forming categories'. 
Background Information - A Brief History of Blends 
Writers have been consciously coining blends to create an effect for many centuries. 
Blending was used by both Spenser (who composed foolosophy and niniversity) and 
Shakespeare (rebuse from rebuke + abuse). However, one of the earliest writers to 
theorise on blends was Lewis Carroll, who did this famously through the character of 
Humpty Dumpty: 'Well, "slithy" means "lithe" and "slimy"... You see it's like a 
portmanteau there are two meanings packed into one word.'(Lewis Carroll, 1872: 
102). 
Paul (1890) dealt with blends under the label of'contamination' (Wortkontamination). 
Jesperson (1947) regarded many blends to be instances of compounded meaningful 
letter clusters, or 'sound symbolism'. Bolinger (1965) theorized that most blends were 
merely slips of the tongue, but labeled deliberate blends as 'contractions' Indeed, 
Wentworth (1933: 78-79) somewhat curiously listed thirty different names for blends 
in his paper 'twenty-nine synonyms for 'portmanteau word", the most common of 
which were 'amalgam', 'fusion', 'composite', 'conflation', 'coalesced word' and 
'telescope word'. However, over the last three decades, or so most linguists have 
settled upon the term 'blend' to describe the product of the process, and this is also the 
label favoured in this thesis. 
Splinter 
In the study of blends, the term 'splinter' is used to describe the "bits" of whole words 
that feature in the blends. For instance, the blend 'banoffee' is composed of an initial 
splinter ban from the source word banana and a terminal splinter 'offee' from the 
source word toffee. 
Adams (1973: 142) uses the term 'splinters' to label these and describes them as 
follows: 
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"Usually splinters are irregular inform, that is, they are parts of morphs, 
though in some cases there is no formal irregularity, but a special relationship 
of meaning between the splinter and some 'regular' word in which it occurs.'' 
This is a valuable description of the relationship between a splinter and its source 
word. However, it does not begin to deal with the process of how a word is reduced to 
a splinter or how one should differentiate between a splinter and other non-word 
forms, such as clips, affixes and combining forms. 
Classifications and Definitions of Blends 
There is a debate regarding the place of blending in theories of word formation, with 
regard to morphological productivity. This debate affects both the definitions and 
classifications of blends, and also helps to shed fiirther light on the reasons for the gap 
in literature about the blending process. 
Some linguists who deal with blending take it for granted that it is a productive 
process of word formation: In spite of its importance and productivity, blending, on 
the whole, has been a relatively neglected field of study. (Soudek, 1978: 463,) 
However, many morphologists do not consider blending to be productive (cf. 
Schultink, 1961, Aronoff, 1976 and 1988, Uhlenbeck, 1981). These linguists 
differentiate between morphological productivity and creativity. For instance, Lyons 
(1977: 549) defines productivity as "a design feature of the language system" and 
creativity as "a language user's ability to extend the system by means of motivated, 
but unpredictable, principles of abstraction and comparison". Thus, most of these 
linguists regard blending as belonging within the scope of creativity rather than 
productivity. 
The result of this is that studies of productivity in word formation tend to ignore the 
blending process. One notable work of recent years that deals with 'creativity'; Van 
Marie's (1985) "On the Paradigmatic Dimension of Morphological Creativity". 
However, Van Marie successfiilly avoids discussing blending by removing it fi-om the 
scope of creativity as he defines it: 
...'Mendings', 'clippings', 'acronyms', etc. are not only considered irrelevant to 
morphological productivity..., but to morphological creativity as well. (Van 
Marie, 1985: 102) 
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Van Marie does have a strong justification for excluding blending from the scope of 
morphological creativity: clearly, our claim that the formation of "blendings', etc. must 
not be classed under the denominator of morphological creativity, is tantamount to 
saying that we do not consider 'blendings', 'clippings', etc. to display an\ 
morphological structure at all. That is, we regard words such as smog, radar and bus 
as simplex, which is to say that the various coining-devices by means of wliich the 
words can be formed are best captured by the notion of lexical creation. (Van Marie, 
1985) 
Linguistic deflnitions of blending 
Many linguists just give examples of classical blends, such as chunnel, smog, brunch 
and banoffee. Linguists who are directly concerned with the formation of words, 
though, often do proffer their own definitions, including: 
<• Blending is compounding by means of curtailed words. (Marchand, 1960: 
367) 
<• A blend is a new lexeme formed from parts of two or more other lexemes. 
(Bauer, 1988: 238) 
<• A blend is a word made by joining two or more forms but omitting at least part 
ofone. (Algeo, 1991: 10) 
*> [Blends are] arbitrary portions of words clipped off and stitched together. 
(Trask, 1994: 39) 
However, frequently the definitions do not get any deeper than the above, which raise 
more questions than they answer regarding the nature of how these 'curtailed words' 
blend together, and if both elements actually have to be 'portions' of words - or, 
indeed, words at all. 
Classifications of Blends 
According to the data blends were divided into three types. The first of these 
possibilities regards whether blends have to be made up of one complete w ord and a 
splinter. The second suggested possibility is that any word containing a splinter 
should be analyzed as a blend. The third possibility is that a blend can contain no 
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splinters at all. The final possibility is that a blend to be made up of two splinters. 
These possibilities are discussed one by one with the help of analysis of data collected 
from Unani medicine names. 
1. Possibility One- Blend containing a Splinter and a Word, for example, the 
word from Unani medicine names xu:nsi:r (blood purifier), is a blended form 
of two elements where x«.n (blood) is a complete word and -si:r part of word 
dksirr (elixir remedy). 
2. Possibility Two- A Blend containing no Splinter at all, just complete words, 
which overlap at the point of fusion, such as Japanimation and slanguage. 
Examples from the data of Unani medicine names can be given here as, 
kha.si.Tdp and jirya:nil in these names we can see two complete words 
{khd:si: (cough) + ^i.rap (English syrup) and jirya.n (Blennorrhagia)+ nil 
(English nil) are blended in such a way that no word is clipped or shortened 
but they overlap at the point of fiision. 
3. Possibility One- A Blend Containing two Splinters, The final possibility that 
must be considered is that blends having two splinters. Forms such as brunch, 
motel and smog etc. All of these forms contain splinters of source words 
[Brunch = (breakfast + lunch). Motel = (motor + hotel) and Smog = (smoke + 
fog)] which either lose something or share something at the point of ftision 
with the attached element, so blending is clearly taking place in these 
examples. This type of blending is very common in the field of advertisement 
and media. Example from data can be cited as, ndzli:na which is a 
combination of two splinters ndzl (from nszla and -i:na fromj?t.na (to drink). 
The above classification could be used as a basis for composing a formal typology of 
blends in Urdu word formation. As Soudek (1978) points out, there have been few 
attempts at such sub-categorisations and those that there have been not adequate. 
To conclude with regard to the necessity of splinters within blends - as long as there is 
an overlap at the point of ftision, any combination is possible and curtailment is not 
necessary. If there is no overlap, though, curtailment of at least one of the source 
elements is essential and that curtailment must come at the point of fiision. We thus 
have a working definition of what makes up a blend. "A blend occurs when two (or 
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possibly more) elements "blend" together, so that at the point(s) of fusion something 
is either lost from at least one source element, or shared by both." 
Consequently, any combination, which means that there would be nothing either 
shared or lost from either source element at the point of fusion (irrespective of 
whether something was lost from one of the source elements elsewhere) would not 
result in a blended form. This has implications for the ordering of the elements within 
the blend. 
Structural sub-categories of blends 
Blending appears to have eluded the attention, it deserves as a highly complex word 
formation type with intricate sub-classes. A few linguists have attempted to employ 
various criteria, which could lead to a classification of blending into several subtypes. 
So far this task has been approached with only partial success.(Soudek, 978:463-
464) 
The best of the structural typologies proposed are Algeo's (1977) and SoudeK:'s(1978). 
However, these are not without problems. Soudek's subcategories only allow for 
initial splinters and terminal splinters, rather than mid and not-mid splinters. This 
means that his typology will not allow for blends such as australwink, from 
Australian- periwinkle (cited by Cannon, 1986), and the aforementioned magnalium. 
Also, his categories only deal with initial splinters as first elements and terminal 
splinters as second elements, which means that forms made up of two initial splinters, 
such as Pokemon (from pocket monsters), cannot be accounted for. Most crucially, 
though, Soudek only allows for initial splinters, terminal splinters and words rather 
than a full range of elements. This means that his typology excludes blends such as 
aquarobics and dictaphone. Algeo's (1977: 48-50) structural sub-categorization is 
more inclusive. He speaks of elements, rather than just words and splinters. However, 
like Soudek, he does not include mid and not mid splinters within his typology and, 
perhaps more worryingly, does account for acronyms. However, in response to the 
above table, it is possible to propose a typology of blends superior to the ones 
suggested by either Soudek or Algeo. This is because the above table cetails the 
theoretically possible two element blends and accounts for a range of different types 
of splinters occurring as either the first or second element. It also deals with bound 
forms as well as splinters and complete words (both simplex and complex). 
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The first step of the proposed typology requires that a form is analyzed as a blend 
with reference to the working definition detailed, above. 
Differentiating between Blending and Other Processes of Word Formation 
It is clear that before any workable typology can be proposed, blending must be 
unambiguously separated from other related processes of word formation. Thus, the 
aim of this research is to propose definitions and criteria that can help to distinguish 
between blends and other types of word formation. 
> Blending and Clipping 
When splinters do fuse with another element (assuming the fiision is at the point 
where the splintering has taken place), the resulting form is necessarily a blend, which 
is not true of clips. For instance, compare the splinter + word form bisquick, firom 
biscuit + quick, with the clip + word form fridgecake; bisquick is clearly a blend, 
whereas fridgecake is best classified as a compound. However, this is not to say that 
blends cannot contain clips. As with any other element, a clip can be the form with 
which the splinter fuses. For instance, saxploitation is made up of a clip (sax from 
saxophone) plus a splinter (-ploitation fi^om exploitation), and the resulting form is a 
fairly straightforward blend. 
Many linguists have noted that there is an overlap between blends and clips (for 
instance, Bauer, 1983, Cannon, 1986). Conversely, It can be propose that the 
observed grey area has always actually been between clips and the splinters within 
blends, rather than with the blends themselves. However, in spite of the fact that 
splinters and clips are formed by the same process, they actually function in very 
different ways. Indeed, because splinters must be bound and are not always 
understandable out of context, whereas clips are free-standing and as easily 
understandable as any other word. Clips can play a part in blending, in that splinters 
can attach to them or be formed firom them. 
> Blending and Compounding 
Many descriptions of the compounding process could be seen as equally applicable to 
that of blending. For instance, Trask's (1994) description of compounding, as 
'combining two existing words into a single new word'(pi9), clearly shows how 
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similar the creation processes behind compounding and blending are. Blends, like 
compounds, are most often written as one word but can appear in other ort lographic 
forms. There are examples within the Independent Newspaper corpus of them being 
written with a hyphen (e.g. egg-cellent, rap-sploitation) or, on rare occasions, even 
with a space (for instance docu drama). 
Another similarity between blends and compounds is that, once formed, either can 
become the base to which affixes attach. Trask notes that 'occasionally a new word is 
derived by combining two existing words with a suffix, as in blue-eyed, bookkeeper, 
skydiving and plastic-coated' (pi9). Similarly, there are many examples of affixed 
blends within the Independent corpus include sexploiting, chortled and electrocution. 
Brown's (1851) early comments on compounding also highlight more similarities 
between blends and compounds: 
The compounding of words is one principal means of increasing their number: and the 
arbitrariness with which it is done or neglected in English is sufficient of itself to 
make the number of our words a great uncertainty. (Brown, 1851: 187). 
Another of Brown's (1851) observations on compounding serves to highlight one of 
the differences between blends and compounds: Such terms [compounds], however, 
have the advantage of explaining themselves in a much greater detail than others, 
have little need of definition (Brown, 1851: 187) Blends, conversely, are not always 
self-defining. In fact, Carmon (1986) argues that the most typical blend is the one that 
cannot be unpicked when taken out of context: 
Most of our blends are not self-defining. Rather, they are usually a new, tt-chnically 
simple but otherwise unanalyzable morpheme (Carmon, 1986:746) I am not sure that 
the data within corpus presented in this study would support the claim that 'most' 
blends are unanalysable, but certainly some are less transparent than others (usually 
depending on a reader's / hearer's background, education and specialist field) 
In Chapter Three, we have dealt with 'Coining Names of Unani Medicine: The 
Process of Compounding'. In this chapter, attempts have been made to analyze the 
productivity of COMPOUNDING in coining names for Unani medicine. This chapter 
investigates the question of compounding as a productive word-formation process in 
the naming process of UNANI MEDICINE by exploring the concepts of collocafion 
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and lexicalization. The chapter begins with the process of compounding and its 
definitions. 
Compounding or composition is the process of word formation that creates compound 
lexemes (the other word-formation process being derivation). That is, in familiar 
terms, compounding occurs when two or more words are joined together to make 
them one word. The meaning of the compound may be very different fi-om the 
meanings of its components in isolation. 
A compound word is a union of two or more words to convey a unit idea or special 
meaning that is not conveyed as easily or quickly by separated words. Compound 
words may be hyphenated, written open (as separate words), or written solid (closed). 
A hyphenated compound—also called a unit modifier—is simply a combination of 
words joined by a hyphen or hyphens. The hyphen is a mark of punctuation that not 
only unites but separates the component words; thus, it aids understanding and 
readability and ensures correct pronunciation. Words are hyphenated mainly to 
express the idea of a unit and to avoid ambiguity. 
v^  Shell-like cloud-to-ground strokes 
^ Well-to-do roof-to-wall construction 
v^  Mesozoic to Cenozoic north-trending graben 
^ Fluvial-paludal floodplain system 
Compounding is in such a state of flux that dictionaries do not always agree and, 
worse yet, many compound terms are unlisted. In applying, the compounding rules 
keep in mind the living fluidity of our language. Because word forms change 
constantly, it is important to remember that the rules for compounding cannot be 
applied inflexibly. It is also important to avoid arbitrary compounding. 
Compounds as shown above are written sometimes as; 
> one word (sunglasses), 
> sometimes as two hyphenated words (life-threatening), 
> sometimes as two separate words (football stadium). 
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However, the status compounds remain lexicalized, despite the fact tiiat many 
lexicaHzed forms are semantically opaque. Even though Bauer (1983) states that 
opacity is not a necessary prerequisite for lexicahzation, one thing which is clear is 
that a lexicalized compound is a compound whose meaning is stored permanently in 
the lexicon. Therefore, the meaning does not have to be computed each time the 
compound is used. Whether a compound becomes lexicalized it depends on its 
firequency in everyday use and its significance for the hearer. Lexicalization is the 
process of adding words, set phrases, or word patterns to a language - that is, of 
adding items to a language's lexicon. For example compounding is also a part of 
lexicalization. 
Morphological change in a new word is another type of lexicalization. For instance, 
linking elements in Urdu language are sometimes added to a stem when that stem is 
combined with another one (Bauer 1983). Nevertheless, there are not any rlrm rules 
for when the linking element is used except the case when the left hand constituent is 
branching. 
Another type of morphological lexicalised form can be seen in affixes. Similar to 
linking elements and roots, affixes can cease to be productive, e.g. -ment (e. g. 
confinement, enlargement), -th (length, warmth). There are some constraints 
governing which roots these affixes can be added to. 
The last type of lexicalisation, Bauer discusses, is syntactic in the sense that vvords are 
formed in the syntax. For example, when the prefix dis- is added to the verb believe, 
the resulting word disbelieve does not take an object, unlike its base verlx On the 
other hand, adding the same prefix to the verb 'obey' does not change the syntactic 
fiinction of the resulting word (e. g. I disobey my parents). 
Productivity and recursion in word formation 
Recursion is a fundamental property of human language' which makes human beings 
different from other species of animals. Before continuing this discussion it is 
important to define the term productive. 
Potential measures of productivity in previous research, such as Aronoff (1976), are 
rather vague. Aronoff first had the idea that an index of productivity fo • a word 
formation rule could be obtained by counting the number of actually occurring words 
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that are formed by the rule, and comparing this with the number of words that could 
potentially be formed by that rule. In order to clarify the definition, Lieber (1992: 3) 
says: 
"By productivity as a morphological phenomenon we understand the 
possibility for language users to coin, unintentionally, a number of formations 
which are in principle uncountable. " (Lieber 1992: 3). 
Flag's (2004) definition of productivity seems to give us a clearer picture. According 
to this definition, a morphological process is more productive than another, if it is 
more accepted in the language, because it is constrained by fewer linguistic and non-
linguistic factors of the language. 
Structure of Compounds 
In the present chapter, the main focuses is on similar and different features of 
compound word formation observed mainly in the URDU language, with a particular 
focus on noun-noun compound formations to coin the names of Unani medicines. 
Roeper and Siegel (1978) define root compound words as compound words headed by 
underived nouns. This kind of compound word is different from the compound words 
headed by deverbal or deadjectival nouns. The head of the former type does not take 
an argument whereas the latter does. 
A compound word in English and URDU is generally formed with two words 
(Bloomfield 1933: 227, Bauer 1983: 53). These two words can be noun+noun, 
noun+adjective, verb+verb, or preposition+noun etc. In this section, the structure of 
compounds is discussed in detail with Urdu examples. 
In addition to the structure of compounds, another argument given by scholars 
'neoclassical elements' is discussed this argument claims that compounding merges 
two firee morphemes comes from examples of neoclassical compounding in English 
(Bauer 1983, Flag 2003). Bauer (1983) and Flag (2003) argue that new words can be 
formed by applying rules to smaller units than words. 
According to Bauer (1998b), neoclassical compound words show similar semantic 
behaviour to that of other types of compounds. As Allen (1978) states, compounds are 
subject to the ISA condition. This condition implies that 
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Nl + N2 = is a kind of N2. 
House + boat = House boat is a kind of boat 
jdl+ mahal = A palace in the water 
In other words, 'houseboat' or 'jdlmahaV are hyponym of boat and oalace In 
neoclassical compounds, the semantic relationship between the two is questioned. 
However, it is not possible to combine dialecto and -biolo. Thus, this kind of 
combination is limited, as the two elements consist of the modifier and the modified. 
For instance, hydro-electric is a hyponym of electricity; glaciology is a hyponym of -
logy which means 'study' in Greek. In contrast, a derivation such as kind-ness is not a 
hyponym of-ness or foundation is not that of-ation. 
Another similarity between neoclassical compounds and compounds is that 
neoclassical compounds have a semantic value or density more similar 1o that of 
lexemes than to derivatives. 
Lexical Integrity in Compound Word formation 
According to Di Sciullo and Williams (1987), there are three ways in which words 
can be distinguished from phrases. 
> Firstly, a word is a morphological object, constructed out of morphological 
atoms, i. e. morphemes, by processes of affixation and compounding. 
> Secondly, according to Di Sciullo and Williams (1987), another criierion for 
words is that of Hsted objects. According to Lexical Integrity, no parts of a 
word can be separated, moved, or deleted by rules of syntax. To describe this 
idea, Di Sciullo and Williams (1987) coined the term listeme. Listemes can be 
defined as the linguistic expressions memorized and stored by speakers. 
However, they also admit that just because an expression is listed does not 
mean that it is a word. There are morphological objects, which are fonned by 
a perfectly regular and exceptionless process whose products are not therefore 
listed. For example, they illustrate the derivational deadjectival nouns formed 
by -ness affixation in English. This affixation is regular and said to be 
productive. On the other hand, some objects, such as idioms, are listed 
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(Jackendoff 1997), yet, they are not words. They are items governed by 
syntax. 
> Thirdly, words are syntactic atoms, i. e. the indivisible building blocks of 
syntax: Di SciuUo and Williams' Lexical Integrity (1987). According to 
Lexical Integrity, morphology and syntax are entirely separate domains of 
inquiry. 
A common semantic classification of compounds yields four types as mentioned 
below; 
> Endocentric 
^ Exocentric 
> Copulative 
> Appositional 
The role and function of these four types of compounds are presented below in a 
tabular form. 
S.No 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Compound Type 
Endocentric 
Exocentric 
Copulative 
Appositional 
Description 
A+B denotes a special kind of B 
A+B denotes a special kind of 
an unexpressed semantic head 
A+B denotes 'the sum' of what 
A and B denote 
A and B provide different 
descriptions for the same 
referent 
Examples 
darkroom, Smalltalk 
skinhead, paleface (h 
ead: 'person') 
bittersweet, 
sleepwalk 
actor-director, 
maidservant 
A detaied description of each type of compound is discussed in the present section 
with Urdu exaplmes. 
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Coining Names of Unani Medicine with Endocentric/Exocentric/Copulative and 
Hybridized Compounds 
The language used in Unani medicine is somewhat different from the lang\iage used 
in Ayurvedic system. In this we gave 113 (endocentric), 17 (exocentric), 24 
(copulative) and 15 (hybridized) compound examples in a tabular form of Unani 
medicine names with their meanings. After each table of data the description of words 
is also given. 
Result 
After analysing the data, a graph, showing the productivity of each compound is 
given. The findings based on the data collected fi-om Unani medicine names suggest 
that Endocentric compound formation is most commonly used process, to coin Unani 
medicine names. Most of the Unani medicine names are coined under the category of 
endocentric compounds, which means the combination of two words or elements is 
arranged in such a way that one element or word denotes a special kind oJ~ another 
word. 
Copulative compound formation is the second common process, which is used to coin 
Unani medicine names. Exocentric compound formation is not much common and 
appositional compound formation in Unani medicine names is not used. 
Hybridization is the third common process in the formation of Unani medicine names, 
many names of Unani medicines are coined by combining a word from Urdu and a 
word from another language (English). 
A Short summary of this chapter is given at the end of this chapter. 
4.3 Conclusion 
The aim of this research has been to investigate the word-formation in Urda. more 
specifically the representations of words used as the names of Unani medicine 
composed of more than one morpheme with the intended goal of revealing how 
morphological information is realized in the mental lexicon. 
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Morphology as a sub-discipline of linguistics aims at adequate language description 
and Word-formation is a morphological process of creating new words and 
expressions with the help of other existing language elements. 
Every study of a word needed to include the study of the object it denotes and 
"Onomasiological" model of word formation as a starting point for the theory of word 
formation is concerned with the question of how concepts (i.e. ideas, objects, 
activities, etc.) are expressed. 
The cognitive onomasiological theory identifies word-formation as an independent 
component of linguistics and the scheme represents a crucial triad of relations 
between extra-linguistic reality (object to be named), a speech community 
(represented by a 'coiner'), and the word-formation component. 
The account of word-formation as a very real act of naming within a speech 
community and performed by a member of that speech community makes it possible 
to interrelate the role of productive WF Types/Rules and the creative approach to 
word-formation by a specific coiner. 
Since the linguistic and extra-linguistic phenomena are interconnected, they indicate a 
direct connection between the WF (word-formation) and the lexical components, and 
a mediated connection between the WF and the S>ntactic components. This 
interconnection makes "Onomasiological" model of word formation different from 
those theories that consider WF as a part of the lexicon or a part of syntax. The 
relation between the WF and the lexical components is based on their close 'co-
operation'. On the one hand, the lexicon stores all naming units (monemes and 
complex words, borrowed words, clippings and acronyms) as well as affixes, and 
feeds the WF component with WF bases and affixes in accordance with its needs. On 
the other hand, all new naming units formed in the WF component are stored in the 
lexicon. 
Coining new words is an essential part of all language specific domains. Each field 
and specialty typically uses a vocabulary that relays a variety of specialized concepts 
by means of its language. These special terms convey concentrated meanings that 
have been built up over significant periods of study of a field. The value of these 
terms lies in the way each term condenses a mass of information into a single word. 
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Unani medicine names are also coined with the help of word-formation processes and 
the present study covered two main morphological processes: Blending and 
Compounding. Blending is a process of coining new words or lexemes from parts of 
two or more other lexemes and compounding on the other hand is a union c f two or 
more words to convey a unit idea or special meaning that is not conveyed as easily or 
quickly by separated words. 
This study has shown the composition and structure of Unani medicine names and 
results drawn from data analysis show the productivity of blending and compounding 
separately. It is found, after analyzing the data that compounding is more productive 
process than blending in the formation of Unani medicine names. In compounding 
itself endocentric compound formation is the most productive whereas copulative 
compound formation is second highly productive, hybridized compound forrration is 
lesser productive than copulative, exocentric compound formation is less productive 
and last compound formation that is appositional, is not productive in the formation of 
Unani medicine names. 
Word-formation lies in the fact that it is expected to be a good source of valuable 
information to the teachers, linguists and translators who has Urdu as a Native 
language or second or as a foreign language in general because this information is 
necessary to provide a better understanding of the Unani medicine names and 
formation of these names. The findings of this study are beneficial for educators and 
scholars in the field of morphology as well as in the field of translation. 
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Appendix 
List of Words and Their Source 
Arq Ajvaain - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Arq Baadyaan - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Arq Baranjaasaf - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Arq Dashmool - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Arq Gaao Zabaan - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Arq Gulaab - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Arq Ilaaichee - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Arq Kaasni - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Arq Maa-Ul-Leham - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Arq Makoh - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Arq Mundi - Hamdard (Wakf) Laboratories, New Delhi 
Arq Neelofar - Hamdard (Wakf) Laboratories, New Delhi 
Arq Podeenaa - Hamdard (Wakf) Laboratories, New Delhi 
Arq Raahat Khaas - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Arq Shaahtra - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Arq Ushbaa - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Arq Zeera - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Barseena - Hamdard (Wakf) Laboratories, New Delhi 
Chat Hazam - Cure Herbal Remedies, Mirzapur Pole, Saharanpur (U.P) 
Daakhliyu:N - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Dant Pain - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Dimaag Plus - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Dimaagheen - Dawakhana Tibbiya College, A.M.U, Aligarh (U.P) 
Ehtlaamee - Dawakhana Tibbiya College, A.M.U, Aligarh (U.P) 
Farjeen - Hamdard (Wakf) Laboratories, New Delhi 
Favakiheen - Dawakhana Tibbiya College, A.M.U, Aligarh (U.P) 
Gasopaar- M.A Herbals. 
Gesoo Daraaz - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Gur Maar - Dehlvi Naturals, Club Road, Civil Lines, Delhi 
Haazmeena - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Habb Ambar Momyaai - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Habb Asgand - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Habb Azraaqee - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Habb Bavaaseer - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Habb Bukhaar - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Habb Hamal - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Habb Hilteet - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Habb Jaaleenoos - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Habb Jadvaar - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Habb Javaahir - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Habb Jiryaan - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Habb Kabad Noshaadree - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi 
/ Greater Noida 
Habb Khaas - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Habb Marvaareed - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Habb Mudir - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Habb Mumsik Talaai - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited. Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Habb Muqil - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Habb Musaffi Khoon - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited. Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Habb Nishaat - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Habb Papeeta - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Habb Pechish - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Habb Rasot - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Habb Saraa - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Habb Simaaq - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Habb Sooranjaan - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Habb Suzaak - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Habb Tinkaar - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Habb Zeequnnafs - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Halva Gheekvaar - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Halva Salab - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Halva Supaari Paak - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Hayaat Plus - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Hayaateen - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Hazoomee - Dawakhana Tibbiya College, A.M.U, Aligarh (U.P) 
Imsakeen - Dawakhana Tibbiya College, A.M.U, Aligarh (U.P) 
Itreefal Deedaan - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Itreefal Gadvi: - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Itreefal Kishmishi - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Itreefal Kishneezi - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Itreefal Mulayyan - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Itreefal Muqil - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Itreefal Sinai - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Itreefal Shahtraa - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Itreefal Ustukhuddu:S - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Itreefal Zamaani - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Javaahir Mohraa - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Javaarish Aamla - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Javaarish Anaaren - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Javaarish Bisbaasa - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Javaarish Jaalieenoos - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Javaarish Kamooni - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Javaarish Kamooni Mushil - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, 
Delhi 
Javaarish Mastagee - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Javaarish Ood Sheereen - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, 
Delhi 
Javaarish Shaahee - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Javaarish Tamar Hindi - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Javaarish Zanjabeel - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Javaarish Zar'oonee - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Jeevan Bakhsh - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Jigreen - Hamdard (Wakf) Laboratories, New Delhi 
Jimide - Hamdard (Wakf) Laboratories, New Delhi 
Jiryacure - Cure Herbal Remedies, Mirzapur Pole, Saharanpur (U.P) 
Jiryaanee - Dawakhana Tibbiya College, A.M.U, Aligarh (U.P) 
Jiryaanil - Dehlvi Naturals, Club Road, Civil Lines, Delhi 
Jiyo Fresh - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Joshaanda - Dawakhana Tibbiya College, A.M.U, Aligarh (U.P) 
Josheena - Hamdard (Wakf) Laboratories, New Delhi 
Kesh King - Sbs Biotech. 
Kesheen - Acn Health Care (U & A), Civil Lines, Aligarh (U.P) 
Khaansoleen - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Khameera Aabresham - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Khameera Banafshaa - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Khameera Gaao Zabaan - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited. 
Delhi 
Khameera Khashkhaash - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, 
Delhi 
Khameera Marvaareed - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Khameera Sandal - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Khansyrup - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Kharateen - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Khoonseer - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Kundree - Dawakhana Tibbiya College, A.M.U, Aligarh (U.P) 
Kushta Aqeeq - Dawakhana Tibbiya College, A.M.U, Aligarh (U.P i 
Kushta Bezaa Murg - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Kushta Folaad - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Kushta Go Danti - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Kushta Hajrul Yahood - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Kushta Khabsul Hadeed - Hamdard (Wakf) Laboratories, New Delhi 
Kushta Marjaan - Hamdard (Wakf) Laboratories, New Delhi 
Kushta Marvareed - Dawakhana Tibbiya College, A.M.U, Aligarh (U.P) 
Kushta Mrigaang - Dawakhana Tibbiya College, A.M.U, Aligarh (U.P) 
Kushta Musallas - Dawakhana Tibbiya College, A.M.U, Aligarh (U.P) 
Kushta Nuqra - Dawakhana Tibbiya College, A.M.U, Aligarh (U.P) 
Kushta Qualaee - Dawakhana Tibbiya College, A.M.U, Aligarh (U.P) 
Kushta Shangarf - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Kushta Tila - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Kushta Zamarrud - Dawakhana Tibbiya College, A.M.U, Aligarh (l^.P) 
Laboob Sagheer - Hamdard (Wakf) Laboratories, New Delhi 
Laooq Baadaam - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Laooq Kataan - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Laooq Motadil - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Laooq Nazli - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Laooq Sapistaan - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Lazzateen - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Lehmeena - Hamdard (Wakf) Laboratories, New Delhi 
Lehsoona - Dehlvi Naturals, Club Road, Civil Lines, Delhi 
Maajoon Aard Khurmaa - Hamdard (Wakf) Laboratories, New Dellii 
Maajoon Anjdaan - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Maajoon Aqrab - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Maajoon Aspand Sokhtani - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, 
Delhi 
Maajoon Azraaqi - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Maajoon Chob Cheeni - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Maajoon Dabeed-Ul-Vard - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, 
Delhi 
Maajoon Falaasfa - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Maajoon Gheekvaar - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Maajoon Hajrulyahood - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Maajoon Hamal Ambari Alvi Khaani - New Shama Laboratories Private 
Limited, Delhi 
Maajoon Jalaali - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Maajoon Jograaj Gogul - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Maajoon Kundoor - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Maajoon Khadar - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Maajoon Maaskil-Ul-Bol - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi 
/ Greater Noida 
Maajoon Mucharas - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Maajoon Mugalliz - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Maajoon Mugalliz Javaahir - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, 
Delhi 
Maajoon Muqavvi-O-Mumsik - New Shama Laboratories Private 
Limited, Delhi 
Maajoon Naankhaah - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Maajoon Najaah - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Maajoon Nuqraah - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Maajoon Pyaaz - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Maajoon Sangdaana Murg - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, 
Delhi 
Maajoon Sang Sarmaahi - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, 
Delhi 
Maajoon Siraa - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Maajoon Sooranjaan - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Maajoon Suhaag Sonth - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Maajoon Tila - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Cfreater 
Noida 
Maajoon Ushbaa - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Maajoon Zanjabeel - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Maalti Basant - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Marham Dakhliyoon - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Marham Kafoor - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Masikee - Dawakhana Tibbiya College, A.M.U, Aligarh (U.P) 
Mastu:Reen - Hamdard (Wakf) Laboratories, New Delhi 
Memoreen - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
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Misaalee - Dawakhana Tibbiya College, A.M.U, Aligarh (U.P) 
Nasreena - New Royal Products, Delhi 
Nazlaa Jaa - Cure Herbal Remedies, Mirzapur Pole, Saharanpur (UP) 
Nazlee Sudooree - Hamdard (Wakf) Laboratories, New Delhi 
Nazleena - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / (jreater 
Noida 
Neem Fair -Limra (U & A) Remedies. 
Nisvaanee - Dawakhana Tibbiya College, A.M.U, Aligarh (U.P) 
Nozeena - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Noorament - Rabat Herbal Industries, Allahabad 
Pachmeena - Multani Pharmaceuticals Limited, New Delhi 
Pachnol - Hamdard (Wakf) Laboratories, New Delhi 
Qurs Sefran - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Qurs Alkali - Hamdard (Wakf) Laboratories, New Delhi 
Qurs Bandish Khoon - Hamdard (Wakf) Laboratories, New Delhi 
Qurs Fizza - Hamdard (Wakf) Laboratories, New Delhi 
Qurs Jiryaan - Hamdard (Wakf) Laboratories, New Delhi 
Qurs Kehrobaa - Hamdard (Wakf) Laboratories, New Delhi 
Qurs Mulayyan - Hamdard (Wakf) Laboratories, New Delhi 
Qurs Podeena - Hamdard (Wakf) Laboratories, New Delhi 
Qurs Sartaan - Hamdard (Wakf) Laboratories, New Delhi 
Qurs Silajeet - Hamdard (Wakf) Laboratories, New Delhi 
Qurs Saffron - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Qurs Ziyaabteez - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Rafeeq Hayaat - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Roghan Aamlaa - Hamdard (Wakf) Laboratories, New Delhi 
Roghan Arandee - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Roghan Baabuna - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Roghan Baadaam Sheereen - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, 
Delhi 
Roghan Ber Bahootee - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Roghan Beza Murg - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Roghan Daar Cheenee - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Roghan Gul - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Roghan Kaahoo - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Roghan Kaddoo - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Roghan Khiraateen - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Roghan Laboob Sabaa - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Roghan Qaranfal - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Roghan Sooranjaan - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Roghan Surkh - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Roghan Zetoon - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Saafee - Hamdard (Wakf) Laboratories, New Delhi 
Sabateena - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Safoof-E-Asal-Us-Soos - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, 
Delhi 
Safoof Bars - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Safoof Beej Band - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delh 
Safoof Muhazzil - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Safoof Muqliyaasa - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Safoof Namak-E-Sulemaani - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, 
Delhi 
Safoof Selaan - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Sat Joshaanda - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / (jreater 
Noida 
Selaanee - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Selanol - Hamdard (Wakf) Laboratories, New Delhi 
Shabaab-E-Aazam - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Shabaabee - Dawakhana Tibbiya College, A.M.U, Aligarh (U.P) 
Shabaabia - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Shakreena - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Shambaree - Hamdard (Wakf) Laboratories, New Delhi 
Sharbat Aab Resham - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Sharbat Aaloo Baaloo - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Sharbat Aamlaa - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Sharbat Anaar Sheereen - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, 
Delhi 
Sharbat Angoor Sheereen - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, 
Delhi 
Sharbat Azraani - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Sharbat Banafsha - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Sharbat Bazoori Baarid - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Sharbat Bazoori Haar - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Sharbat Bazoori Motadil - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited. Delhi 
/ Greater Noida 
Sharbat Behee - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / (ireater 
Noida 
Sharbat Deenaar - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Sharbat Ehmad Shaahi - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Sharbat Ejaaz - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Sharbat Folaad - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Sharbat Hab-Al-Aas - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Sharbat Injebaar - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Sharbat Injeer - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Sharbat Kaasni - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Sharbat Kevraa - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Sharbat Musaffi-E-Khoon - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, 
Delhi / Greater Noida 
Sharbat Neelofar - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Sharbat Sadar - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Sharbat Sandal - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Oreater 
Noida 
Sharbat Toot-E-Siyaah - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Sharbat Unnaab - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Sharbat Ustukhuddoos - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Sharbat Vard Mukarrar - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / 
Greater Noida 
Sharbat Zoofa - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Shifaeen - Cure Herbal Remedies, Mirzapur Pole, Saharanpur (U.P) 
Shikanjabeen Bazooree - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Shikanjabeen Lemooni - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
Shugar Najaah - Rabat Herbal Industries, Allahabad. 
Sozaakee - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Sualeen - Hamdard (Wakf) Laboratories, New Delhi 
Sunoon Paaeriyaa - Dawakhana Tibbiya College, A.M.U, Aligarji (U.P) 
Tihaali - Dawakhana Tibbiya College, A.M.U, Aligarh (U.P) 
Ushbee - Dawakhana Tibbiya College, A.M.U, Aligarh (U.P) 
Vermorex - Rex (U & A) Remedies Private Limited, Delhi / Greater 
Noida 
Zahbee - Dawakhana Tibbiya College, A.M.U, Aligarh (U.P) 
Zul Aamla - Hamdard (Wakf) Laboratories, New Delhi 
Zulfee - New Shama Laboratories Private Limited, Delhi 
